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L The Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons

Responsible for Genocide and Other Serjous Violations of lntemational Humanitarian Law

Committed in the Territoly of Rwanda and Rwandan Citizens Responsible for Genocide and Other

Such Violations Contmitted in the Territory of Neighbouring States between 1 January 1994 and

31 December 1994 ("Appeals Chamber" and "Tribunal," respectively) is seized of appeais by

Callixte Kalimanzira ("Kalimanzira) and the hosecutor ('?rosecution") against the Judgement

rendered by Trial Chamber III of the Tribunal ("Trial Chamber") on 22 June 2009 in the case of

The Prosecutor v. Cattixte Katimanzira (''lital Judgemenf ').'

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Backeround

2. Kalimanzira was bom in 1953 in Muganza Commune, Butare hefecture, Rwanda.2 He is an

agronornist by training.3 Surring in 1986, Kalimanzira held various posilions in the Rwandan

govemment. These included serving as a sub-prefect of Butare and Byumba Prefectures, as an

off,rcial in the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock, and as the director of Rural Development for

the Rwandan President's office.a He joined the Ministry of Interior in January 1992 as secretary

general and served as directeur de cabinet, the ministry's second most senior official, from

September of that yeax through the relevant events of 1994.5

3. The Trial Chamber convicted Kalimanzira for instigating ancl aiding and abetting genocide

at the Butare-Gisagara roadblock around 22 April 1994, and for aiding and abetting genocide at

Kabuye hill on 23 Apirl 1994 and at the inaugufation of Elie Ndayambaje as bourgmestre of

Muganza Commune on 22 June 1994.6 In addition, it convicted Kalimanzira for committing direct

and public incitement to commit genocide at the Jaguar roadblock in middle to late April 7994, at

rhe Kajyanama roadblock in late April 1994, at the Gisagara marketplace at the end of May 1994,

and at the Nyabisagara football field in late May or early June 1994.? Kalimanzira was sentenced to

a single term of 30 years of imprisonment'8

I For oase of reference, two annexes are appondod: Annex A - hocedural History and Annex B - Citod Materials and

Defined Terms.
2 Trial Judgsment, paras. 7, ?9.
I Trial Judgement, paras. 79, 80.
4 Trial Judgsmont, paras. 82-84.
5 Trial Judsement, paras. 85, 87, 90.
o Trial Judiement, paras.293, 393' 4'14,739 ' 745.
t tria Jualemenr. p ans. 562.589.614'729,739,'745
o Trial Judgoment, para. 756.
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B. The Appeals

4. Kalimanzira presents 11 grounds of appeal challenging his convictions and requests the

Appeals Chambe|to .release him.e The Prosecution responds that all grounds of Kalimanzira's

appeal should be dismissed.ro The Prosecution presents two grounds of appeal challenging the legal

qualification of Kalimanzira's conviction for genocide in relation to Kabuye hill and the Butare-

Gisagara roadblock as well as his sentence.ll It requests the Appeals Chamber to change the forms

of responsibility for these incidents to ordering and committing and to impose a sentence of life

imprisonment.l2 Kalimanzira responds that the hosecution's appeal should be dismissed.l3

5. The Appeals Chamber heard oral submissions regarding these appeals on 14 June 2010.

e Kalinanzira Notice of ApPeal.
r0 Prosecuton Response Briof, paras. 1, 264
rr Prosecution Notice of APPeal.
12 hosecution Notice of Appoal, paras 12-14' 26'
13 Kalimalzira Response Brief, paras. 11, 16.

Case No. ICTR-05-88-A 20 October 2010
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II. STANDARDS OFAPPBLLATE REVEW

6. The Appeals Chamber recalls the applicable standards of appellate review pursuant to

Arncle 24 of the Statute. The Appeals Chamber reviews only enots of law which invalidate the

decision of the trial chamber and errors of fact which have occasioned a miscarriage ofjustice.ra

7. Regarding errors of law, the Appeals Chamber has stated:

where a party allegos thet there h an error of law, that palty must advance arguments in suppofl of
the submission and explain how tho enor invalidates the decision. However, if the appellant's
arguments do not support the contention, that parfy does nof automaiically lose its point since the

Afpoals Chambgr may stop in and, for other reasons, find in favour of the contention that there is

an error of law.'"

g. Where the Appeals Chamber finds an error of law in the trial judgement arising from the

application of an incorrect legal standard, the Appeals Chamber will articulate the correct legal

standard and review the relevant factual findings of the trial chamber accordingly.l6 In so doing, the

Appeals Chamber not only corrects the legal error, but, when necessary, also applies the correct

legal standard to the evidence contained in the trial record and determines whether it is itself

convinced beyond reasonable doubt as to the facrual finding challenged by the appellant before that

finding may be confirmed on appeal.lT

g. Regarding errors of fact, it is well established that the Appeals chamber will not lightly

overtum findings of fact made by the trial chamber:

WheretheDefenceallegesanenonoousfindingoffact,theAppealschambermustgivedeference
to the Trial Chambgr that Teceived the evidence at trial, and il will only rntertere in |hose rrnorngs

where no reasonable trier of fact could have reached lhe same finding or whore the finding ls

wholly enoneous. Furthermore, the. erroneous findinS will be revoked oI levised only if the enor

occasioned a miscarriage of justice'o

10. A party cannot merely fepeat on appeal arguments that did not succeed at trial, unless it can

demonstrate that the trial chamber's rejection of those arguments constituted an error warranting the

ta Nchamihigo Appeal Judgement, para. Ti Bikin(li Appeal Judgement, pals,.91 Zgiranyirazo Appeal Judgement, para

8 . See also Eotkiski and Tarculovski Appoal Judgement, para 9
li iiwiti"r*" appeal Judgement, para. 11 linternat citadon_omittsd). See also Nchamihigo Appeal Judgemont, para'

t; Bikindi nppel iriOgemenr, para. iq ngiranytrozo Ap*al Judgemen!, pw*9; Boikarki and TorCulovski Appetl

Judsement, Dara.10.
\; fiiniiiici Appeal Judgemenr. pzra. 9; Bikindi Appeal Judgement, pal:, 111 Zigiranyirazo AppeoJ Judgement,

oara. 10. See atso B oikoski and Tartulovsl<i Appeal Judgement' Para l I
T icni^inigi Appoat Judgement, para. 9: Bikindi ApPeal Judgement, para. 1l, Zigiranyirazo Appeal Judgemont,

oala. L0. Sei stso Eolkoski and Tardulovsl<l Appeal Judgement' para l1
fr-i;C6;;J J"dCemenr, para. 40 (intemal citations omitted), See also Nchamihigo Appeal Judgement, para. 10;

ni,"a, efiii Judglment, iata. 12', Zgiranyirazo Appeal Judgcment, pra. 111 Bolkoski and TarCulovski Appeal

Judgemeni,'para. 13. -t $

Case No. ICTR-05-88-A 20 October 2010
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intervention of the Appeals Chamber.le Arguments which do not have the potential to cause the

impugned decision to be reversed or revised may be immediately dismissed by the Appeals

Chamber and need not be considered on tle merits.2o

11, In order forthe Appeals Chamber to assess axguments on appeal, the appeahng party must

provide precise references to relevant transcript pages or paragraphs in the decision or judgement to

which the challenge is made.2r Moreover, the Appeals Chamber cannot be expected to consider a

party's submissions in detail if they are obscure, contradictory, vague, or suffer from other formal

and obvious insufficiencies.22 Finally, the Appeals Chamber has inherent discretion in selecting

which submissions m€rit a detailed reasoned opinion in writing, and it will dismiss arguments

which are evidently unfounded without providing detailed reasoning.23

-\\\

te Nchamihigo Appeal Judgomenr, para. 11; Bikindi Appeal Judgement, pan. 131 n|iranyirazo Appeal Judgemenl,

oata. 12. Sei atso Bolkoski and TarCulovrti Appoal Judgemont, para' 16'
h' ichamihigo Appeal Judgement, para. 11; Bikind.i Appeal Judgemont, para. 13 hgiranyirazo Appezl Judgement,

oara.12. Sei also Bolkoski ond TqrCulovsl<i Appeal Judgcment, para 16
1t hacrice Direction on Formal Requiremonh for Appeals from Judgemont, 15 June 2007, para. 4(b). See Nchamihigo

Appea.l Judgemenr, pa13.. lZi Bikinai Appeal Judgoment, parz. 14, Zigiranyirazo Appeal Judgemenl, para. 13. See also

Biikoski and TarCulovsti Appeal Judgomsnt, para 17'
n Nchamihigo Appeal Judgiment, para. 121 Bikindi Appea\ Judgemont, petra. 141 Zigiranyirazo Appeal Judgement'

nara. 13 . Sei also- Eolkoski and Tariulovshi ApPeal Judgement' para lT
,1 Nchamihigo Appeal Judgemenr, para. 12; Bikindi Appeal Judgemenl, p?fa. 14', Zigiranyirazo Appeal Judgement,
pata.13. Sei also Eolkoski and Tariulovs&l Appeat Judgemenl, para 17'

Case No. ICTR-05-88-A 20 ocrober 20l0
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III. APPBAL OF CALLIXTE KAI,IMA.NZIRA

A. Allesod Violations of tr'air Trial Riehts (Ground 1)

lZ. Kalimanzira submits that the Trial Chamber violated his dght to a fair trial,2a In this section

the Appeals Chamber considers three principal questions: (1) whether the Trial Chamber ened in its

considemtion of the Prosecution's alleged violation of its disclosure obligations pursuant to Rule 68

of the Rules; (2) whether the Trial Chamber violated the principle'of equality of arms in conducting

the case; and (3) whether the Trial Chamber erred in allowing the hosecution to examine Defence

witnesses based on material which was not disclosed prior to the commencement of cross-

examination.

1. Rule 68 of the Rules

13. In the Trial Judgbment, the Trial Chamber considered whether the Prosecution violated its

disclosure obligations under Rule 68 of the Rules with respect to transcripts from the

Nyiramasuhuko et al. case as well as any files conceming its witnesses from Rwandan Gcccca

proceedings.2s Kalimanzira submits that the Trial Chamber ened in finding that the Prosecution did

not violate its disclosure obligations.26

14. The Appeals Chamber considers each category of material in turn, beaxing in mind that' as

such decisions relate to the general conduct of trial proceedings, this is a matter that falls within the

discretion of the Trial Charnber.2T A trial chamber's exercise of discretion will be reversed only if

the challenged decision was based on an incorrect interpretation of governing law, was based on a

patently incorrect conclusion Of fact, oI was so unfair or unreasonable aS to constitute an abuse of

the rrial chamber's discretion.28

(a) Nviramasuhuko et al. Ttanscipts

15. On 16 July 2008, after the close of its case, the Prosecution disclosed the trial transcripts of

seven witnesses who testified in the Nyiramasuhuko et al. case, but not in Kalimanzira's, about the

attack on Kabuye hill in Butare Prefecture.2e On 9 February 2009, Kalimanzira sought to exclude

the evidence relating to this attack provided by Prosecution Witnesses BXG, BDK, BDC' BWO'

2a Kalimanzira Notice of Appeal, paras 6-12; Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras 8-47
D Trial Judgoment, paras. 42-60.
26 Kalimaurrzrra Appeal Brief, paras. 9-24.
,1 Th" pror""uii v. Th€oniste Bagosora et al., Case No. ICTR-98-41-AR73, Docision on Interlocutory Appeal

Relating to Disclosure Under Rule OO(S) ot th" Tribunal's Rlles of Procedure and Evidence, 25 Soptember 2006'

oua.6T'Ba*osora et at. Appeal Decision of25 SePtember 2006") a< $
'E BagosoraTt al. Appeal Decision of 25 SePtember 2006. Para. 6 \
2e Trial Judgement, paras. 51, 52.

Case No. ICTR-05-88-A 20 October 20i0
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based onBCF, BBO, and BXK or, in the altemative, to recall them for further cross-examination

the Prosecution's failure to timely disclose the trial transcripts from the Nyiramasuhuko et al.

case.3o On 13 February 2OOg, the Trial Charrber admitted the transcripts into evidence and denied

Kalimanzira's request.3l

16. Kalimanzira renewed his objections in his Final Trial Brief and closing .arguments.32 ln th"

Trial Judgement, the Trial Chamber held that there was no reason to reconsider its decision of

13 February 2009 on this issue.33 It reiterated that the Prosecution did not violate its disclosure

obligations because Kalimanzira did not demonstrate that the material in question was prima facie
exculpatory.34 The Trial Chamber ultimately convicted Kalimanzira for aiding and abetting
genocide based on his role in the Kabuye hill incident.35

17 , Kalimanzira submits that the Trial Chamber ened in finding that the Prosecution did not

violate ils disclosure obligations when it delayed handover of the Ny iramasuhuko et al. mateial and

requests that the Appeals Chamber reverse his conviction based on the attack on.Kabuye hill or

altematively remand the case for a new trial.36 Kalimanzira contends that the transcnpts were

exculpatory and emphasizes that. given the overlap in the factual basis of the two trials, they would

have been useful during cross-examination.3T

18. Rule 68 of the Rules provides, inter alia, that the hosecution "shall, as soon as practicable,

disclose 10 the Defence any material, which in the actual knowledge of the hosecutor may suggest

the innocence or mitigate the guilt of the accused or affect the credibility of hosecution

evidence."38 The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Prosecution's obligation to disclose exculpatory
material is essential to a fair trial.3e The Appeals Chamber has always interpreted this obligation

'o Tria.l Judgernent, paras. 50, 5 l.'' Trial Judgement, paras. 48,53. See also T. l3 February 2009 pp. 8-11.
" Trial Judgomont, para.48, referring to Kalimanzira Closing Brief, paras. I178-l196, T. 20 April 2009 pp. 29, 30.'' Trial Judgement, paras. 49, 60.
s Trial Judgement, para. 58.
'" Trial Judgemsnt, paras. 393, 739.
'" Kalimanzira Appoal Brief, paras. 10-20.
'' Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. lZ, 13, 17, 18.
'" Rule 68(4) of he Rutes (emphasis added),
"' The Prosecutor v. Edouard Karemera et al., Case No. 98-4,fAR73.?, Decision on Interlocutory Appeal Regarding
the Role of the hosecutor's Elechonic Disclosure Suite in Discharging Disclosure Obligations, 30 Ju;;2006, para. t
("Karemera et al' Appeal Decision of 30 June 2006"); The Prosecutor v. Edouard Karenera et al., Case No. 98-zt4-
AR?3.6, Decision on Josepb Nzborera's Intcrlocutory Appeal, 28 April 2006, pan.1 (,.Karemera et at. Apwal
Decision of 28 April2m6")l The Prosecutor v. Th4oncste Bagosora et al,, CaBe Nos. ICTR-9841-AR73, ICTR-98-41-
AR73(B), Decision bn Inoerlocutory Appeals of Decision on Witness kotection Orders, 6 October 2005, para. 44;
KordiC and Cerkez Apqal Judgemen! paras. 183, 242i BlalkiC Appeat Judgemen! para. 2&; Krstii Appeal
Judgement, para. 180; Prosecutor v. Radoslav Brdanin, case No. IT-99-36-4, Decision on Appeuanl's Motion for
Diselosure PursuaDt to Rule 68 and Motion for an Order to the Registxar to Disclose Certain Miterials, ? December
2004, p. 3 ("Brdanin Appeal Decision of 7 December 2004"). -\ 

\\
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broadly.{ To establish a violation of the Rule 68 disclosure obligation, the defence must establish

that additional material is in the possession of the Prosecution and present a prima facie case that

the material is exculpatory.ar If the defence satisfies the trial chamber that the Prosecution has falled

to comply with its Rule 68 obligations, then the trial chamber must examine whether the defence

has been prejudiced by that failure before considering whether a remedy is appropriate.a2

19. The Trial Chamber detennined that the material at issue was in the possession of the

Prosecution, but that Kalimairzira did not demonstrate that it was exculpatory.43 Although the Trial

Chamber conectly articulated the test for assessing disclosure violations,a the Appeals Chamber

finds that it inappropriately applied an elevated standard in assessing whether the material was

exculpatory within the meaning of Rule 68 of the Rules. Specifically, the Trial Chamber noted that

the witnesses in the Nyiramasuhuko er aI. case did not mention seeing Kalimanzira at Kabuye hill.as

It observed that no questions were asked about him, and the transcripts, thus, "[did] not contradict

the evidence adduced in rhe Kalimanzira t'jral,'46 asserting that the failure "to make mention of

Kalimanzira's presence at Kabuye hill during the period at issue does not mean that Kalimanzira

could not have been there."4?

20. The Trial Chamber's analysis appears to focus on the potentially low probative value of the

Nyiiannsuhuko et al. evidence. While that is certainly a relevant consideration in assessing whether

an accused was prejudiced by late or non-disclosure of Rule 68 material, the Appeals Chamber

recalls that the defence does not bear the burden of "contradict[ing]" the Prosecution's evidence.aE

It need only raise a reasonable doubt as to the accused's participation in a crime.ae In addition, in

order to estabtsh a violation of disclosure obligations under Rule 68 of the Rules, the defence need

only show that the material is prima facie or "potentially" exculpatory.so The Appeals Chamber

nn Ksremera et al. Appetl Decision of 30 June 2006, pan. 9. See also BlqlkiC Appeal Judgcment, Paras. 265, Z66i
KrutiC Appoal Judgsmenl, para. 180.
a' Kaietiieli Appea! Judgement, para.262. See also Oeorges Anderson Nderubumwe Rutagcnda v. The Prosecutor,Case
No. ICTR-96-03-R, Decision on Roquests for Reconsideration, Review, Assignment of Counsel, Disclosute, and
Clarification, 8 December 2006, para. 36 ("Rutegando Review Dscision")t Karemera et al. Appeal Decision of
28 April 2006, para. 13.
o' Sei xajetij"ti Appeal Judgoment, para.262i Krstic Appeal Judgement, para. 153
4r Trial Judgement, paras, 57, 58.
s Trial Judsemcnt, para. 56,
ns Trial Judlement para. 58.
46 Trial Judsement. Dara. 58.
a? Tria.l Judiement, para. 58.
aE CJ. Zieiinyirazo Appeal Judgement, para. 19 ('"The Appeals Cha.mber has recognized that languege whicn suggosts,
inter alis, th t ur accused must 'nqgate' the Prosocution svidence, 'eronerate' himself, or 'rcfute the possibiliry' that he
participated in a crime indicales that the Trial Chamber misapplied the burden of proof.") (intEmal citations omitted);
Muhimano Appeal Judgement, para. 18 ("An accused doos not need to prove at trial that a crime 'could not have
occurred' or 'preclude the possibility that it could occur'.").
ne C1. Zigiranyirazo Appeal Judgement, para. l7
to Karemera et al. Appeal Decision of 28 April 2006, para. 13. Rule 68(4) of the Rules states
Prosecutor shal.l, as soon as practicable, disclose to the Defence any material, which in the

(emphasis added): "The
actual knowledge of the

c\.Y\
\ '
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considers that Kalimanzira did demonstrate that the absence of any reference to him in the relevant

Nyirarnasuhuko et al. teslimony is potentiall! exculpatory. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds

that the Trial Chamber erred in law in assessing whether the transcripts were in fact exculpatory in

order to determine if a breach of the disclosure obligations under Rule 68 of the Rules occurred,

21. The Appeals Chamber is not convinced, however, that this enor invalidated the Trial

Chamber's decision. Notably, Kalimanzira did receive the material during the course of the trial,

albeit after the close of the hosecution's case. The question therefore becomes whether the

Prosecution provided the material "as soon as practicable," as required by Rule 68(A) of the Rules.

The Appeals Chanrber has recogniaed that the voluminous nature of materials "in the possession"

of the Prosecution may give rise to delays in disclosure.sl There is no indication that the

Prosecution acted in bad faith in disclosing the relevant material after the close of its case.

Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber is not convinced that the timing of the Prosecution's disclosure

violated Rule 68 of the Rules.

22. In any event, the Appeals Chamber further notes that, beyond asserting that this material

would have been useful for cross-examination, Kalimanzira has no[ clearly demonstrated how he

would have used any particular part of this material to discredit the Prosecution witnesses. The Trial

Chamber reasonably determined that this type of evidence carried limited probative value.52 In

these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber is not convinced that Kalimanzira was prejudiced by the

Trial Chamber's decision not to exclude Prosecution wihesses or recali them for further cross-

exarnination.

(b) Gacaca Mateial

23. The Trial Chamber held that the Defence did not demonstrate that the hosecution was in

possession of documents from Rwandan Gacaca ptoceedings related to its witnesses and thus found

hosecutor may suggest the irmocence or mitigate lhe guilt of the accuscd or affect the credibility of Prosecution
evidence." The Appeats Chamber routinely construes the Prosocution's disclosure obligations under ihe Rulos hoadly
in accord witb their plain meaning. See Bagosora et al. Apryal Decision of 25 Septomber 2006, pala. 8, citing
Karemers et at. Appoal Decision of 30 June 2006, paras. 9-13, Krsti( Appeal Judgemont, para. 180, Blaiki( Appeo)
Judgement, pat4s. 265, 266.
tt Kare*"ro et al, Appaal Decision of 30 June 2006, n. 33, citing BInfkiC Appal Judgement, para. 300 ("[...] [Tlhe
voluminous nature of the materials in the possossion of the Prosecution may rcsult in delayed disclosure, since the
material in question may be identified only afier the trial procs€dings have concluded."), r(rstlC Appeal Judgement,
para. 197 ("The Appeals Chamber is lympathetic to the argument of the Prosecution thal in most instances matcrial
ioquires processing,.Fanslation, analysis and identificalion as exculpatory moterial. The hosocution cannot be oxPectod
to discloie mat€riel which - despite its best effo s - it has not been able to review and assess. Nevertheless, the
hosecution did take an inordinate amount of time before disclosing material in this case, and has failed to provide a
satisfactory explanation for the delay.") (internal citation omi$ed)
52 See Trial Judgement, para. 387 ("The body of evidence reveals that there were tbousands upon thousands of refugees
suffering bat0e and massacre from an indeterminate numbsr of attackers over a large landscape and time span; no
witness alone could amply describo evorything that txanspied or identify everyone who was prosont. The Chamber
finds the Defonce evidence raises no reasonablo doubt on oyewitness accounts that Kalimanzira was aI Kabuye *t ,\ 
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no violation of the Prosecution's disclosure obligations.ss The Trial Charnber also noted that il had

offered its assislance to the Defence in obtaining such material, but that Kalimanzira never acted on

this proposal.sa

24. Kalimanzira submits that the Trial Chamber ered in finding thar the Prosecution did not

violate its disclosure obligations with respect lo the Gacaca documents of its wilnesses.5s He

contends that the.hosecution refused his requesls for assistance to obtain this material.s6 According

to Kalimanzira, the hosecucion should have assisted hjm even though he did not file a formal

request.sT He emphasizes that the hosecution has superior facilities to obtain such documents and

was able to do so in connection with the cross'examination of Defence witnesses.sE

25. The Appetils Chaniber has previously held that the hosecution has no obligation to obtain

judicial material related to its witnesses from Rwanda.se As Kalimanzira has not shown that the

Prosecution was in possession of rthis material, the Appeals Chamber finds no merit in his assertion

that it violated its disclosure obligations. Bearing this in mind, the Appeals Charnber also considers

that the Prosecution had no obligation to.assist the Defence in obtaining these documents.m

Although many trial chambers, in the exercise of their discretion, have asked the Prosecution to use

its good offices to assist defence counsel in obtaining such material,6l a review of the record reflects

that Kalimanzira never made a request to this effect, notwithstanding the Trial Charnber's express

willingness to assist in procuring these documents.o'

2. Eoualitv of Arms

26. In this sub-section, the Appeals Chamber considers two main submissions: (a) whether the

Trial Chamber violated Kalimanzira's rights by not postponing the commencement of the trial due

to the unforeseeable absence of his lead counsel; and (b) whether the Prosecution's strategy of

sr Trial Judgement, para. ,14.
5a Trial Judgement. para. 47.
" Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, Paras 2l-24
'o faUmauira eipeal Brief, parg. 21, citing T ' 20May 2008 pp. 17, 18 (Frcnch), T. 21 May 2008 p 27 (French),
57 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, para. 22.
5E Kalimanzira Appe alBiet, P8tras. 22,23.
5e RutasandaReview Decision, para.45. See alm Kaielijeli Appeal Judgement, para. 263.
@ The allesed disparity in resources between the hosecution and Defence tearns is addressed below, See infra pua.34'
u' Ruragaido Reviewbecision, psra. 46, citing The Prosecutor v, Aloys Simba, Case No. ICTR-01-76-T, Decision on
MafieraRelared io Wimess KDD's Judicial Dossier' I November 2004, paras. 11, 15
62 Tria.l Judgement, para, 47 ("In the Fesent case, tbe issue of proatimg Gacaca records atoso early in tho trial during
the cross-oiamination of a Prosecution witness, and the Chamber offered to assist the Defonca. Tho Dofence indicated
its itrteniion to file a writton motion to spocify what documents it would request the Prosecution to disclose or seek
assistance to obtain. However, no such motion was ever filed ") (internal citation omitted) 
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prejudiced thereducing the number of allegations and

preparation of the Defence.63

witnesses during the course of the trial

(a)

27. On 19 March 2008, the President of the Tribunal scheduled the opening of the trial in this

case for 28 April 2008.s On 14 April 2008, Kalimanzira filed a motion to postpone the

commencement of the trial until l0 May 2008 in light of the timing of the hosecution's disclosure

of unredacted witness statements.65 During a status conference on 30 April 2008, the hesiding

Judge granted this motion in part, and set the opening date of the trial for 5 May 2008.6 After this

oral decision was issued, Kalimanzira's co-counsel, Ms. Anta GuissC, informed the Presiding Judge

that Kalimanzira's lead counsel, Mr. Arthur Vercken, had been hospitalized on 21 April 2008 and

requested a further postponement of the triat until Mr. Vercken's recovery and arrival in Arusha.67

Ms. Guissd explained that Mr. Vercken was crurently prohibited from traveling, but that he might

be able to travel during the week of 12 Mal' 2008.68

28. After hearing the parties, the hesiding Judge decided not to postpone the commencement

date;6e FIe observed that Ms. Gliss€ appeared "articulate and competent" and that co-counsel were

normally selected based on qualifications that would allow them to proceed in the absence of lead

counsel.?o In addition, he noted that the trial would be heard in half-day sessions, which would

allow additional time for preparation.?r During the course of fuflher confidential discussions,T2

Ms. Guissd requested that cross-examination of Prosecution witnesses be postponed until

Mr. Vercken's retum.73 The Presiding Judge granted this request in part, but noted that if Mr.

63 Kalimanzira also submits that the Trial Chamber was not imparrial in its examination of the witnesses for each patty'
See Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 4G42. However, he does not supporl this argumont under this ground of appoal
and instead notes that it is dev€loped in each individual ground. Consequently, the Appeals Chambsr will address this
argument in the gounds where it is specifically developed.
*ih" pror""uti v. Callixte Katimaizira, caie No. IaT.R-05-88-PT, Scheduling Order Regarding the Commencement
of the Trial, 19 Muclr 2008, P. 2.
65 The Prosecutor v. Callixte Kalimanzira, Case No. ICTR-05-881, Motion on Beha.lf of Callixte Kalimanzira Sesking
a Postponemont of the Commencement of Trial, 14 April 2008.
uo Trial Judgement, Annex I. para.771. See also T.30 April 2008 p. 4. The trial did not starl on 28 April 2008 as
gngineUy iniended due to a change in the composition of the Bonch. See Trial Judgement, Annex I, pala. 770.
'' T. 30 April 2008 pp. 4-6.
6t T. 30 ADril 2oo8 D. 6.t r. lo ep. zooa p. e.
j" T. 30 April 2008 p. 9.
" T. 30 April 2008 p. 9.
72 7.30 Apfl 2008 p. 9 ("1 think it might be reasonable to allow confidential discussion of this malter, so I will propose
to adjoum the status conference now and to invite counsel on both sides lo the Jridges'lounge to discuss those matters
which you have suggestod sbould not be discussed in the public domain. So we will rise now and aaljourn to the Jodges'
lounge.").
?, T. 5 May 2008 p. 5 (.,1 woild like to rsnew the.exceptional request that was made before - that is, that the Defence
stafl its cross-exarnination when Mr. Vorcken comos. And as I said at the beginning of the hearing, he would probably

be with us next week - maybe Monday [12 May 2008]. And also considering the calendar of activities for this week,

-\ 
\^

we rcquest that we only start our cross-examination in the presence of the lsad counsel.").
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Vercken had not retumed by 12 May 2008, Kalimanzira's cs-counsel would be exp€cted to proceed

with cross-examination.Ta

29. During the week of 5'May 2008, the Triat Chamber hemd the direct examination of

hosecution Wirnesses BCF, BWO, BXK, BWK, and BDC. On 9 May 2008, Ms. Guissd informed

the Trial Chamber that Mr. Vercken's condition had deteriorated and that he would not be able to

attend trial proceedings on 12 May 2008 as initially projected,?s Mr. Vercken did not ultimately

attend any day of the first tnal session, which lasted from 5 to 22 May 2008. Ms. Guissd therefore

cross-examined the five initial witnesses between 72 and 20 May 2008 From 20 to 22 May 2008,

the Trial Chamber also heard Prosecution Witnesses BDK, BWI, BXG' and BXH, whom Ms.

Guiss6 cross-examined immediately following their examination-in-chief. Mr. Vercken was present

in Arusha for the second trial session commencing on 16 June 2008' The Presiding Judge

acknowledged his understandable absence during the first session and noted that "[Ms. Guiss6]

acquitted herself creditably in [Mr. Vercken's] absence."76

30. Kalimanzira submits that the Trial Chamber violated his right to equality of arms by

refusing to delay the trial in Mr, Vercken's medically justified absence.TT He notes that Ms. Guiss6

had only been assigned to the case for,a short time (from 22 November 2007) prior to the

commencement of trial.?8 According to Kalimanzira, her role as co-counsel was to act under the

authority of his lead counsel, which was not possible when Mr. Vercken was hospitalized in

Europe.?e

31. According to Kalimanzira, the opening of the trial was the most important pan of the case,

particularly because this was when the Prosecution presented most of its witnesses relating to the

most serious charge of genocide,so He submits that proceeding in the absence of Mr. Vercken

prejudiced the preparation of the defence because investigative resources had to be diverted from

the field to assist Ms. Guiss€, who otherwise was not supportod by other staff in Arusha; this fufiher

compounded the difficulties created by the Prosecution's late disclosure of unredacted statements.8l

74 T. 5 May 2008 p. 6.

]5 T. 9 May 2008 pp. l. 2.
'" T. 16 June 2008 o. 2.
?? Kalimanzira Appeat Brief, paras. 25-32.
?E Kalimanzira Appoal Brief, para. 25.
?e Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 25, 27 ,28, citing Directive on the Assignment of Defence Counsel, 14 March 2008,

Article l5(E).
80 Kalimanz;rn Appea) Bief, paras.26.29.
8r Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 30, 31.
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duringTo highlight the disparity, he noles that the Prosecution was represented by three prosecutors

this period.82

32. The Appeals,Chamber can identify no error in the Trial Chamber's decision not to postpone

the commencement of trial in the absence of Kalimanzira's lead counsel. As the Trial Chamber

noted, the purpose of a co-counsel is not only to assist the lead counsel but indeed to conduct the

case in order to allow the proceedings to continue in the event of an unforeseeable absence of the

lead counsel. A review of the record reflects that the Trial Chamber was mindful of the additional

difficulties that this situation imposed on the Defence and accommodated these by, inter alia'

postponing the cross-examination of the first five witnesses.s3

33. Significantly, Kalimanzira does not allege that Ms. Guissd's performance was ineffective.

Indeed, as noted above, the Trial Chamber acknowledged her competence both at the outset of the

session and after its conclusion. Furthermore, the record indicates that Ms. Guiss6 was in fact in

consultation.with Mr. Vercken during the first trial session and sought his instruction.sa Kalimanzira

also did not seek the recall of any of the witnesses for further cross-examination on the basis of Ms.

Guiss6's performance after Mi. Vercken's retum.

34. As to the disparity between the Prosecution and the Defence teams during this period, the

Appeals Chamber has held that "the equality of arms principle requires a judicial body to ensure

tha! neither party is put at a disadvantage when presenting its case."8s fhis principle does not

require, however, material equality between the parties in terms of financial or human ,rrou..rr.tu

Therefore, there is no merit in Kalimanzira's submission that his rights were violated simply

because the Prosecution had a larger team of lawyers dwing this period'

35. Finally, although Kalimanzira submits that his investigations were prejudiced by the re-

allocation of resources to assist his co-counsel, he does not substantiate this claim and there is no

indication that he raised this as a problem to the Trial Chamber or sought additional resources or

dme to compensate for any prejudice

12 Kalimanzira Appoal Brief, parB. 25.
8r See supra paras. 28, 29.
, See T. Z}-May 2008 p. 59 ("Mr. hesident, at this point, I have a motion. And it's almost 5 p.m. I know under what

special circumstances I iind myself, and I would like to make use of the break, between today and lomoflow, to forward
the fanscripts of the hearings to my lead counsel so that he can sond his observalions to me. This is a witness who is

testifying to a numbar of facts Bboul Mr. Kalimanzira. And given the impo ance of this testimony, I Pray you to grant

this motion. And on the second point, maybe on a humanitarian - from a humanitadan standpoint, and to consider the
work that the Defence has done ovor the p8st two days, and, Mr. hesiden! sir, to gunt me this half hour that I'm asking

from the Chamber, once more, in view of the oxceptional circumslsnges in which Mr. Kalimanzira D€fence ttam btd
finds itself, and to get the observations of my lead counsel, who is the one who is heading Mr. Kalimanzila's Defence,
to rcpeat myself.").
Es Nahimana et ql. Appeal Judgemenl, para. 173
86 Nahimana et al, Appeal Judgoment, para.220. See also Kayishema and Ruzindana Appeal Judgement, PaIa. 69.
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(b) The Prosecution's Trial Snategy

36, Kalimanzira submits that he had inadequate time and resources to prepare his defence when

compared with the preparation invested in the hosecution oase.st ln,this re6pect, he ernphasizes the

significant resources he devoted to investigating the large number of allegations which were not

pursued, as well as the proposed hosecution witnesses who were not called.88 He again highlights

the fact that his Defence investigators were diverted from investigations during the first ftial session

to assist his co-counsel during his.lead counsel's absence.se Kalimanzira also contends that the

hosecution deployed a large team involving 35 different investigators which investigated him

between 1999 and 2008. He contrastf.this effofi with the resources of the Defence, which he asserts

was only able to deploy two investigators for about two and a half months of effective work from

the conclusion of the first trial session on 22 May 2008 to the filing of the Defence he-Trial Brief

in September 2008.s

37. The Appeals Chanber is not convinced that Kalimanzira's Defence team lacked sufficient

resources to prepare its defence. As noted above, the principle of equality of arms does not require

mdterial equality between the parties.el Kdlimanzira's arguments are only general in nature. They

do not demonstrate that the preparation of his defence was prejudiced by the Prosecution's efforts to

limit the scope of its case.

3. LdLe Disclosure of Material Used in Cross-Examination

38. kr the Trial Judgernent, the Trial Chamber considered Kalimanzira's challonge to the

Prosecution's disclosure of certain material intended for use in cross-examination only after cross-

examination had commenced.e2 The Trial Chamber noted that it had "encouraged" the parties to

provide each other with the documents they intended to use before cross-examining a witness.e3 It

also noted, however, that there was no binding rule to this effect.ea The Trial Chamber identifred at

least six instances when the Prosecution provided documents to the Defence after it had aheady

begun cross-examining the Defence witness,es The Trial Chamber recalled that it had wamed the

hosecution on five occasions to observe its instruction to distribute the materials in advance and, in

E7 Kalimanzira Appoal Briof, paras. 35-39.
EE Kalimanzta Appeal Briaf, para. 34. See also Kalimanzira Reply Brief, paras. 7, 8
Ee Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, para. 35.
s Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 36-39.
e' Nahimana et aI. Appoa.l Judgement, pra.270. See also Kayishenn and Ruzindana Appoal Judgement, para 69
e Trial Judgemsnt, paras. 37-41,
e3 Trial Judgement, para. 38.
ea Trial Judgement, para. 38.
ei Trial Judgement, para. 40.
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each case, considered whether the late distribution . caused prejudice and found that it did not.e6

Consequently, it concluded that Kdlimanzira's right to.a fair trial was not violated in this respect.eT

39. Kalimanzira submits that the Trial Chamber ened in finding no violation of his right to a

fair trial.e8 He notes that the Trial Chambor was especially influenced by the delayed disclosure of

cross-examination materials in its consideration of Defence Witness Sylvestre Niyonsaba, where it

relied on a late-disclosed document to discredit the witness.e

40. The Appeals Charnber considers that the trial chamber is best placed to deteimine both the

modalities for disclosure of material intended for use in cross-examination and also the amount of

time that is sufficient for an accused to prepare his defence based on the specifics of such

disclosure.lm In this case, the Trial Chamber stated its preference for disclosure prior to cross-

examination, and, when this did not occur, it assessed any possible prejudice to Kalimanzira.ror The

Appeals Chamber can identify no error in the Trial Chamber's approach. In any event, there is no

indication that the Trial Chauiber based its finding that Witness Niyonsaba was a possible fugitive

on the impugned document since his possible criminality equally followed from Prosecution

evidence describing his actions at a roadblock.l02

4. Conclusion

Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Kalimanzira's First Ground of Appeal.41.

eu Trial Judgemenq paras. 40, 41.
e? Trial Judgemonl para.41.
eE Ka.limanzira Appeal Brje|, puas. 4346.
e Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. ,14, 45, citing Tial ltdgement, para. 559; Kalimanzira Reply Brief, para. 9.
tw See Bagosord. et al. Appeal Decision of 25 September 2006, para. 12
'o' Trial Judgement, paras. 38, 40, 41.
fo'Trial Judgement, paras. 538, 540,542,559. 1\{
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B. Alleeed Errors in Agsessing Authoritv and Influence (Ground 2)

42, In senoencing Kalimanzira, the Trial Chamber considered as an aggtavating circumstance

the influence he derived from his "prominence and high standirlg in Butare society" based on his

prior positions and good works in the prefecture as well as his "important status within the Ministry

of the lnterior."ro3 Kalimanzira submits that the Trial Chamber erred in fact and in law in assessing

his authority and influence in Butare Prcfecture.le In this section, the Appeals Chamber considers

two principal questions: (1) whether Kalimanzira's influence was properly pleaded in view of the

omission of d.e facto authority in the French version of the lndictment; and (2) whether the Trial

Chaniber erred in assessing his influence in Butare hefecrure'

1. Alleged Defects in the Form of the lndictment

43. Paragraph 2 of the Indictment alleges that Kalimanzira was'la senior civil servant" and lists

a number of his.previous positions, including his service as sub-prefect of Butare and Byumba

Prefectures, coordinator of Agricultural Services for Kigali Prefecture, director of the Rural

Development Section at the Presidency, secretary general of the Ministry of lnterior, and directeur

de cabinet of the Ministry of lnterior, and his prominent lole within the MRND' Sub-part (vii) of

the English version of paragraph 2 of the Indictment concludes by stating:

Consequen0y, [Kalimanzira] oxercissd in B arc Prefecture, de iure and de facto a$hoity o\er
bourgmestris, ionseillers de sectew, cellale officiats, the nyumbakumi (head of each group of l0

houSis), administrative staff, gendarmes, communal police, the Interahamwe, mllitiarnen and
civilians, in th6l he could order lhese l)ersons to commit or refrain from committing urilawful acts
and discipline or punisb them for their unlawful acts or omission (ric).

44. The original French version of the same sub-part (vii) of paragraph 2 of the lndictment,

however, omits any reference to de facto authority.lo5 In view of this, the Trial Chamber concluded

that the omission of de facto authority from the original French version of the Indictrnent

constjluted a defect.lm The Trial Chamber, however, reasoned that the ornission did not cause

Kalimanzira any prejudice because the Defence Pre-Trial Brief discussed "the Prosecution's

position on Kalimanzira's alleged control in Butaxe prifecture as including both de jure and de

fa4o atthoity." l07 Consequently, the Trial Chamber concluded that "[t]he Defence was clearly

aware long ago that Kalimanzira's alleged de facto aulhoity ovet the people of Butare was an issue

ror Trial Judqement, Dara. 750.
rs Ksliman;ra Notice of Appeal, paras. 13-16; Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras 4S-57.
105 paragraph 2(vii) of the French version of the Indictrnenl rcads in pertinent pat: "lplar conrlquent [KalinanziraJ
exergait dans la prlfeaure de Butare un contrAle de droit et fsic] sur les bourgmestres' f "i"'
'* Trial JudsemenL Dara, 13.
'ot Trial Jud-gement, pua. 14, citing Dafance Pre-Trial Brief, para. 10. The Appeals Chamber notes that while the Trial
Chamber refers to thi he-Trial Brief in the text, it erroneously referencss Kalimanzira's Final Trial Briof. 
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in this trial and formed part of the Prosecution's case."lot F*thermor", it noted that "Kalimanzira's

de facto authority [was] not in serious contention" because "Kalimanzira's defence is premised on

his high-staxlding and good reputation throughout Butare society'"l0e

45. Kalimanzira subrnitE that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that this defect was cured based

solely on its mention in the Defence Pre-Trial Brief.rlo He argues that this error resulted in

prejudice since the Trial Chamber aggravated his sentence based on his influence in Butare

Prefecture. I I I

46. The Appeals Chamber recalls that charges against an accused and the material facts

supporting those charges must be.pleaded with sufficient precision in an indictment so as to provide

notice to the accused.ll2 In ieaching its judgement, a trial chamber can only convict the accused of

crimes that me charged in the indictment.rr3 The Appeals Chamber has also held that "for

sentencing purposes, a Trial Chamber may only consider in aggravation circumstances pleaded in

the Indictment."lta An indictment lacking suffiiient precision in the pleading of matedal facts is

defective; however, the defect may be cured if the Prosecution provides the accused with timely,

clear. and consistent information detailing the factual basis underpinning the charges.lls

4j. The Appeals Chamber finds that Kalimanzira has not demonstrated that any alleged error on

the part of the Trial Chamber with respect to the pleading of lis de facto authority invalidated the.

verdict. The allegation that Kalimanzira possessed de facto authority does not underpin any of his

convictions for instigating or aiding and abetting genocide or for committing direct and public

incitement to cornmit genocide.l16 It is clear that a finding of general influence is not the same as de

facto atthoity,ttt ev"n though the Trial Chamber and the Prosecution, at times, appeared to

conflate these two issues.llE In any event, the Trial Chamber's findings conceming Kalimanzira's

f oE Trial Judgement, pala. 14.
r@ Trial Judgement" para. 14.
I r0 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, para. 51.
rrr Kalimanzira Appeal Briei para. 50, ciring Trial Judgement, para.750
tt2 Mtuunyi eppeat fuagernent, para. 18; Seromba Appeal Judgement, palas. 27, 100, Simba APp-eal.Judgement,
para.63; Muhiiana Appial Judgiment, paras. ?6, 167,195', Gacumbitri APpeal Judgement, pata 49; Ndindabahizi

Aooeal Judsoment para. 16.
,t1'Muuuni Appeai Judgement, pan. 1\ Nahimana et al, Appaal Judgement, pam.3261' Ntagerura el sl, Apryel

Judgement, para. 28', KvoCka et al' ApPeal Judgomenl, para 33.
tta Sitnba Appeal ltdgemont, para. 82.
,rt Murunyi Al{,aal Jirdgement, para,.20; Seromba Appeal Judgemcnt, para. 100; Sirnba Appeal Judgoment, para. 64;

Muhimani eppeat Judgimsnr, paras. ?6, 195,217 Gacurnbirsi Appeal Judgement, pata. 49. See also Nchamihigo

Appeal Judgement, para.338i Nmgerura ei al Appeal Judgement, paras. 28' 65.

"6 trial Jud=ge-eni pans.292.293,392,393, 473' 4'74,562, 589' 613' 6t4,'128,129"739 '
tt? See, e.g,, Delalii et al. Apqal Judgemenl Para. 266.
,lt Trial Jidgernent, paras. i4 l"Katimanzira's defence is premised on his high-standing and good reputation thoughout

Butare society. Kalimanzira's de facto anthot',ty is thorefore not in sorious contention t...].'), 95 ('The Prosecution

further submiis that Kalimanzira's de facto aulhoirty derivod from his gengral stature as a prominent member of Butare

1M
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authority in Butare Prefecture focus exclusively on his influence.rle Likewise, the Trial Chamber

found Kalimanzila's abuse of his influence to be an aggravating sentencing factor, but did not make

48. The Triat Chamber found that it was "not disputed" that Kalimanzira was "well-liked, even

loved, and highly respected":in Butare hefecture.l2l ln reaching thts concluSion, it noted that

Kalimanzira.was 'part of Butare's intelligentsia and his efforts at sustainable development in his

time as an agronomist were much appreeiated.';t22 It further noted his prior service as a sub-prefect

in Butare Prefecture as well as his "rise to a senior national govemmental position."l23 The Trial

Chamber concluded that these factors impted "an increased level of reverence frorn and influence

over the population" in the prefecture.lu

49. Kalimanzira submits that the Trial Chanrber erred in fact in finding that he had any

influence in Butare Prefecture in I994.12s He argues that this finding is unreasonable given that he

had not worked there since 1988,126 According to Kalimanzira, the fact that he was one of the few

educated persons ftom that area also does not permit the conclusion that he was well-known.l2? In

his view, since the prefecturels population was mostly made up of farmers, the only known

authorities in the area would have been local officials such as bourgmestres, conseillers, and sub-

the same flnding with respect to hts de facto authorily'l2o

society, with his power and influence flowing from having served as sous-pr€fet ̂nd than acting prefe, of Butare, as
well as his Dosition wilh the Ministry of the Interior.")
're Trial Judgement, para. 99 ("Wit'h rospect to his influence in Bntue prifecture in parlicular, it is not disputed that
Ka.limanzira was well-liked, even lovod, and highly respected. Several witnesses, both Defonce and hosacution,
affirmed this. He formed part of Butare's intplligentsia and his efforts at sustainable development in his lime as an
agronomist wgre much appreciatod. His prior service as a sous-prdfet was well-romembored and his rise to a senior
n-ational govemrnental position was known and admired. In a hiorarchical society such as Rwand!'s, Kalirnanzira's high
standing and good reputation, not to mention the inqemontally important governmental positions ho held thoughoul his
care€r, would undeniably imply an increasod level of reverence from and inlluence over the population of Butare
ordfecture."\,
1'o i.iol Jodg"."nt. para. 750 ("The Charnber notes Kalimanzira's prominence and high standing in Bulare society as a
former sous-prCfet ,|rtd the fect tllat he was one of only tbree people frorn his area and of his generation to have received
a university education. He was lovod and appreciated for his efforts at empowering his community by contributing to
the agricultural development of his native region. The influence he dsrived ftom this and his important status within the
Miniitry of the Inbrior made it likely that others would follow tris example, which is an oggravating factor."). The
Appeels Chamber has held .that this formulation indicates that tho Trial Chamber implicidy considered an accused's
abuse of inlluence. See Simba Appoal Judgemont, para. 285. The Appeals Chambor'notes that the basis of
Kalimanzira's influence is clearly pleaded in paragraph 2 of the Indictment, which refers to the various sonior positions
he held in Rwanda.
I2r Trial Judgement, para. 99.
ltt Trial Judgement, para. 99.
t23 Trial Judgoment , pua. 99.
r2o Trial Judgoment, para. 99.
125 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras.53-57.
126 Kalimanzira Appeal Briof, para. 54. See arro Kalimanzira Reply Briof' para. 10.
12? Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, para. 55.

2. Alleeed Errors in the Trial Chariber's Assessment of Evidence
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prefects.l28 Kalimanzira also highlights the testimony of four Prosecution witnesses

837tH
who were

uncefiain as to or inconectly identified his position in 1gg4.t2e

50. The Appeals Chamber is no! convinced that Kalimanzira has demonstrated that the Trial

Chamber's findings concerning his inJluence in Butare Prefecture were unreasonable. His

arguments me effectively limited to disagreeing with the conclusions of the Trial Chamber and

advancing his own unsubstantiated interpretation of the evidence. Although he does specifically

identify four Prosecution witnesses who were unfamiliar with his specific position,l3o he does not

explain how this evidence undermines the reasonable conclusions that the Trial Chamber reached

after considering the undisputed evidence of his various official positions and activities'r3l

Furthermore, he fails to appeciate that, while these witnesses may not have known his exact

position, their testimonies still generally co[oborate the Trial Chamber's conclusion that he was

known among the local population.

3. Conclusion

51, Accordingly, the Appeals chamber dismisses Kalimanzira's second Ground of Appeal.

r2E Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, para. 55.
r2e Kalimanzira iplat nriof, para.56, citing T. 9 May 2008 p. 38 (French) (Witness BDC), T. 20 May 2008 p:41
(French) (Witness- bDq, T. 19 May 2008 p. 14 (French) (Wimess BWO), '1.22 May 2008 p. 6 (French) (Witness

BXG), T. 16 June 2008 p. 81 @rench) (Witness AZM).
,30 T. 9 May 2008 p. 34 (.'Q. And what was [Kalimanzira]? A. He was a civil sorvant, but I can't toll you what his
occupation ivas, oxictly."; (wirness BDC); T. 20 May 2008 p. 34 ("Q. And at the time, what was Mr. Kalimanzta's
occuiation? A. I did not try to know what his occupation was at the [ime. And I'm not in a position to tell you what it

was.") (Wirness BDC); T. 19 May 2008 p. 12 C'Q. Would you know the duties [Kalimanzira] held at that time? A. I
simply heard that he lived in Kigali, bur I don't know the post or the position he held at thal time.") (Witness BWO),
T.i2May 2OO8 p.6 ("Q. Wirness, do you know a person callod Callixte Kalimanzta? A. Yes, I know him. Q. Did you

know whit position he held in 1994? A. In 1994, I heard people say that Callixte Kalimanzira was t sous-prCJet.")
(Wirness B*G); T. 16 June 2008 p. 64 ("Q. And what was Kalimanzira''s specific posiiion before April 1994'l A.I
don't know the specific position he occupied. He is someone I used to see. I never had the opponunity to sit down with
hirn and have a chat with him. I know he worked in the ministry thal I've mentioned lo you, but I did nol know the
specific position he had.") (Wihess AZM).
''' See Trial Judgemcnt. paras. 79-99.
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52. The Trial Chamber convicted Kalimanzira for instigating and aiding and abetting genocide

at the Butare-Gisagara roadblock wound 22 April 1994, for aiding and abening genocide at Kabuye

hilL on 23 April 1994, and for aiding and abetting genocide by his presence at the inauguration of

Flie Ndayambaje as bourgrnestre of Muganza Commune on 22 J:urrre lgg4.t32 In addition, it

convicted Kalimanzira for direct and public incitement to commit genocide at the Jaguar roadblock

in middle to late April 1994, the Kajyanama roadblock in late Aprll 1.994, the Gisagara marketplace

ar the end of May 1994,and the Nyabisagara football field in late May or early June 1994.133

53. In respect of each of these allegations, Kalimanzira presented an alibi, placing him, for the

most part, at his home in Kigali frorn 6Io 14 April 1994, working with.the interim govemment in

Murambi, Gitarama Pr€fecture, between 14 April and 30 May 1994, and at his home in Butare

prefecture from 3l May until 30.June 1994.134 Kalimanzira submits that the Trial Chamber ened in

rejecting'his a1ibi.r35 In this section, the Appeals Chanrber addresses two principal questions:

(1) whether the Trial Chamber erred in taking into account the lack of his notice of alibi; and

(2) whether the Trial Chamber erred in assessing the underlying alibi evidence.

1. Notice of Alibi

54. The Trial Chamber found that Kalimanzira did not provide adequate notice of his intent to

rely on an alibi defence as prescribed in Rule 67(AXiixa) of the Ru1es.r36 The Trial chamber

observed that the lact of notice "may suggest that the Defence has tailored the alibi evidsnce to fit

the Prosecution's case."l37 It therefore decided to take this into consideration in assessing the

alibi,l38 noting that this "may diminish its probative value as it raises the question of whether the

alibi was recently invented to fit the [Prosecution case]."r3e In particular, the Trial Chamber

ultimately concluded that the "sudden and belated inroduction" of specific alibi evidence in

relation to the Kabuye hill attack "strongly suggests rehearsal and tailoring to fit the Prosecution

case" and the failure to disclose it "support[ed] the inference of recent fabrication."lao

c.

r32 Trial Judgement, pwas. 293, 393, 47 4, 739.
t33 Trial Judgement, paras. 562, 589, 614,729,'139.
rY Trial Judsement, paras, 101-l11, L14,280,295,459,537 ' 5&' 591'718
,,t Kalimaniira Nohce of Appeal, paras. t8-20, 22i Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 59-91. Kalimanzira has
abandoned his second sub-gound of appeal, vhich contends that the Trial Chambsr failed to consider the entire
Defence evidence. Ssd Kalimanzira Notice ot Appeal, para. 21; Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paru. 62' See'also'fial
Judgement, paras. 136, 287, 357, 464, 548. 577, 606.'1 23
136 Trial Judgement, paras. 65. 113.
rr7 Trial Judgement, para' 66,
r3t Trial Judgement, para. 66.
r3e Tria.l Judgement, para. 113.
rao Trial Judgemont, para. 1 19.
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55. Kalimanzira argues that. the Trial Chamber acted unreasonably in faulting him for not

providing more specific notice of his alibi while at the same time acknowledging numorous defects

in the lndictment, which made it difficult to do so.rar To illustrate, he notes that the Indicfinent and

the prosecution Pre-Trial Brief sifiated the massacres at Kabuye hill between April and the

beginning of June 1994.1a2 Given such broad time-frames, he contends that he did not have the

ability to investigate and to advance a more detailed alibi.r43

56. Rule 67(A)(ii)(a) of the Rules requires the defence to notify the hosecution before the

commencement of trial of its intent to enter a defence of alibi. As the Trial Chamber noted,

Kalirnanzira intimated at his initial appearance and in his Pre-Trial, Brief that he was in Gitarama

Prefecture for much of the period covered by the Indictment.r* However, as the Trial Chamber

correctly determined,las this information did not conform to Rule 67(AXii)(a) of the Rules, which

requires that "the notification shall specify the place or places at .which the accused claims to have

been present at the time of the alleged crime and the names and addresses of witnesses and any

other evidence upon which the accused intends to rely to establish the alibi." The Appeals Chamber

has held that the manner in which an alibi is presented may irnpact its credibility.ra6 Therefore, it

was within the Trial Chamber's discretion to take this into account in assessing the alibi evidence in

this case.

57. Kalimanzira does not dispute that he did not provide the notice required under the Rules. He

also does not challenge the possible impact that this failure might have on the assessment of his

evidence. lnstead, he contests the application of the requirements to him in the circumstances ofthis

case, noting the Trial Chamber's finding that a number of the allegations in the lndictment were

defective and that the date ranges for key events were overly broad.

58. The Appeals Chamber is not convinced that Kalimanzira has shown any error in the Trial

Chamber's consideration of his alibi notice. For the most part, Kahmanzira's alibi is general,

namely that he spent large portions of time at his home in Kigali, at his office in Gitarama

Prefecture, and at his home in Butare Prefecture. Furthermore, with respect to Kalimanzira's

specific discussion of the broad time-frame provided by the Prosecution with respect to the

massacre at Kabuye hill, the Appeals Chamber observes that paragraphs 9 and 10 of the lndictment

provide a precise date range of "[o]n or about 23 Apil 1994." Therefore, the Appeals Chamber is

laf Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 63-67 . See aln Kaltmanztra Reply Brief, para. 12
ra2 Kalinanzirg Appeal Brief, pra. 65.
rar Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, para. 65.
f4 Trial Judgom€nt, pua, 62.
ta5 Tial ludgament, patas. 62, 64.
ta6 Rutaganda Appeal Judgement, para. 242i Musema Appoal Judgoment, para. 201.

-tY
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not satisfied that any vagueness in the date ranges provided in

impacted Kalimanzira's ability to provide notice of his alibi.

834llr
the lndictment meaningfullY

2. Alleeed Errors in the Assessment of Evidence

59. Kalimanzira prcsented evidence of an alibi that consisted of three principal phases.ra? First,

Kalimanzira claimed that he was at his home in Kigali from 6 to 14 April 1994until he relocated

with the interim governneRt to Murambi in Gitarama Prefecture, an assertion that was supttbiled by

his wife, Defence Wjtness Salom6 Mukantwali, in her.testimony.las Second, Kalimanzira testified

that he remained jn Murambi, ior the most part, from 14 April to 30 May 1994, overseeing the

administration functions of the Ministry of Interior, principally related to the payment of salaries for

employees.rae During this period, he acknowledged txaveling to Kibungo Prefecture on 21 April

1994 to install the newly appointed prefect, Anaclet Rudakubana.rs0 He claimed to have spent the

night there and to have returned to Murambi on the evening of 22 Apt'rl 1 994 . | 5 I This phase of the

alibi was supported by testimony from a former staff member of the'Ministry of Interior, Defence

Witness Marc Siniyobewe.rs2 Third, Kalimanzira testified that, from 31 May until 30 June 1994' he

primarily remained at his home in Butare Prefecture, an assortion which was supported by Witness

Mukantwali's testimony. 153

60. The Trial Chamber accepted that Kalimanzira remained in Kigali unlil he relocated to

GitaramalPrefecture with the interim govemment.r5a It also found that he attended the installation

ceremony for hefec! Rudakubana in Kibungo Prefecture on 21 April 1994.155 However, ttre Trial

Chamber was not convinced that Kalimanzira remained in Kibungo Prefecture on the night of 21

April 1994, traveled to Murambi on 22 April, sPent the night there,r56 and returned to work on the

moming of 23 April.l57

61. The Trial Chamber considered Kalimanzira and Witness Siniyobewe's accounts of his

prcsence in Murambi on 23 April 1994 to be a "recent fabrication."rs8 It expressed concern about

witness siniyobewe's "feigaed ignorance" of the extremist nature of RTLM',s broadcasts,

'a7 Triat Judgement, parB. 114.
Inl Trial Judgement, paras. l0l-103, ll4-117.
t4'Trial Judgement, paras. 104-108, I14. I l8-128
r5o Trial Judgement, para. 106.
15' Trial Judqemenl Dara, l06.
't2 Trial Judlement, paras. 104, 106. I18.
f51 Trial Judgement, paras. 108-l I l, Il4, 129-133.
r5o Trial Judgomenl, para. 134.
rs5 Trial Judgement, paras,.127, 134.
'-- lngl Jtxlcement. o8ra. tzt.
'st Trial Judlemenr. paras. 106, 121, 127,134.
''" Trial Judgement. para. 134.
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especially givsn his ownership of shares in the organization.tt' The Ttial Chamber ultimately found

Witness Siniyobewe's t€stimony "unconvincing."l60

62. The Trial Chamber did not accept that Kalimanzira remained in Gitarama Prefecture at all

other times between 14 April and 30 May 1994.16r In this respect, it noted that he "lied about

attending a Butare Prefectuml Security Council meeting on 16 May 7994" and that he had access to

vehicles and fue1.r62 Therefore, the Trial Chamber concluded that this evidence raised no reasonable

doribt in the testirnony of witnesses who saw Kalimanzira at Kabuye hill and elsewhere in Butare

hefecture during this period.l63

63. The Trial.Chamber also did not accept the third phase of Kalimanzira's alibi, namely that he

remained primarily at his home in Butale Prefecture after 31 May lgg4.t64 h this respect, it noted

that, after being shown fanscripts of a Radio.Rwanda broadcast, "he sould no longer deny having

attended a civil defence and security meeting in Gikongoro prdfecture on 3 June 7994.-t6s The Trial

Chamber also recalled that trGlimsrzira "adrnitted to the possibility that he may have forgotten

about other occasions when he might have left his house during this period."r6 It considered that

Witness Mukantwali's support of Kalimanzira's account had "little probative value" in view of their

marital relationship and the fact that she was not always at home because she worked dt a hospital

during this period.16T

64. Kalimanzira submits that the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of his alibi evidence'r68

He first argues that the Trial Chamber shifted the burden of proof and failed to appreciate relevant

circumstantial evidence in relation to his presence in Kibungo Prefecture on the night of 2l April

1994.r6e h. particular, he points to the Trial Chamber's statement that it did not "believe" his

version of the events as evidence that it required him to prove his alibi beyond reasonable doubt'l?o

Furthermore, Kalimanzira contends that the Tria] Chamber unreasonably discounted the extreme

danger of traveling at night given the RPF's advance.t?l

'5e Trial Judgament, para. 120.
r@ Trial Judgement, para. 120.
16r Trial Judgement, para. 134.
162 Trial Judgement, pera. 134.
16r Trial Judgement, para. 134.
rfl Trisl Judgement, para. 135.
165 Trial Judgement, para. 135.
'ou Trial Judgement, para. 135.
'6t Trial Judgement, para. 133,
168 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras.68'91.

-\ \-4
I@ Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 69-?3.
r70 Kalimanz1a l,ppoat frief, part, 7I, quoting Trial Judgement, parz. 127 . Kalimanzira quotes the French version of

the Trial Judgenrent which usos the foUowing formulation: "It Chambre n'est pas conv8'incue que Kalimanzira ait
oassl la nuit du 2l svril 1994 dans la prlfecture de Kibungo." (omphasis added).
1?r Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras,72,73.
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testimony is65. In addition, Kalimanzira argues that the Trial chamber's consideration of his

both umeasonable and biasod.l72 Specifically, he points to the particular language employed by the

Trial Chamber in rejecting his testirnony.rT3 Kalimanzira furthor submits'that the Trial Chamber

unreasonably discredited his evidence after misconstruing his testimony related to his presence at

certain meetings in Butare Prefecture.lTa He.also disputes the Trial Chamber's description of his

testimony on his activities in Citamma hefecture as "evasive" and his concern with RPF

infilration as "inational."l?s ln particular, he asserts that the Trial Chamber's rejection of the

explanation of his daily tasks in Gitarama Prefecture, as well as of his concern regarding the RPF,

failed to sufficiently account for the di.fficult circumstancss under which he was working at the

time, the evidence which corroborated his actions, and the realities of the war.r?6

66. Finally, Kalimanzira challenges the basis for the Trial Chamber's rejection of Witness

Siniyobewe's testimony.lTT ln particular, he disputes the Trial Chamber's characterization of

Witness Siniyobewe as a family friend, noting that the witness was simply a work colleague.lT8 ln

addition, Kalimanzira contends that it was unreasonable to discount the witness's testimony based

on his lack of knowledge about RTI-M broadcasts or his ownership of shares in the organization.lTe

He also challenges the Trial Chamber's observation that Witness Siniyobewe testified precisely

with respect to the dates sunounding the attack on Kabuye hill and more generally about other time

periods.rso 1n his view, the Trial Chamber failed to appreciate the wifiress's explanation for this.r8r

67. The Appeals Chamber is not convinced that the Trial Chamber shifted the burden of proof in

assessing Kalimanzira's alibi. The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber corectly

stated that "an accused need only produce evidence likely to raise a reasonable doubt in the

Prosecution's case" and that "[t]he alibi does not carry a separate burden."l82 In addition, the Trial

Chamber noted that "the burden of proving the facts charged beyond reasonable doubt [.. '] always

remains squarely on the shoulders of the Prosecution."tt' This approach is consistent with the

settled jurisprudence for assessing an alibi.r8a Moreover, the Appeals Chamber cannot identify any

r?2 Kalimanzira Appeat Brief, paras.75-82.
't' falmanzira epbeal Brief. para. 76, citinS Trial Judgement' paras. 117, 122' 125-127, 129, 130, 134'
Itn Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 77,78.
r75 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 79-82.
Ii6 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, Paras. 79-82.
ru Kalimanzira Appeal Briel paras. 83-89.
"" Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, para E4
rle Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 85-88.
rE0 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, para. 89.
rEr Kalimarzira Aooeal Brief. para. 89.
't' Tria.l Judsemoni. para. I12.
't'Trial ludle*ent, para. I 12. See clsc Tria.l Judgement, Para 136
tu See Zgiranyirezo ApPeal Judgement, paras lT, 18.
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error in the Trial Chamber's conclusion that it did not "believe" Kalimanzira's alibir85 or in its use

of various other formulations relating to this assessment.ls6 These formulations simply underscored

the Trial Chamber's conclusion that.it did not find the alibi.evidence suffrciently credible to raise a

reasonable doubt in the Prosecution's case.

68. The Appeals Chamber is also not satisfied that Kalimanzira has demonstrated any enor in

the Trial Chamber's rejection of his claim that he stayed in Kibungo hefecture on the night of 21

April 1994. After discussing the evidence that he remained in Kibungo due to security concems

related to the RPF advance,ls? the Trial chamber found that "[h]aving been assigned two

gendarmes to accompany him on this trip, it makes no sense that Kalimanzira would have waited

until an alrcady precarious situation became so dangerous that others started leaving before he or

his protective escorts decided it was safe for him to leave."l88 -Beyond disagreeing with this

conclusion, Kalimanzira points to nO evidence in the record, other than his own testimony, to

substantiate his claim that it wa6 more dangerous to travel at night than to wait until just hours

before the area fell to the RPF.

69. Kalimanzira has also not demonstrated any error in the Trial Chamber's decision not to

accept that he remained primarily in Murarnbi, Gitarama Prefecfire,:between 14 April and 30 May

1994 and at his home in Butarp Prefecture from 31 May onwards. In particular, the Trial Chamber

found Kalimanzira's description of his activities in Murambi, which primarily focused on the

payment of salaries, to be vague, in contradiction with other evidence as to how civil servants were

paid, and, rnore importantty, inconsistent with his position and attendance at prominent meetings, in

particular in the context of an ongoing war.l*e Ttris last factor was also key to the Trial Chamber's

rejection of Kalimanzira's claim to have mostly stayed at home while in Butare Prefecture.le0 In

this context, the Appeals Chamber finds that it was within the scope of the Trial Chamber's

discretion to consider as unpersuasive both his claim to have focused entirely on payment matters

while in Murambi and his claim that he stayed at home in Butare Prefecture, out of contact with

local officials.ler

rEs Trial Judgemenl, para. 136.
rE6 See Kalirnanzira Appeal Brief, para, 76 ('The Chamber's vocabulary is characterized by bias. The Chamber talks of
,feigning ignorance' , 'compulsive, irratioml' fsars of RPF infiltrations, 'caught having lied' , finding Kalimanzira's
version repealcdly 'unbelievable ' , 'inconceivable ','peculiar '. It blamed tnm for 'tivializing the situation' when he

testified ihat he atlempted to save some Tutsi as thousands of othars were betry 'slaughteret elsewhere[.] The usc of
rhese words was out of place. ") (emphasis in original), citizg Trial Judgemenr, paras. 117, LZz, \25-1n , 129, 130, 134.
r87 Trial Judgement, paras. 106, 12?.
'tt Trial Judgemen! , para. 127 .
ft" Trial Judgement, puas. 122-124.
'- lnai Juogemenl para. t5z.

rer See Trial Judgement, paras. 122-124,132.
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70. Finally the Appeals Charnber is not convinced that Kalimanzira has shown that the Trial

Chamber's assessment of Witness Siniyobewe's evidence was unreasonable' Even if the Trial

.chardber ineorrectly characterize.d witness siniyobewe as a friend rather tian a former

subordinate,re2 the Appeals Chamber considers that a degree of caution would still apply to Witness

Siniyobewels testimony. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber's analysis of Witness

Siniyobewe's claimed lack of knowledge conceming the content of RTLM's broadcasts' and his

ownership of shaxes in RTLM, fell within the bounds of its discretion. In any event, these issues do

not appeal to be the main rcasons for discrediting Witness Siniyobewe, The Appeals Chamber

recalls that the Trial Chamber found Witness Siniyobewe's account of Kalimanzira:s presence ln

Murambi, Gitarama Prefecture, on the moming of 23 April 1994 to be unconvincing. ln th.is respect,

the Trial Chamber contrasted the "sudden and belated introduction" of Kalimanzira's specific alibi

evidence for 23 April 1994, the date of the attack on Kabuye hill, with the more general evidence he

gave with respect to the rest of his time in Murambi.le3

3. Conclusion

Accordingly, ttre Appeals chamber dismisses Kalimrinzira's Fourth Ground of Appeal.7t .

re Sae T. 4 February 2009 pp. 14,5a.
re3 Triat Judgernent, para. 121.
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72. The Trial Chamber convicted Kalimanzira for aiding and abetting genocide, in part, based

on his presenca aI the'22 June 1994 inauguration of Elie Ndayambaje,as bourgmestre of Muganza

Commune, Butare Prefectue, during which Ndayambaje instigated the killing of Tutsis'lea The

Trial Chamber found that, by his presence, Kalimanzira offered moral suppolt to Ndayambaje's call

to kill Tutsis during the ceremony and thereby aided and abetted subsequent killings.les In making

these findinge, the Trial Chamber relied on Witnesses BBB and BCA, who attended the cerernony,

observed Kalimanzira's presence, and.testified about subsequent killings.le6

73. Kalimaniira submits that the Trial Chamber erred in convicting him in relation to this

incident.leT In this section, the Appeals Chamber will consider whether the Trial Chanber erred in

the assessment of the evidence of the killings. In this respect, Kalimanzira contends that there is

insufficient evidence demonstrating that killings in fact followed the ceremony.le8 The Prosecution

responds generally that Kalimanzira's arguments lack merit, but does not address the sufficienoy of

the evidence relating to the killings.lee

74. The Appeals Chamber recalls that "an aider and abettor carries out acts specifically directed

to assist, encourage, or lend moral support to the perpetration of a certain specific crime, which

have a substantial effect on the perpetration of the crime."zm The Appeals Chaniber has explained

that "[a]n accused can be convicted for aiding and abetting a crime when it is established that his

conduct amounted to tacit approval and encouragement of the crime and that such conduct

substantially contributed to the cdme."2orWhere this form of aiding and abetting has been a basis of

a conviction, "it has been the authority of the accused combined with his presence on (or very near

to) the crime scene, especially if considered together with his prior conduct, which all together

allow the conclusion that the accused's conduct amounts to official sanction of the crime and thus

substantially contributes to it.-202

75. In view of Kalimanzira's position as directeur de cabinet of the Ministry of lnterior, it was

reasonable for the Trial Chamber to determine that his silent presence during Ndayamabaje's

inflammatory speech would have offered tacit approval of its message. The basis of Kalimanzira's

feo Trial J udgement , paras. 291-293, 7 39.
''" Trial Judgament, paras. 292,293.
'" Trial Judeement, Daft.291.
't Kalimaniira Notice of Appeal, paras. 23-29; Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras.92-161.
re8 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 11?-119, 135, 136
fry Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 7 5-90. See also T 14lune 2070 pp.32-37
2w Muvunyi Appeal Judgement, puz.79. See slso Serdmba Appeal Judgement, pala.44; BlagojeviC and JokiC Appeal

D.

Judsement. para. 12?.
Nt Erdanin Appeal Jiudgement, para. 273 See qho Brdanin Appeal Judgement, pora,.27'7 .
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conviction, however, rests on the Trial Chamber's conclusion that Kalimanzira's tacit 4pproval not

only sanctioned Ndayambaje's message, but in fact substantially contributed to killings which

occurred after the oeremonY.2o'

76. As the Trial Chamber noted, Witnesses BBB and BCA attest to killings occurring after the

meeting.2M Their accounts regarding these crimes are vague and deioid of any detail. ln particular,

th6 extent of wimess BBB's description of the killings is that "after the speech, people went to

sweep their houses, that is to say, to kill those persons."2os Witr:ress BCA's account is similarly

brief: "As was noticed later on, it meant that [Tutsis and Hutus who opposed the govemment] who

had been.hidden had to be raken out of their hiding so fiat they should be killed as,we1l.-206

77. The Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, considers that it is unclear ftom either

account whether the witnesses had .first-hand knowledge of the killings or whether their evidence

was hearsay. They refer to no particular incident, provide no approximate time-frame for the

ki1lings, and do not give any :itlentifying information conceming the assailants or vietims. In sueh

circumshnces, the Appeals Chamber finds, Judge Pocar dissenting, that it is impossible to

determine with any reasonable certainty whether any killings in fact occurred following the meeting

and, if so, the degree to which they wore related to the ceremony.

78, ln the Muvunyi ca.se, the Appeals Chamber reversed a conviction for genoeide because the

bvidence of the killings which underpinned the finding of guilt were based on second- or third-hand

testimony that 'containled] no detail on any specific incident or the frequency of the attacks."2o7

The Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, can identify no material distinction between the

quality of the evidence in the Muvunyi case and that provided by Witr:esses BBB and BCA here

with respect to the occulrence of killings.

79. Consequently, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, is not persuaded that the Trial

Chamber acted reasonably in relying on the evidence of Witnesses BBB and BCA about the

subsequent killings. No reasonable trier of fact could have concluded that Tutsis were killed as a

result of the ceremony in circumstances wherc it heard no evidence about even a single incident.

Therefore, the Trial Chamber erred in fact in finding that the evidence showed that Kalimanzira's

presence at the inauguration substantially contributed to subsequent acts of genocide. As a result,

the Appoais Chamber need not addrcss Kalimanzira's other arguments under this ground of appe4l.

'* Brdanin Appeal Judgement, pra.2'17
2or Trial Judgement , para.292.
2s Trial Judgomont, pan.291. See also T. 16June2008p 20; T. 18 June 2008 Pp. 50,51.
'z05 T. 16 June 2008 p. 20.
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80. For the forgoing reasons, the Appeals Charnber, Judge Pocar dissenting, grants

Kalimanzira's Fifth Ground of Appeal and reverses his conviction for aiding and abetting genocide

based on this event.

-\ \^

206 T. 18 June 2008 pp. 50, 51.
2v Muvunyi Appeal Judgement, para. 69. See also Muvunyi Appeal Judgement,patas 6S'70-72.
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E. Allegeil Errors Relatine to Kabuve Hill.(G,rounds 3 and 6)

81. The Trial chamber convicted Kalimanzira for aiding and abening genoeide, in part, based

on his involvement in the massacre of Tutsi civilians at Kdbuye hill in Butare Prefeoture on 23

April 1994.208. In particular, the Trial Chamber found that, sometime before noon on that day,

Kalimanzira became angry while at the Mukabuga roadblock after learning that Tutsis at the hill

had successfully defended themselves, which demonstrated his knowledge of the attack and his

intention for Tutsis to be killed thore.2Oe The Trial Chamber further found that, later that day,

Kalimanzira was present when Sub-Prefect Dominique Ntawukulilyayo instructed Tutsis at the

Gisagara mmketplace to seek ref.uge at Kabuye , hill.2lo According to the Trial Chamber,

Kalimanzira's preseJrce showed tacit approval of,.and gave credence to, the sub-prefect's false

assurances of safety.2ll The Triat Chamber determined that, in a similar fashion, Kalimanzira

stopped Tutsis on the Kabuye"Gisagara road and told them to go to Kabuye hill, promising them

safety.2r2 Finally, the Trial Chamber found that Kalimanzira then went to Kabuye hill along with

atmed soldiers and policemen who, using their firearms, massacred Tutsis there. resulting in an

',enormous human tragedy.'2l3 'I'he Trial Chamber concluded that "Kalimanzira's role in luring

Tutsis to Kabuye hill and his subsequent assistance in providing armed reinforcements substantially

contributed to the overall afrar)k."2t4 The Trial Chamber further concluded that his actions

demonstrated his genocidal intent.zls

82, Kalimanzira contests his conviction, citing a number of alleged sr.ors.ttu In this section, the

Appeals Chanrber considers whether -the. Trial Chamber ened in: (1) determining that Kalimanzira

aided and abetted genocide; (2) assessing witness credibility and identification evidence; (3) its

findings.relating to the Gisagara marketplace; (4) its findings relating to the Kabuye-Gisagara road;

and (5) its findings relating to Kalimanzira's presence at Kabuye hill,

l. Alleged Enors in Determining Whether Kalimanzira Aided and Abetted Genocide

93. The Trial Chamber found that Kalimanzira substantially contributed to the massacre on

Kabuye hill on 23 April 1994 by ionvincing Tutsis to seek refuge there and by providing armed

20E Trial Judgement, pa'€f, 392, 393,739.
'D Trial Judgemont, paras. 376, 378, 392.
2r0 Trial Judgement , paras.367 ,392.
2lr Trial Judgement. p$e. 392.
2r2 Trial Judgement, paras. 371, 392
2rr Tria.l Judgoment, para. 393.
2ra Trial Judgement, para. 393.
2ri Trial Judgement, para. 393.
2t6 Katman-. a Notiie of Appeal, pams. l'1,30-43; Kalimanzira Appeal Briel paras. 162-341. In his Appoal Brief,

Kalimanzira addresses his third Ground of Appoat relating [o alleged errors conceming the Trial Chamber's
.-\\|
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reinforcements for subsequent attacks on them.2l? The Trial Chamber also explicitly concluded that

Kalimanzira possessed genocidal intent based on several factors.2l8 First, the Trial Chamber

concluded that, on 23 April 1994, Kalimanzira became enraged on leaming that the Tutsis at

Kabuye hill successfully defended themsblves and hacl not been killed and that he asked to be

shown where the Tutsis were.2le Second, it found that he demonstrated 'tacit approval of [Sub-

Prefectl Ntawukulilyayo's expulsion of Tutsis from the Gisagara martetplace to Kabuye hill."220

Third, it concluded that Kalimanzira assisted the massacre on Kabuye hill by providing armed

reinforcements to facilitate the killings.22r Finally, the Trial Chamber also took into account

Kalimanzira's conduct in relation to the attack along with other actions during the relevant time

period and concluded that these factors demonstrated his intent to destroy the Tutsi group.""

84. Kalimanzira contends that the Trial Chamber ened in its assessment of whether he aided

and abetted genocide. First, he asserts that no action he took could constitute a "substantial"

contribution to the massacre at Kabuye hi11.223 Specifically, Kalimanzira notes that none of the

Prosecution or Defence witnesses who wete part of the attacking forces reported seeing him at

.Kabuye hill except for Prosecution Witness BBO, whose testimony the Trial Chamber did not find

credible.2u Taking his absence from Kabuye hill as a given, Kalimanzira reasons that he could not

have influenced those who ryere attacking Tutsis there and thus tiat he could not have substantially

contributed to the massacre."t

85, Kalimanzira further contends that the Trial Chamber failed,to adequately justify its finding

that,he possessed ,the requiled rnens rea tor aidi.ng and abetting genocide'226 He maintains that the

Trial Chamber did not adequately explain how it concluded that he knew of the genocidal intent of

the principal perpetrators, or that he was aware that his acts contributed to the principal

perpetrators' criminal plan.22? Kalimanzira also asserts that the Trial Chamber erred in discussing

Iis mens rea for genocide in a separate section of the Trial Judgement applicable to all relevant

counts of the lndictment.228 He asserts that this section improperly analyzes multiple separate

assossment of his genocidal intent in connection with his Sixth Ground of Appeal. See Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, Para.
58.
''t Trial Judsement, para. 393.
'' t Trial Judlement , para. 393 . See also Trial Judgement, par as. '133, 7 34.
2re See Trial Judgement, Pam. 733. Se€ olso Tnal Judgment' pans' 321-324'
220 Trial Judsemont, Dara.734. See also Trisl Judgement, para 367.
2' Trial Judlemont, para.734. See also Triat Judgement, P4r8 393.
'' Trial Judgement, pans, 393,732-738.
223 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, para. 196
22 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 197,198. See also llalimanzira Reply Briel para 24
2T Kal'maruira Appeal Brief, paras. 199-201.
226 Kalimanzira AppealBief, paras. ?-02-221.
22? Kalimanzira Appoal Brief, paras 213-215.
?'z8 Kalimanzira Appeal Briel paras. 204-209.

-\$
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on genocidal intent, rather than the specific mens rea required for

g6, The Appeals Chamber has explained that an "aider and abettor conunit[s] acts specifically

aimed at assisting, encouraging, or lending moral support for the perpetration of a specific crime.

and that this support ha[s] a substantial effect on the Perpetration of the crime"'230 Whether a

particular conhibution qualifies as "substantial" is a "fact-based inquiry"; such assistance;eed not

"serve as condition precedent for the commisSion of the cime."231 With regard lo lhe mens rea

required for aiding and abetting, the Appeals Chamber has held that "[t]he requisite mental.element

[...] is knowledge that the acts performed 
'assist the commission of the specific crime of the

principal perpetrator."232 Specific intent crimes such as genocide require that l'the aider and abettor

must know of the principal perpetrator's specific intent."233

g7. Kalimanzira's contention that the Trial Chamber ened in finding that he made a substantial

contiibution to the killings at Kabuye'hill is not convincing. The Trial'Chamber reasonably

concluded that he substantially contributed to the massacre by encouraging Tutsis to seek refuge at

Kabuye hill and by providing armed reinforcements to those trying to kill the Tutsis there.

Kalimanzira's assertion that he did not substantially aid the assault on Kabuye hill rests on his claim

that no credible witnesses who were also principal perpetrators placed him thete.23a However, this

claim does not take into account the evidence provided by Tutsi survivors of the attacks. It was on

the basis of their testimonies that the Trial Chamber placed him at Kabuye hill on 23 April 1994.235

The Appeals .Chamber recalls that it is not necessary for a principal perpehator Jo be aware of the

aider and abettor's contribution.236 It further recalls the Trial Chamber's finding that the attacks at

Kabuye hill involved a large number of individuals over a broad terrain and long period of time.23?

ln this context, it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber to conclude that Kalimanzira provided

substantial assistance to the massacre at Kabuye hill even if this assistance was not known to

principal perpetrators who testified before it.238

22e Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 206.218-220
,riilo.Ao eppeat luAgemeni, para'. 44. See also Muvunyi Appeel Judgement, patz.79' BlagoieviC and Joki( Appeal

Judsemonl iara. 127.

"t Ebsoj"ric ond lo&ic Appeal Judgement, para. 134
2t2 Muvunyi Appezl Judgemont, para.79.
213 Blasoievi( and JotiC Appeal Judgemenl" para. l2?.
2v See-Kalimanzira ,lppeai 

-Brief, 
paras . 196-201' See also Ksljmsnzira Reply Briof , pra' 24'

235 See Trial Judgemenl paras. 379-383, 393
216 See Tadic Appeal Judgcmont. para. 229.
'!3? See Tria.l Judgement, paras. 366, 387.
at itre eppeatstnambei further recall s lhat "the actus rcus of aiding and abetting a crime may occur before, during, or

after the frncipal crime has beon perpetrated, and that the location at which the acrru r€lr takes place may be removed

Ao- U" fo"uii"n of the principal 
-ci-lme;' 

BltIkiC Appoal Judgement, para. 48. See also Blagoie Sinillnpe{

Judgemonl Pam. 85, t 
\ N\
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88. Kalimanzira is equally unconvincing insofar as he contends that the Trial Chamber erred in

separating its discussion of mens reafrom the assessment of factual issues relating to Kabuye hill.

Contrary to Kalimanzira's suggestion, the Trial Chaniber specifically addressed hi6 intent with

respect to the events at Kabuye hill in a separate section of the Trial Judgement and incorporated

those findings into its analysis legarding Kabuye hi11.23e The Appeals Chamber can identiff no enor

in the structure of this approach.

89. The content of the Trial Chamber's mens rea analysis, however, is problematic. The Trial

Chamber limited its analysis to diacussing Kalimanzira's specific intent to destroy the Tutsi goup.

It did not make specific findings on the rnens rea of the principal perpetrators or of .his knowledge

of their intent,uo which, as noted 6bove, is required to sustain a conviction for aiding and abetting

genocide.ur The Appeals Chamber considers however that the evidence before the Trial Chamber

was sufficient to support a finding that the principal perpetrators acted with genocidal intent in view

of how the attack unfolded and the context in which it occurred.

90. The Trial Chamber's findings also support its implicit conclusion that Kalimanzira knew of

the principal perpetraiors' genocidal intent. Even before the massacre at Kabuye hill, the anger

Kalimanzira demonshated ar the Mukabuga roadblock when informed that the Tutsis at Ikbuye hill

had successfully defended themselves and had not been killed strongly suggested that he was aware

of the principal perpefators' genocidal plans.a2 This conclusion is confirmed by Kalimanzira's

personal observation of the siege at Kabuye hill, which involved significant numbers of armed

individuals stgounding and sbootiqg at Tutsi refugees who had been told that Kabuye hill was a

place of safety.u3 These findings compel the conclusion that Kalimanzira knew that the armed

reinforcements which he provided would aid in the destruction, in whole or in part, of the Tutsi

ethnic $oup.

91. For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber is not convinced that the Trial Chamber

erred in its analysis of the requirements needed to convict for aiding and abetting genocide.

Accordingly, this sub-ground of appeal is dismissed.

2re See Trial Judgemont, Paras. 393,733,134.
2ao Se e 'fial Judsement, paras. 7 33, 7 34, See also Tial Judgomont, paras . 392' 393 .
'n' The Aooeals- Chambgr reiterates that in order to ontsr a conviction for aiding and abetting gonocide it is not
n"""rrury io prou" that the aider and abettor himself had gonocidal intent. See Ntakirutimana Appeal Judgement, para.
501; KrstiC Appeal Judgement, para. 140
a2 Trial Judsement , Darai.376,392.
- - lnal Juogement, para, /J.r.
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92' The Trial chamber found that both Defence and Prosecution witnesses agteod on the broad

outlines of the assault on Kabuye hill and on certain elements of events at the Gisagara

marketplace.2a It also noted that in the context of these two events, Defence witlesses' failure to

see Kalimanzira did not preclude his presence.2a5 With regard to the identification of Kalimanzira,

the Trial Chamber questioned hosecrition Witness tsBO's explanation of how he met Kalimanzira,

and doubted his ability to identify Kalimanzira at Kabuye hill. It deterrnined that it would not rely

on his testimony without conoboration by reliable ,evidenc e.uu The Trial Chamber also .notsd that

prosecution Witness 3WO had met Kalimanzira on multiple occasions prior to 23 April 1994 and,

partly on this basis, found that he would have been able to identify Kalimanz]|'la.ul The Trial

Judgment did not refer to identification evidence when assessing the testimony of Prosecution

Witnesses BDC, BCF, orBWK.2a8

93. Kalimanzira asserts that the Trial Chamber ened in its analysis of witnesses' testimony by

focusing on the suffering of Prosecution witnesses, but not on that of Defence witnesses.2ae He

suggests .that this demonstrate,s that the Trial Chamber inappropriately excused contradictions and

weaknesses in Prosecution witnesses' testimony on the basis of their paSt suffering.25o He also

asserts that the Trial Chamber ened in accepting Defence witnesses' testimony regarding the events

in question, but not taking into account their testirnony that they did not see Kalim anzira.zsl

94. Kalimanzira fuflher asserts that the Trial Chamber's analysis of identification evidence was

flawed and incomplete. He suggests in his Appeal Brief, and states in his Reply Brief, that the

identifications at issue were made under difficult circumstances and thus should have been the

subject of careful analysis by the Trial Chamber.252 He submits that the Trial Chamber was unduly

influenced by the Prosecution's practice of having its witnesses idenlify him from the witness stand

and thus did not discuss identification evidence in the Trial Judgment.253 Kalimanzira also provides

specific analysis of the identification evidence provided by Witnesses BBO, BCF, BDC, BWK, and

'?a See Trial Judgement, Paras. 365, 386.
't Trial Judgeu,ent paras. 365,38?.
tu Trial Judgement, para. 375.
2a? Trial Judsoment. nara. 383.
2aE See Trialludgemin! Paras. 3?2-391.
2ot Ka.limanzira Aomat Brief, paras. 166-168.
tto Kalirnanzira Afpeal Brief, paras. 169,170. See also KaJlmanzira Reply Brief, para 19
2sr Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, para l?4
252 See KabmurziiAppeal Brief, para. 179; Kalimanzira Reply Brief, para. 20'
253 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 176-178.

1\^
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BWO in their testimony,z5a Kalimanzira focuses especially on witness BWK, noting that she

testified to meeting him only once prior to 23 April 1994, when he was identified by a.third party.

Kalimanzira also observes that she again required assistance in order to identify him on

23 Ap.i'l 1994.2ss

95. The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber gave careful consideration to the

testimony of survivor .witnesses for both the Prosecution and the Defence. It contends that

differences in the Trial Chamber's description of these witnesses did not amount to an error.2s6 It

also suggests that the Trial Chamber appropriately chose to accept aspects of ,the Defence

witnesses' testimony without finding that it undermined the testimony of .Prosecution witnesses.257

The Prosecution further conlends that the Trial Chamber acted within its discretion in not

specifically discussing the identification evidence of certain witnesses. The hosecution asserts that

there were no difficult circumstances with regard to identification that would require a more

rigorously reasoned opinion on this issue.2s8 With regard to Witness BWK, it notes that she

provided "detailed evidence" regarding her first encounter with Kalimanzira, and notes that her

meeting with him on 23 April 1994 '.rnust have been clearly memorablb to her."25e

96. The Appeals Chamber recalls that in assessing witness testimony, "it falls to the Trial

Chamber to take the approach it considers most appropriate for the assessment of evidence."260 A

trial chamber "is [...] not obliged in its judgement to recount and justify its findings in relation to

every submission made at trial.'26r In addition, "neither the Rules nor the jurisprudence of the

Tribunal obligel] [a] Trial ,Chamber to require a particr.llar type of identification evidence,"262

Flowever, identifications made in difficult circumstances, such as darkness, obstructed view, or

traumatic euents,263 require careful and cautious analysis by a trial chamber.26a ln addition, in-court

identification evidence should be assigned "little or no credence" given the signals that can identify

an accused aside from prior acquaintance.tut The Appeals Chamber further recalls that "[a] Trial

Chamber has the discretion to cautiously consider hearsay evidence and has the discretion to rely on

2v Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 182-192. See also Kalimanzira Reply Biaf, paras.2l' 22.
255 Kalimanzira Appea.l Briel paras. 188-190.
2s6 Prosocution Response Brie( paras. 93, 94.
25? Prosecution Rosponse Brief, para, 95,
25'Prosecution Response Brief,-paras. 9?-99, 106. The hosecution also provides specific analysis of the idontification
evidence provided by Witnesses BWO, BDC, BCF, BBO, and BWK, and concludes that iheir identifications were

reliable. See Prosecution Response Brief, paras. 100-105
25e Prosecution Response Brief, para. 104.
'* Rumganda Appaal Judgemont, para. 207.
zut Muhimana Appal Judgement, para. 176.
2e Kamuhanda Appal Judgoment, para. 298.
263 See, e,g., KupreIkiC Appeal Judgement, para 40.
2& See, e.g., Bagilishemo Apryal h)dgemen!, para 75. See arro Kuprelkic Apped Judgemen! para. 39.
265 Kamuhanda Appeal Judgement, para 243.
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it."266 However, "the weight and probative value to be afforded to that evidence will usually be less

than that accorded to the evidence of a witness who has given it under oath and who has been cross-

examined."26?

97. Kalimanzira provides no relevant evidence or analysis to support his contention that the

Trial Chamber inappropriately excused weaknesses in Prosecution witnesses' testimony on the

basis of their past suffering, The Appeals Chamber also finds that the Trial Chamber acted within

its discretion in accepting Dofence witnesses' tostimony regarding events at Gisagara marketplace

and Kabuye hill, while also concluding that their failure to see Kalimanzira did not preclude his

pr€senoe at thEse locations. Large nurnbers of individuals were involvod in these two evont6, and

the Trial Chamber's conclusions regarding Kabuye hill - that "no witness alone could amply

describe everything that transpired or identify everyone who was present" - applies to the events at

Gisagara marketplace with equal force.268

98. The Appeals Chanrber notes that Kalimmzira points to no evidence and provides no

analysis in relation to his asseriion that -identifications occuned under difficult circumstances.

Therefore, this contention is summarily dismissed. The Appeals Chamber further notes that

Kalimanzira appeaxs to contradict himself by claiming that the in-court identification by

Prosecution witnesses led the Trial Chamber to ignore the issue of identification evidence, while at

the same time referring to Trial Chamber analysis of such identification evidence relating to

Witnesses BBO and BWO.26e In any event, the evaluation in the Trial Judgement of individual

witness testimonies demonstrates that, for the most .part, the Trial Chamber reasonably discussed

identification evidence when this was ielevant to assessing a witness's credibility. Thus, analysis of

identification evidence was reasonably used both to explain the Trial Chamber's caution in

accepting Witness BBO's evidence, and to help justify the finding that Witness BWO was credible,

The absence of any analysis of identification evidence with respect to Witnesses BDC and BCF

from the Trial Judgement is also reasonable. Both testified that they had seen Kalimanzira more

than once prior to 23 April 1994, and their testimonies partially corroborated each other, lending

them additional credibility.2To

99. By contrast, the Trial Chamber's failure to discuss identification evidence with regard to

Witness BWK's unconoboraied identification testimony is problematic. In her testimony, Witness

BWK srated that she only saw Kalimanzira once before 23 April 1994, when she overheard a

2-6 Karera Appeal ludgement, para. 39 (internat citations omitted).
'".' Karera Appeal Judgement, para.39.
'oo Tnal Judgoment, para. 387. See aho Muhimsno Appoal Judgement, para. l13 (noting the limited Fobative value of
claims by witnesses who did not see an accused dudng large scale attacks).
2@ Compare Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, para. 178, with Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 185, 191. 1\^
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conversation.about him in a bar he had entered.27l The extent to whioh he was identified even in this

circumstance is unclear. During the examination-in-chief, Witness BWK explained that she

overheard the barman rdentify Kalimanzira by name to the bar owner,272 .while on cross-

examination she testified that she ovefheard flre barman identify Kalimanzira as the "gentleman

from Kirarambogo".2?3 Witness BWK also explained that, although she thought Kalimanzira

seemed familiar when she met him on the Kabuye-Gisagara road on 23 April 1994, she only linked

him to the individual from the 'har udren a man named Gakeri, who was escorting her and other

Tutsis, identified him as Kalimanzira.2?a Consequently, it follows that the basis of Witness BWK's

identification of Kalimanzira on boih occasions is hearsay. While a conviction may be based on this

type of evidence, caution is warranted in such circumstances.2Ts In this case, given the unclear

natue of Kalimanzira's identification by the barman, and Witness BWK's uncertainty over

Kalimanzira's identity when she met him at the Kabuye-Gisagara road, the Trial Chamber should

have explicitly explained why it accepted Witness BWK's identificatlon evidence. The Appeals

Char.nber, Judge Pocar dissenti.ng, considers that its failure to providg such justifrcation constituted

an error of law.

100. In view of the Trial Chamber's legal error, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting,

will proceed to consider the relevartt evidence.276 The Appeals Charnber, Judge Pocar ilissenting, is

particularly concemed by the uncertainty over whether and to what extent Kalimanzira was even

identified by name prior to the meeting on the Kabuye-Gisagara road. The Appeals Chamber, Judge

Pocar dissenting, also notes that there is no indication as to the credibility of either individual who

identified Kalimanzira to Witness BWK on the record. In these circumsfances, the Appeals

Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, considers that reliance on Witness BWK's uncorroborated

identification evidence is unsafe.

101. For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocm dissenting, grants

Kalimanzira's appeal, in part, insofar as it relates to identification evidence by Witness BWK. The

impact of this finding will be considered later in this section. The Appeals Chamber dismisses

Kalimanzira's remaining arguments in this sub-section,

27o SeeT.5May 2008 p. 18; T.9 May 2008 pp. 33, 34.
27t SeeT.9 May 2008 pp, 15. 16.
2?2 T. 9 Mav 2008 D. 16.
'?7r t. tg uiy zooti p, so.
2?4 T. 9 Mav 2008 p. 18.
t-" Mrruryi Appei Judgement, para. 70.
''" See supra para.8.
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3. Alleeed Errors Relatine to Events at Oisaeara Marketplace (April Event)

102. The Trial Chamber based its analysis of the ovents at the Gisagara marketplace primarily on

the evideace of ,hosecution Witnesses SCf, SpC, and BWO, and Defence Witnosses AM14 and

FCS.2?? It concluded that on 23 April 1994 Kalimanzira stood next to Sub-Prefect Nrawukulilyayo

as the latter told Tutsis gathered at the 'Gisqgara marketplace to travel to Kabuye hill and promised

them protection the"e.278 The Trial Chamber found that the expulsions of Tutsi refugees ftom the

Gisagara maxke-tplace look place in waves over several days.27e The Trial Chamber reasoned that

most discrepancies within and among witnesses' 'testimonies and their prior statements were

immaterial, and in any event based on factors euch as their participation in different waves of

expulsion, the passage of time, misrecorded statements, caution in testifying, and the chaotic

circumstances at the Gisagam markeplace.280

103. Kalimanzira assert; that the Trial Chamber should have, but did not, explain why it believed

thdt during his visit to the ,Gisagara mar'keBlace, he was awme 'that 'the promisos of security at

Kabuye hill made by Sub-Prefect Ntawukulilyayo were false.28l Kalimanzira further asserts that the

Trial Chamber ened in suggesting that there were multiple waves of expulsions from the

marketplace. In particular, he notes that Witness BCF did not mention several waves of expulsions,

even though he was present for several days prior to 23 April 1994 andw.rs one of the last persons

to leave the marketplace.2s2 Kalimanzira concludes that the Trial Chamber was thus not justified in

finding that the contradictions between Witness BWO's testimony and those of certain other

wimesses were due to their describing different waves of expulsions.2s3 He also notes that

Witness BWO claimed to be sufficiently close to the speakers to be able to identify various officials

in the marketplace, undermining the Trial Chamber's conclusion that Witness BWO's location

might have prevented him from seeing Kalimanzira, if the latter was prcsent.28o

lO4. Kalimanzira further submits that the Trial Chamber failed to properly consider discrepancies

between Witness BCF's testimony, his prior statements, and Defence evidence.285 Kalimanzira also

maintains that Witnesses BCF and BDC colluded with each other, basing this assertion primarily on

the facts that they are from the same area of Rwanda, that their stays in Arusha overlapped, and that

2?t Trial Judsement, paras. 358-367.

"' Trial Judiement, para. 36?.
2te Trial Judlemont, paras. 364-366.
2E0 See, e.g., Trial Judgemenl, paras. 358-367
2Ef ifulinranzira App aalBief, paru.22{229.
2E2 Kalimanzira AppealBiet, pzras 245-247
263 Kalimanzira AppealBief, paras. U5-247 .
2& Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, para. 244
28s Kalimanzira Appea.l Briof, paras. 230-236. 250-253.
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they presented testimonies that were more similar than their prior witness statements.2s6

Kalirnanzira contends that the Trial Chamber also erred in failing to accord sufficient weight to the

evidence of Defence witnes6e6, especially to the testimony of Witnesses AM14 and FCS ttrat they

did not see him at.the Gisagara marketplace on 23 Apirl 7994.2s1

105. The Appeals.Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber's findings conceming

Kalimanzirals actions at the Mlkabug;a roadblock allowed it to reasonably conclude that

Kalimanzira was awaf,e that SUb-Prefect Ntawukulilyayo's promises of . safe refirge at Kabuye hill

were false. The Triat Chamber also acted within its discretion in finding that discrepanoies within

and between the testimonies and prior $tatements of Witnesses BCF and BDC,.and sonhadictions

between their testimony and that of certain Defence witnesses, were not significant. In this regard,

the Appeals Chamber recalls that dal chambers enjoy broad discretion in choosing which witness

testimony to prefer, and in,assessing the impact on witness credibility of inconsistencies within or

between witnesses' testimonies and prior statements.288 The Trial Chamber reasonably explained

that the discrepancies and contradictions could be explained by factors such as the passage of time

and chaotic circumstances at the Gisagara marketplace.28e Kalimanzira is unconvincing in alleging

collusion between Witnesses BCF and BDC. The facts that their testimonies converged more than

their pricn statements, that their stays in Arusha overlapped, and that they came from the sarne part

of Rwanda are not alone suffiiient to establish that collusion occurred.

106. By contrast, the Trial Chanrber's justification for the existence of multiple waves of

expulsions is not reasonable giv.en the evidence before it. In explaining why no Prosecution witness

referred to such multiple waves of expulsions, the Trial Chamber reasoned that:

hosecution witnesses were refugecs who were insFucted to move, and who tostified Io ovcnts as th€y
experionced themH they would not conceivably bave stoyed at the malketplace [...] to witness an
expulsion in multiple slages, nor could they be expected to know that a group of refugees had been
moved from the marketplace 6t other timos. [I]t [was] likely tbat thousands of refugees would not have
shown up at the marketplece all at once, and that as they flowed into the marketplace, they would have
been moved at various stagss,

107. The Appeals Chamber considers that this explanation does not fully account for the fact that

Prosecution Witness BCF, who opelated a store in the vicinity of the Gisagara marketplace,

testified to only one wave of expulsion.2er Witness BCF testified that he left the Gisagara

286 Kalimanzira App eal Bief, parus. 237 -242.
28? Kalimanzira Appe al Bief, paras. 254262.
288 see Muvunyi Appoal Judgment, para. 1,K; Seromba Appeal Judgement, para. 116; Simba Appeal
pan.211; Muhimann Appeal Judgemenl, para. 58; Nra&irxtimanc Appeal Judgemenl, Para. 258'
'o'See Trial Judgement, paras. 360, 361, 365.
'- Trial Judgement, para.366.
' " 'SeeT.5 May 2008 pp.  10-13;T.  12May2008pp.  l l -14,27-33.
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marketplace in the aftemoon of 23 April 1994;2e2 thus he was in a position to observe any additional

expulsions that occurred prjor to that time. It is implausible that he woulil not have observed or

mentioned .a previous wev€ of expulsion that included an address by Sub-Prefect Ntawukulilyayo to

a large group of refugees.2e3 trn addition, Defence Witness AM14, who was not a refugee2ea and

who Iived in a house near the Gisagara marketplace, explicitly stated thet there was only one wave

of refugees expelled from there.zes These testimonies undermine the assumptions on which the Trial

Chamber's reasoning cotlceming multiple waves of expulsions is based'

108. The Trial chambef's error rggarding multiple waves of expulsions does not, howevef,

obviate its broader conclusions regarding the Gisagara marketplace. Ttre Trial Chamber suggested

that, even if he had attended the same event as Witnesses BCF and BDC, Witness BWO might not

have been able to observe Kalimanzira due to his location in the crowd of refugees.2e6 Given the

chaotic circumstances at the marketplace and the fact that Kalimanzira did not speak at this

meeting, the Trial Chamber acted within. the bounds of its discretion in reaching this conclusion. In

any event, the Trial Chamber's findings relating to Kalimanzira's role were primarily basett on the

testimonies of Witnesses BCF and BDC, whose placement of Kalimanzira at Gisagara marketplace

was also echoed by Witness BDJ.2e1 It was within the Trial Chamber's discretion to find these

wibresses credible even though significant aspects of their testimony diverged from the testimony of

Witness BWO.

109. For the foregoing r€asons, the Appeals chamber is not convinced that the Trid chamber

matedally engd in its analysis of Kalimanzira's role in the events at the Gisagara markeBlace'

Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber dismisses this sub-ground of appeal'

4, Alleeed Errors Relating to Events at Kabuve-Gisagara Road

110. . The Trial Chamber based its analysis of events at the Kabuye-Gisagara road solely on the

testimony of Prosecution Witness BWK.2e8 In particular, the Trial Chamber concluded that, on

23 April 1994, Kalimanzira personally encouraged a group of Tutsis to travel to Kabuye hill, teliing

them that they would be safe there.2ee The Trial Chamber characterized Witness BWK's evidence

as credible, discounting mtnor inconsistencies between her testimony and her prior statement.3oo It

'lt Ttial Judgement, paras. 304-306.
2e3 See Tria.l Judgement, paras. 363, 364.
2q See T. lg.November 2008 pp. 64' 65.
2e5 See T. 19 November 2008 pp. 69-71.
'ou Trial Judgemenl para. 363
2e7 Trial Judgement, para 363.

"t Trial Judgement, paras 368,371.
t* Trial Judgement, Paua.37l3m Trial Judgement, paras. 369-371.
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found her testimony panially corroborated by that of other .Prosecution witnesses who placed

Kalimanzira nearby, at fhe Gisagara marketplace. on the same day.3ol It also'noted her montion of a

man named Gakeri, who was ordered to escort her and other TUIsis to KabUye hill, and observed

that Witness BWO testified that .an indiviclual by fhat same name was instructed to accompany

Tutsis to Kabuye hill.302 The Trial Chamber concluded that Witness BWO's evidence offered

additional corroboration of Witness BWK's testimony'303

ttl. ln connection with these findings, Kalimanzira asserts that the Trial Chamber erred in

discounting variations between Witness BWK's testimony and prior statement regaxding the date of

her meeting with Kalimanzira, the. number of individuals in his car, and the uniform of

Kalimanzira's chauffeur.3e Kalimanzira also contends that the Trial 'Chamber erred in finding

Witness BWK's testimony partly conoborated. He submits that the testimony of witnesses to events

at.the Gisagara marketplace is not appropriately cited to corroborate Witness BWK's testimony

regarding the Kabuye-Gisagara road, and that, while both Witnesses BWO and BWK may have

referred to a man named Gdkeri, there is no proof that it was the same Gakeri.3o5

lLz. The Prosecution responds that Kalimanzira merely repeats assertions made at.trial, without

explaining how the Trial Chamber's approach was erroneous.'nu

113. The Appoals Chamber recalls its finding, Judge Pocar dissenting, that it was unsafe for the

Trial Chamber to rely on Witness BWK's uncorroborated identification evidence with respect to

Kalimanzira.m? The Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, underscores that the partial

corroboration noted by the Trial Chamber only suggests that Kalimanzira was in the .general area

and that a man called Gakeri escorted Tutsis to Kabuye hill, but does nothing to reliably support

Witness BWK's specific identification of Kalimanzira. The Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar

dissenting, therefore is not satisfied that Witness BWK's testimony can be relied on to establish

facts conceming Kalimanzira's actions a1 the Kabuye-Gisagara road absent additional evidence.

Given that Witness BWK's testimony was the only direct evidence of the events that occurred at the

Kabuye-Gisagara road on n Apil 1994, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, considers

that the Trial Chamber's findings regarding Kalimanzira's actions there are unsafe.

30' Trial Judsement. para, 370.
302 Trial Judlement, paras. 315, 329,310, citingT. l2 May 2008 p. 65.
"'' Trial Judgement, para. 370.
t* Kalfunanzira Appeal Brief, paras.26?-2?8.
'o' Kalimanzha Appeal Brief, paras.281-285.
3ft Prosecution Response Bdef, paras. 115, 116.
m7 S"e supra Section m.8.2 (Alleged Enors in the Trial Chamber's Consideration of Witnesses'
Provision of Identification Evidence).

Credibility and
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11.4. For the fbregolng r€asons, the Appeals chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, glants this sub-

ground of Kalimanzira's appeal. The impact of this findiqg will be discussed below.

115.. Although it discussed other witneoses' testimony, the Trial 'Chambor based its analysis of

Kalimanzira's .actions .during the attaok at Kabuye hill on the evidence of Witnesses BDC, BCF'

and BWO.308 It described the Kabuye hill massaore as involving'thousands of individuals acting in

a broad mea over a long period of time.3@ The Trial Chamber found Witriresses BDC and BCF

credible and exoused certain inconsistencies between and within their testimonies and prior

statements as caused by the passage of time, their trauma, and their low level of education.3lo Th"

Trial 'Chamber also found Witness BWO oredible, although it concluded that his testimony

concerning Kalimanzira's actions at'Kabuye hill related to an incident that was different from the

one which Winresses.BDC and BCF described.3lr The Trial Chamber considered the assertions of

W.itness -.pSO tegmding Ka.lftnmrzira',s actions at Kabuye hill, but found his.credibi'trity ,q,nstionclble

and declined to accept'his testimony witbout conoboration.3l2 By contrast, the Trial Chamber

accepted that Witness BXG's testimony was "consistenr wjth the general trend of evidence relating

to Kabuye hill," even though'he did not testify to .seeing Kalimanzira there.3r3 The Trial Chamber

reviewed various .accounts of witnesses, but reasoned that the fact that some of them did not see

Kalimanzira at Kabuye hill was not inconsistent with his presence there.3r4 Finally the Trial

Chamber dismissed :Kalimanzira's assertion that vehicles could not physicatly reach Kabuye hill.3r5

Jn .this reqpect, it noted that certain Dgfence witnesses testified that they reached lhq area in

vehicles, found that the specifics of where vohicles stopped were a "minor detail", and reasoned that

"Kabuye hill was not reached from one direction only."3l6

116. Kalimanzira asserts that the lndictment was defective conceming the specifics of the attack

on Kabuye hill and that its imprecision allowed the Trial Chamber to lay a new charge against him

by finding that tbe Prosecution witnesses' lestimony related to two separale incidents at Kabuye

hi ,3r7 He further asserts that the Trial Chamber erred in ignoring the widely varying dates given by

different witnesses for the assault on Kabuye hill, as well as in not specifying an event that could

'ot Ttial Judgu*ent, paras. 372-387.
't Trial Judgement, psra. 387.
'lo Trial Judgoment, para.38l.
'rrTrial Judgement, peras. 382, 383.
''t Trial Judgement, para. 375.
t'' Trial Judgemenq para. 378.
''o Trial Judgement, paras. 384. 387.
rr5 Triel Judgement, para. 385.
316 Trial Judgement, para. 385.
rrr Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 293-301,311,318.
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estimates.3ls

that

813lH
provided varying date

ll7 . Kalirnanzira firther subrnits that the Trial Chamber failed to justiff its aoceptance of

testimony by Witnesses BDC and BCF, given the significant contradictions in their,evidence.3re IIe

also asserts that the Trial Chamber's analysis was careless, claiming that it misattributed relevant

testimony of the two witnesses.32o With regmd to Witness BWO, Kalimanzira assorts that his

testimony contradicts that of other Prosecution wihesses. and chuaclenzes the Trial Chamber's

analysis thereof as flawed.32r Kalimanzira fufiher assefis that the Triat Chamber failed to specify if

it eventually reliod on WitnesS B3O's testimony,322 and that it did not explain how Witness BXG'8

evidence was conoborated by other witnesses' accounts of Kalimanzira's actions on Kabuye hill.323

Kalimanzira also maintains that the Trial Chamber gave insufficient weight to Defence witnesses'

testimony asserting that they did not see him at Kabuye hill, emphasizing that several Defence

witnesses were present at Kabuye hill for multiple days.32a

118. Finally, Kalimanzira contends that the Trial Chamber erred in not conducting a site visit or

considering Defence witnesses' testimony regarding the absence Of roads on Kabuye hi11.325

Kalimanzira asserts that the Trial Chamber failed to sufficiently explain its acceptance of

Prosecution witnesses' testimony that his vehicle was parked on Kabuye hill near'the refugees'326

He notes that if the Trial Chamber believed the vehicle parked at a gteater distance, it should have

provided more reasoning to support this conclusion.'27 Kalimanzira alSo submits that the Trial

Chaniber failed to support its conclusion that Tutsis on Kabuye hill were spread over a wide area,

rf8 Kalimanzira Appoal Brief, paras. 288-292. Kalimnma notes that ho suggesled in his Final Trial Brief_making the

heavy rainfall mentionod by nearly all witnesses that common point of reference. ,$ee Kalimanzira Appeal Brief' paras.

288,289.
,to i(alioranzira Appeal Brief, paras.309-311,313. Issues that Kalimanzha claims Witnessos BDC'6 and BCF's

testimony contradicieach othor on inclu de, inter aliq: the number of vehicles he arrivcd 8i Kabuye hill with; the number

and typg of individuals who accompanied him; his behavior; and whethor he lefl before or after fighting started. See

Kalimanzira Aopeal Brief, para. 310.
,rn Kalimanzta'Appeal Brief, parg.,3l2, comparing Trial Judgomont, para. 309, with T. 5 May 2008 p- 19 (French

version); T. :pM;i ZO08 pp. fZ,:f, rt4 (French version); T.20May2008p.75 (Froncb vorsion). See also T 5May

2008 p. 14 (Enghsft version); T. 12 May 2A08 p. 37 (English version); T. 20 May 2008 pp' 28, 29 (English version).

fahnanzila assire that, while the Ttial Chambor attributed the claim that Kslimanzira stayod for a sho time after the

slart of shooting to Witrless BCF, this stdiemE sas in rcdlity made by Witness BDC. The Appeals Chambcr notes that

the ftencb languagp transcript citstion foT 20 May 2008 provided by Kalimanzira is not coroct.

"' Kalimanzira.Appeal Brief, paras. 3lil-319.
r22 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief. paras. 302' 303.
323 Kalimanzira Appeal Bricl paras. 305-308. - \\n324 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras.329-338 /""'\ \ I
r25 See Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras .320-328 \ 

'

326 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 321-323.
32? Kalimanzira Appoal Briof, para. 324.
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and suggests that all refugees would logically have stayed in the same area of Kabuye hill rather

than disperse,328

119. The Appeals Charnbsr recalls :thE princrples of notice ,previously mtioulated in this

Judgement.32e With regard to the events at Kabuye hill, the Appeals Chamber notes that the

lndictrnent specified the place and date of the Kabuye hill massacre, the general identity of the

victirns, and that Kaliman ra sought to bring military and police reinforcements in order to help

with,the attack.33o The prosecution's .he-Triril Brief furrher specifietl that Kalimanzira encouraged

Tutsis in the area of Gisagara to travel to Kabuye hill, brought armed men to Kabuyb hill, provided

details of the .assault 'there, and ctarified that Kalimanzira was seen at Kabuye hill more than

once.l3,The Appeals Chamber,finds that insofar as there was any vagueness in the lndictment, it

was cured by the Prosecution's Pre-Trial Brief, and thus Kalimanzira had sufficient notice of the

material facts underyinning his conviction.

120. rtrith regfl.d ro the datitrg of "ttre ettaak, a number of approaches lvas certainly 'open to '6he

Trial Chamber. However, Kalimanzira does not show that it was unreasonable for the Trial

Chamber to resolve diverse testimonies regarding the date of the assault on Kabuye hill, rather than

to adopt the "common reference point" rsuggested in his Final Trial Brief. The Appeals'Chamber

recalls that .,it falls to the Trial,Chamber to take,the approach it considers most appropriate for the

assessment of evidence."332

l2l. The Appeals chamber also concludes that the Trial chamber acted within the scope of its

discretion in a"ieptiog the testimony oi Witn"tt"t BDC, BCF, and BWo, and in finding'that the

latter,s testimony related to a distinct event involving Kalimanzira. ln this regard, the Appeals

Chamber rocalls that trial chambers enjol broad discretion in choosing which witness testimony to

prefer, as well as in assessing the impact on witness credibility of inconsistencies within or between

witnosses' testimony and prior statements.333 A trial chamber "is [.. '] not obliged in its judgement

to recount and justify its findings in relation to every submission made at trial.'334 The

discrepancies between the testimonies of witnesses BDC, BCF, and BWO do no1 obscure their

328 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras, 326'321,
t , ii supro SecionIILB (Giound 2: Aleged Enors in Assessing Authority and Influence).
330 See Indictmont, Para. 933r Prosesution Pro-Trial Brief, paras. 56-58,
332 Rutaganda Appcal Judgement, para. 207.
ll:'i; 'Muvuny"'Appeal 

ludgment' pxa. 144 seromba Appetl Judgemont' p*a' l!6i Sinba

o*u,-hli i"ii^oiiAppeal Ji.rdgement, P'Iia, 58i Ntakirutingnc Appeal Judgement' para' 258'
13a Muhimana Appaal Judgement, para. 176.
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fundamental similarities, and given the wide ranging scope of the fighting at Kabuye hill, it is

reasonable to conclude that Kalimanzira could have been present at multiple locations.33s

I22. The Trial Chamber's assessment of Witnssses BEO and BXG was, however, more opaque.

It failed to speci$ which parts of Witness BBO's evidence, if any, it considered corroborated,

Nonetheless, none of its findings depended solely on Witness BBO's testimony, rendering any

enors in this approach immaterial. The Trial Chamber's explanation that Witness BXG's evidence

was l'consisteut with the general trond of evidence relating to Kabuye hill"336 left unclear whether

the Trial Chamber believed his evidence was conoborated by other Ikbuye hill witnesses,

corroborated evidence of other witnesses, or both. However, any error was again immaterial. The

Trial Chamber believed Witness BXG on his own merits regarding the events at the Mukabuga

roadblock, and none of the Trial Chamber's conclusions conceming events at Kabuye hitl depended

on corroboration from Witness BXG's testimony.

L23. With regfld to the evidence .of Defence witnesses, the Trial Charnber acted within its

discretion in finding that their failure to recall seeing Kalimanzira on Kabuye hill was not

inconsistent with his presence there, The Trial Chamber found that the massacre on Kabuye hill

involved thousands of individuals battling "over a large landscape and time span."337 ln this

circumstance, a reasonable uial chamber could certainly conclude that some bttackers and victims,

even if present for several days, would notrhave obsewed visits by Kalimanzira.

124. The Appeals Chamber .considers that the Trial Chamber acted within its discretion in

discounting Kalimanzira's contention that vehicles could not approach Kabuye hill. Given that

Prosecution and Defence witnesses both agree that vehicles were used to bring attackers ro the

area,33E it was reasonable to find the specifics of their parking location to be a relatively

insignificant issue. The Trial Chamber was also reasonable in finding that the battle raged over a

large area, given witness testimony regarding Tutsis spreading around Kabuye hill itself, and the

multiple hills and valleys where attackers and Tutsis gathered.33e

335 The Appeals Chamber obsorves that Kalimanzira is incorrect in assening that th€ Trial Chamber misattributad
Witness BDC'S testimony to Witness BCF. As the Trial Cbamber noted, Witness BCF tostified thet Katimanzira arrivrfr
at the bsse of Kabuye hill at dusk on 23 April 1994 and remained thers after shooting began. See Trial Judgemen!
para. 309; T. 5 May 2008 p. 14; T. 12 May 2008 p,31. See also Trjal Judgemenl, paras. 304-308. By contast, Witness
BDC testified that Kalim0nzira left before shooting stsrtpd. Trial Judgem€nt, paras. 300,301; T.20 May 2008 p. 29.
The Appeals Chamber notos that there does not appear to be a basis in Witness BCF s tostimony for concluding how
long Kalimanzira romained at the base of Kabuye hill after shooting st6ted, but any inaccuracy in the Trial Judgement
regarding this issue is immaterial to Kalimanzira's appeal.
"' Trial Judgement, para. 378.
"' Trial Judgement. para. 387.
"" See Trial Judgement, pam. 385.
"'See Trial Judgement, paras. 338. 345,352.
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IZ5. For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber is not convinced that the Trial Chamber
'ma1a;1ally 

erred in its ,analysis of Kalimanzira's actions at Kabuye hill. Accordingly, this sub-

ground of appeal is dismissed

6. Conclusio(l

126. The Appeals Chariber recalls that it has.granted, Judge Pocar dissenti4g, Kalimanzira's

appeal witb regard to the Trial Chadber's fintlings in relation to events at the Kabuye'Gisagara

road, and has upheld the Tridl Chantber's other findings, including rthose relating to his actions at

the Gisagara markeplace and Kabuye hill. The evidence regarding these latter incidents
:

demonstrates that Kalimanzira intended to aid and abet the acts of genocide on Kabuye hill and

substantially contributed to 'them. Therofore the Trial 'Chambet' s 'error with'reopect to the events at

Kabuye-Gisagara road did nor result in a miscarriage ofjustice. Accordingly, the Appeals Chaniber

dismisses Kalimanzira's Third and Sixth Grounds of Appeal'

-\\-I
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[. Alleeed Errors Rdlatins to the Butare'Gisasara Roadblock'(Glound 7)

L27. . T:heTrial Chamber convicted Kalimanzira for instigati4g and aiding and abetting genocide

based, in part, on his participation in the killings at a roadblock on'the Butare-Gisagara road on or

around 22 April 1994.3a0 Kalimanzira submits that the Trial Chamber erred in convicting him of

this crime.3ar ln this section, the Appeals Chamber considers whether Kalimanzira had sufficient

notice of this crime to prepare his defence.

128. Paragraph 15 of the Indictment teads:

Between urid-April and latg June 1994, C4llixte .Kalimanzira incitetl the populal"ion to erect
roadblocks in order !o eliminate the Tutsi. He was ofton personally ptesett at the madblock8 to
.supervise thgir oper.&tion6. Many Tutsi woretillod at the roadblocks erected on the instsuctions of
Callixle Kalimanzira and supervised by him "'"

12g. With regard .to .this allegation, the Trial Chamber made a number of findings based

exclusively on the testimony of Proseoution Witness BXK,3a3 including:

[...] rhar the ltosecution has proven beyond reasonable doubt that, in April 1994, Kalimanzira
itop.ped at a roadblock on the Butar€-Gisagara road, asked the ,men manriing tho toadbloqk whJ
thet-did not have wearons and why:thev had insaructed the T'utsis to sit down instead of.'killing
them. Kalimanzira thon prrovidod a woapon to a man at the roadblock. Subsoquently, Tutsis 6t.the
roadblock were doprived oflheir belongings and taken to.a neaiby pit' where they were killed ""

130. At trial, Kalimanzira objected to the lack of precision in paragraph 15 of the lndictment.3a5

The Trial Chamber found that 'the Indictment wa8 vague with regard to the Butate-Gisagara

roadb1ock.3a6 However, it was satisfied that Kalimanzira received adeguale notice in a timely, clear,

and consistent manner through the summary of Witness BXK's anticipated testimony annexed to

the hosecution he-Trial Brief, the witness's priol statement, and the Prosecution's opening

statement.347

131. Kalimanzira submits that the defect in the Indictment was not cured, since information

regarding the factual allegations conceming the killings at the events at the Butaxe-Gisagara road,

provided though Witness BXK's summary, was not included in the body of the Prosecution Pre-

'o Trial Judqemont , D tas. 413,474,739.
'n' Kalimaniira Notiie of Appeat, paras. 4447i Kalimanzta Appeal Brief, Paras. 342-380.
y2 

Brnohasos omitled. r/" t. ^
lot Triat Judgement. paras. 460-463, 465474. \ \"ts Trial Judsement, para. 473.
3n5 Trial Judicmonl Dal:,.428,
ra6 Trial Julge.mont, para. 429. Specificauy, the Trial Chambor noted thal paragraph 15 providos no locations or
snecification of the roadblocks where tho criminal acs wEre allogodly committed and offerod a time range sPanning two
and a half months. Sge Trial Judgoment, para. 429
a7 Trial Judgement , pfra. 432, citing't. 5 May 2008 p. 4
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Trial Brief.3a8 Furthermore, he points to the Prosecution's submissions during a status conference

on 30 April 2008, where it suggested that there was nothing new in the summaries.annexed to the

Pre-Trial Brief.3ae Secondly, he argues that the anticipated testimony of Witness BXK did not

clarify the relevant factual allegations beoause ,it referred to two roadblocks located on the Kabuye-

Gisagara road.350 Thirdly, Kalimanzira contends that the Prosecution's opening statement, althoqgh

discussing an incident at a roadblock on the Butare-Gisagara road, created confusion by referring to

events at Kabuye hill.35l

132. hr addition, Kalimanzira submits that the notice of the charges he was facing was not

provided in a timely **n", *d invokes the Muhimana Trial ;Iudgemont, where a period Of four

weeks between the service of the pre-trial brief and the beginning of the trial was not deemed

sufficient to allow the Defence to respond to a new allegation.352 He submits that he suffered

prejudice as a result of working on the basis of imprecise documents, which prevented him from

oonducting an efficient investigation, and emphasizes that the Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief was

served to him in English only on 15 April 2008, and in French only on the opening day of the trial,

5 May 2008.353

133. The Prosecution responds that Kalimanzira has failed to demonstrate any eror on the part of

the Trial Chamber.3sa It notes that the Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief, including the Armex containing

witness summaries, comprised less than 50 pages and Kalimanzira only needed to read through 22

pages of Annex A to identify the witnesses, including Witness BXK, who would testify regarding

the allegations in paragraph 15 of the lndiclrnent.3ss The Prosecution admits .tbat, due to ari

unintentional error, the annex of its Pre-Trial Brief indicated that Witness BXK Would testiry to

events at "'two closely located roadblocks on the Kabuye-Gisagara road,"'while it should have

read, in conformity with Witness BXK's prior statement, "'two closely located road-blocks on the

Butare-Gisagara and Kabuye-Gisagara roads."'3s6 Nevertheless, the Prosecution submits that

Witness BXK's testimony demonstrated the close proximity between the two roads.357

Y8 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, para. 349. He submits, invoking the Niyitegeka ffid Ntakirutimana Appoal-Judgemonts,
that meirtioning f iact in a witross summary does not suffi;e to inform the Defence of the material facts that the
prosocution inientls to prove at trial. S?e Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, pan. 99. See aho Kalimanzira Reply Brioi
oara. 28.
rne T. 14 June 20lO p. 10, reJerring to T. 30 April 2008 p. 8
3s0 Kalimanzira Appeat Briel pera, 351. S€e alsa Kalimanzira Roply Briof, para. 27.
35r Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, para.352.
,st faUmanzm ep-pral Brief, para. lO7, citing MuhimanaTial Judgement, paras. 470, 4721KeJimanzira Appoa.l Brief,
oara. 354.
rt'Kali-anzira Appeal Brief, paras. 109, 112, 355-357. See also Kalimaruira Reply Brief, para. 28.
354 hosecution Response Briof, para. 123
355 hosecution Response Brief, para. 128.
35u hosecution Response Brief, para. 128, citing Defence Exhibit 7 (Starcmenl of 3l October 2007), p. 3.
35? hosecution Response Brief, para. 128, citing T. 9 May 2008 p 7; T. 1l9l May ZC{B pp. 44'47 .

1\Y
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134. The Prosecution submits that, although the misstatement in the he-Trial Brief is

unfortunate, it does not justify the reversal of Kalimanzira's conviction'3s8 Additionally, the

prosecufion contends that Kalimanzira has failed to demonstrale that he suffered any material

prejudice. In this regard, the Proseoution first notes that Witness BXK's prior stalement was

disclosed to Kalimanzira on 31 October 2007 and the Pre-Trial Brief was filed on 16 April 2008.35e

Secondly, it underscores that Kalimanzira. despite enjoying a ten-day adjoumment of proceedings

between Witness BXK's .examination.in-ohief and his cross.examination, did not raise any

objection based on a laok of clear and consislent notice.360 Thirdly, the hosecution recalls that

Kalimanzira relied on an alibi defence against Witness BXK's evidence, which the Trial Chamber

did not accept, and sUbmits that Kalimanzira has not attempted to demonstxate how his defence

would have been different if the Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief had not contained an erroneous

reference to the location of the roadblook.36l

135. Bearing in mind the previously articulated principles of notice,362 the Appeals chamber

considers that Kalimanzira could not have known, on the basis of the Indictment alone, that he was

being charged in connection with the killings at the Butare-Gisagara roadblock, Accordingly, the

Appeals Chamber finds, as the Trial Chamber concluded, that paragraph 15 of the lndictment is

defective.

136. As a preliminary issue, the Appeals Chamber notes that a review of the trial record reveals

that Kalimanzira did not make a contemporaneous objection to Witness BXK's evidence

concemirlg the Butare-Gisagara roadblock during the course of his testimony, and that he objected

only to the laok of specificity in paragraph 15 of the Indictment in his Final Trial Brief.363 The Trial

Chamber observed that objections based on lack of notice should be specific and timely and that,

where an objection was late, the Trial Chamber would consider whether this shifted the burden onto

the Defence to demonstrate prejudice.3# The Trial Chamber, however, did not expressly consider

the objection untimely. The Appeals Chamber has held that, where a trial chamber has treated a

challenge to an indictment as being adequately raised, the Appeals Chamber should not invoke the

waiver doctrine.36t Furthermore, as discussed below, the Appeals Chamber considers that

Kalimanzira's apparent confusion as to what incident Witness BXK's evidence related to

,reasonably explains the failure to make a timely objection to this aspect of Witness BXK's

35E hosecution ResPonse Brief, para 128.
35e Prosecution Response Briof, para. 129.
3s hosecution Response Brief, para. 129.
36r Prosesution Response Brief, para. 131.
362 See supra Sechon IILB (Ground 2: Alleged Errors in Assessing Authority and Influence).
363 Kalimanzira Final Trial Brief, para. 1125. See alsoTial Judgemcnt, para 28'
3fl See Trial Judgement, Para. 33.
3e' Gacumbi*i [ppea] Judgement, para . 54. See also Ntakirutinana Appe Judgemcnt, para 23

{ \ ^
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testimony. Therefore, it falls on lhe Prosecution to demonsha0e that Kalimanzira was not prejudiced

by the defect in the Indictment.366

l3i . The Appeals Chaniber tums to the question of whether the Trial Chamber oonectly

determined that the defect in tho Indictment was curod and that Kalimanzira suffered.no prejudice

as a.result. On appeal, the Proseculion does not point to any additional fllings or oral submissions

beyond those identified by the Trial Chamber when considering whether the defects in the

lndictment were cured,

138. The description of Kalimanzira's role in the killings at the Butare-Gisagara roadblock is

contained in the summary of Witness BXK's anticipated testimony annexed to the Prosecution Pre-

Tridl Brief.367 The summary states thrit Kalimanzira distributed weapons to those persons manning

',two closely located roadblocks on the .Kabuye-Gisagara road" and instructed them to kill a large

group of Tutsi refugees located there.368 The summary indicates that this anticipated evidence

specifieally tetateslo paragraph 1'5. of the Indictment.36e

139. The Appeals Chamber has previously held that a surnmary of an anticipated testimony in an

annex to the Prosecution's pre-trial brief can, in certain circumstances, cure a defect in an

indictment.3?o The pircumstances in this particular case, however, are .different. Specifically, the

Aopeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, finds that three factors undermine the Trial Chamber's

finding that the defect was cured, especially when considered together: (1) the summary of Witness

BXK's antici.pated evidence inaccwately describes the location of the incident; (2) the French

tranblation of the Prosecutisn Pre-Trial Brief was filed only on the first day of trial, four days before

Witness BXK testified; and (3) the Prosecution indicated shortly before the translation was filed

that the witness summaries annexed to the Pre-Trial Brief contained no new allegations.

140. With respect to the first factor, as Kalimanzira observes, the summary of Witness BXK's

anticipated testimony contains an inaccurate description of the roadblock's location, placing it on

the Kabuye-Gisagara road rather than the Butare-Gisagara road. By contrast, Witness BXK's prior

witness statement acclllately summarized his testimony regarding two related incidents at two

nearby roadblocks on the Kabuye-Gisagara and Butare-Gisagara roads.3?l The Appeals Chamber

has held that a pre-trial brief and a witness statement, read together, may provide sufficient notice to

t6 See Gacumbi*i Appeal Judgemenl para. 54
36? hosecution Pre-Trial Bridl Annex A. p. 21.
368 Prosecution Pre-Trial Briol Annex A, p. 2l
3@ kosecution he-Trial Brief, Annex A, p. 21

aY
370 Gacumbi*i Appeal Judgement, paras. 57, 58. This approach is consistent with jurisprudence of the ICTY. See
Naletili( and MartinoviC Appeal Judgement, para. 45.
3?l See Defence Bxhibit 7 (Statement of 31 October 2007), p 3
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present case,the extent that.pre-trial brief provides "unambiguous information'"372 However, in the

the Appeals Chamber, .Judge Pocar dissenting, considers that the error in the summary of Witness

tsXK's anticipated testimony made the Prosecution Fre-Trial Brief unclear, and that its curative

power wa6 thus, at best, questionable.

l4L. Tuming to the second factor, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Prosecution Pre-Trial

Brief was filed in English on 16 April 2008. The Appeals Chamber recalls that Kalimanzira's lead

counsel, Mr. Arthur Veroken, was hospitalized in France on 21 April 2008 due to an unforeseeable

medical problem."' Doring the status conference of 30 April 2008, Kalimanzira's co-counsel, Ms.

Anta,Guiss6, whose primary worlcing language was French,374 expressed concern that the Defence

had not yet received the French version of the Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief in order to discuss with

Kalimanzira, who does not speak English,375 and prepare for tria1.3?6

142. In response to this, the hesiding Judge noted that a translation of the Prosecution he-Trial

Brief was expected on 2 May 2008, a Friday, which would allow the weekend to review 1he

document before the opening of the trial.3?? He also stated that the substantive part of the he-Trial

Brief was only 25 pages long and that "the remainder of the document" was related to informa{ion

about the witnesses.3?8 The reference to the'lremainder of the document" appenrs to relate to the

armex which contains the summary of the anticipated testimony of the witnesses.

143. The French translation was made available to the Defence only on 5 May 2008, just a few

hours before the opening of the trial,37e thus not providing the preparation poriod anticipated by the

Trial Chamber. Witness BXK appeared four days later on 9 May 2008.3s0 fne appeals Chamber,

Judge Pocar dissenting, considers that in these circumstances, it is questionable whether the notice

provided by the summary of Witness BXK's anticipated teslimony in the annex of the Prosecution

Pre-Trial Brief was timely, clear, or consistent.

372 See Ntakirutimanc Appoa.l Judgement, para.48 (holding that a witness statemsnt, when takon togelher witb
',unambiguous information" contained in a pre-trial brief and its annexes may be sufficient to cure a defect in an
indictnent), The Appeats Chambor observcs that notice provided by a witness statement alone is insuflicient to cure the
defect in an indictDr€^t. See Nbitegeki Appeel Judgement, para. 197.
371 5sa stapra Soction III.A.2(a) (Absence of Kalimanzira's Lead Counsel during the Firsl Trial Session).
3'a See lt-fR, Formrfaire IL2, Submittod by Anta Guiss6, dated 6 August 2007.

"t Decision on Callixte Kalimanzira's Motion for an Extonsion of Time for the Filing of His Respondent's Brief, 26
October 2009.;;i.ibnp'iizootpp.z,s. .* M
"' See T. 30 Aoril 2008 p. 7. )
"t t. lo eorit 2oos p. r.
31e The Proseculor v. Catlixte Kalinanzirc, Case No. ICTR -05-88-I, M4moire prhalable au procis du Procureur, 5 May
2008. The Appeals Chanber observos that tho lime stamp of the filing was 11,07 a.m. The trial commencod al 2.17 p.m.
lator that-day. See The Prosecutor v. Ccllixte Kalimaaira, Case No. ICTR-05-88-T, MinuBs of Proceedings, 5 May
2008. D.2.
3rc S?e T. 9 May 2008.
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144. As regards the third factor, it is significant that, on the eve of trial, the Prosecution stated

. thBl its factual theory was contained only in the body of its Pre-Trial Brief' which does not mention

.the incident at fhe Butare-Gis4gara roadblock. More specifically, while contending that the delay in

the translation bf .the Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief need not impact the start of the trial on 5 May

2008,38r the Prosecution stated that:

[...] the ple-trial bricf sets out the legal theory and the {acnral theory of the hosecution's case.
iftJ a1niti !ext, as your l{onom.has rlghtly noted, is irot 50 pages at dll. It's just ovgr 20. ;lround

six of ihose ielates.[sic] to the factual thoory. That would. be what is most lhlbresting to the
Accused. ,Cettairily cdr.uriel is able .lo read those six p4ges and.explain the f&ctual.Jheory to tho

Accusod. [...] The more extonded part of the pre-tsidl brief is the witloss sutrunaries. Those. are
. summaries that:the,hosecution ihas.done,of whot the witnoss is excepted ,[sicl.to tesdry to irl cout'

There is nothing new in those summaries. [...] Hence, tho hosesution cannot see that the absence
of a lxanslation at this point of the pro-trial brief would prevent the proceedings from starting on
5th of Mav 2008.3E2

l4S. fn"',rnuin text"383 of the hosecution Pre-Trial Brief refers to only one specific incident in

the Gisagara area of Ndora Commune.at the Jaguar roadblock, which is specifically pleaded in

para.graph 2l of the lndictment.3sa This is significant because it follows from Kalimanzjra's

submissions at trial that he considered Witness BXK's testimony as relevant to this distinct

allqgation. Both the Kalimanzira he-Trial and Final Trial Briefs refer to Wjtness BXK as giving

evidence related to the Jaguar roadblock but do not suggest that he gave evidence with respect to

the Butarejcisagara roadblook.3t' The approuch adopted by Kalimanzira's briefs illusnates the

prejudice suffered by Kalimanzim as a result of unclear notice, demonstrating. that he prepared his

defence against Witness BXK's claims based on the assumption that they related to an incident at

the Jaguar roadblock.

146. Kalimanzira's confusion is not surprising because a reviery of both the evidence and witness

statements related to these events reveals a certain degree of overlap. ln particular, Witness BXK

testified that the Butarc-Gisagara roadblock was near, although not within sight of,386 the Gisagara

church near which, according to other witresses, the Jaguar roadblock was located,3s? In both

18r T. 30 April 2008 p. 8.
r*t T. 30 April 2008 p. 8 (emphasis added).
ttt T, 30 April 2oo8 p. 8.
re prosecuion Pre-friat gtef, para.62 ("Thirdly, the accused Kalimanzba distributed weapons to the Pe$ons manning

the roadblocks for the purpose of killing Tutsi. The most notorious example is the so'called 'Jaguar' roadblock in

Gisagara, Ndora commune. The accusod Kalimanzira provided fire arms !o at least one of the persons manning the

road6lock and directsd that they should be used to kill Tutei. This direction was subsequently carried out,")'
385 ,See ,Kslimanziia he-Trial Brief, Annex l, p, 26 ("lWitness AU 37] hails ftom N[dora] commune, G[isagara]

secteur. He knew Callixte Ktalimanzira]. He was present at the roadblock called 'Jaguar' everyday and has a good

knowledge of its functioning and weaponry, He specifically witnessed the handing of a gun to persons marudng the

roadblocf and will indicato the provider and recipiont. Accordingly, he wi.ll contradict the testimonies of Witnesscs

BXK, BCN, ancl BCK,"); Kalimanzira Final Trial Brief, paras. UU244,250-253,260-262 (dsscribing inconsistenciel

between Witness BXK'S lestimony and other Prosecution witnesses who testified about the Jaguar roadblock). 6 $\3'u Trial Judgement, paras.460,465. t \ 
'

ttt Trial Judgement, paras.538, 539,542.
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incidents, Kalimanzira provided a gun to a person manning the roadblook and urged the killing of

Tutsis.388 The evidence related to both events references several key individuals who manned both

roadblocks.38e

L47. It is true, as the Trial Chamber noted, that Kalimanzira recognized in his Final Trial Brief

that the Butare-Gis4gara roadblock was at a different location than the Jaguar roadblock'3m

Nonetheless. it does not follow from Kalimanzira's submissions as a whole that he was fully aware

that he was facing two separate allegations. In his Final Trial Brief the discussion of Witness

BXK's evidence is focused on inoonsistencies between that evidence and other Prosecucion

witresses' testimony relalod to the Jaguar roailblock. Notably, Kalimanzira's confirsion as to the

Prosecution's case appears to have carried over until at least the filing of his initial Notice of

Appeal, in which he continued challenging Witness BXK's evidence by comparing it to the

evidence of Prosecution witnesses who testified about the events at the Jaguar roadblock.3el The

Aptreals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, considers that this confusion is a strong indication that

Kalimanzira was prejudiced by the lack of clarity concerning the charges against him, and that he

did not receive clear and consistent notice.

148. The Appeals Chamber is mindful that the hosecution's opening statement, delivered four

days before Wjtness BXK testified, clearly distinguished between the events at the Jaguar

roadblook and the o:re located on the Butarc-Oisagara road.3e2 However, in the circumstances of

this case, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, is not convinced that the opening statement

alone was suffioient to eliminate ihe confusion desoribed above. Considered individually, the

inaccurak description ot the location of the roadblock in the annex of the Pre-Trial Brief, the

cornments by the Trial Chamber and the Prosecution at the status conference about the Prosecution

ho-Trial Brief, the short time-period between the filing of the French translation of the Prosecution

Pre-Trial Brief and Witness BXK's testimony, and the confusion exhibited by Kalimanzira's

Defence team are not necessarily sufficient to undermine Kalimanzira's conviction. Considered

together however, these factors demonstrate that Kalimanzira failed to receive sufficient notice that

he was facing charges related to the Butare-Gisagara roadblock, rendering his conviition unsafe.

188 CompareTnal Judgement, para. 473, wirfi Trial Judgement, para. 560
\8 Compare Trial Judgement, para.461, with'ft',ial Judgement, paras.538, 540,542. See also Defence Exhibit 7E
(Staiemenr of 31 October 2007), p. 3
3s Trial Judsement. Dara. 465.
3e' Notice oiAppeal,2l July 2009, para. 71.
,ot T.5 May iOOS p. + ("The Accused Kalimanzira also distributed w€apons to people manning the roadblocks to
enable them to k futsi. One example is tho so.called 'Jaguar' roadblock in Cisagara, Ndora commune whete he gave
a firearm to the lsader of tliose manning the roadblock with the specific instruction that it was going to be used to kill
Tutsi. He also spurred on the killing of Tutsi at the roadblock slluated on the Butar€-Gisagara rcad.in Ndara commune
in connection with the Kabuye hill massacres. Once again, the Accused Kalimanzira insfucted the people manning tbe
roadblock to kill Tutsi and distributed a fioarm to facililate such killings "). ./{- \\
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l 4g , Insum, theAppea lsChamberagreeswi th theTr ia lChamber tha tparagraph15of the

Indictment is defeotive in rela[ion to Kalimanzira's role in the events Bt the Butare'Gisagara

roadblock. The Appeals chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, finds however that the subsequent notice

of this allegation w&s not timely, clear, or consistent, and resulteril in prejudiee to Kalimanzfua'

Accordingly, the Appedls chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, finds that the Trial chamber ened in

Iaw by finding that this defect was cured and accordingly in judging Kalimanzira guilty on the basis

of his actions at the Butare'Gisagara roadblook'

150. For the forqgoing reasons, - the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting' gants

Kalimanzira's seventh Ground of Appeal. Aocordingly, the .Appeals charnber reverses

Kalimanzira's conviction for instigating and aiding ald abetting genocide on this basis' It is

therefore unnecessary to address Kalimanzira's remaining arguments conceming the assessmerit of

the evidence.

Case No. ICTR-OS-88-A
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G, Alleeed Errors .Rolatins lo the ,Iagual and KaiYanama Roadblocks (Grounds I ,anal'g)

1 5 1 . The Trial .Chamber convicted Kalimanzira for dirdct and public incitement to commit

genocide based, in part, on his conduct at the laguar roadblock, which was located near the

Oisagara Catholic Church in Butare P.refecture,3e3 and the Kajyanama roadblock in Remera Sector,

Muganza Commune.3ea In particular, the Trial Chamber found that, in middle to late April 1994,

Kalimanzira handed a rifle to Marcel Ntirusekanwa at the Jaguar roadblock "in the presence of

several others who were also manning the roadblock [.., and] told everyone present that the gun

was ro be used to kill Tutsis."3e5 The Trial Chamber further found that, in late April 1994,

Kalimanzira exhorted those manning the Kajyanama roadblock to carry arms "to 'defend'

themselves against '.the enemy' who rnight pass through" and that he "was understood to be calling

for the killing of Tutsis.?'3e6 According to the Trial Judgement, Kalimanzirb underscored this call by

slapping and forcibly.taking away a person who was not carrying a weapon:3e7

152. ln connection with his Eighth and Ninth Grounds of Appeal, Kalimanzira first submits that,

in convicting him based on these incidents, fie Trial Charnber erred in law and in fact in finding

that his conduct at these sites amounted to direct and public incitement to commit genocide.3eE

Kalimanzira asser.ts that the Tribunal's jurisprudence requires a very large number of individuals to

be exposedl to a call to commil genocide before it can be qualified as direct and public incitement.3ee

Specifically, he refers to the Appeal Judgement in the Nahimana el al. case as support for his

assertion that instructions given to persons manning a roadblock cannot constitute public

incitement.am 'I{e maintains thdt the number of individuals present a't the Jaguar and Kajyamr'na

roadblocks when the respective acts in question allegedly took place was limited, tha! his words

werc orrly directeal at those manning the roadblocks, and that his conviction for direct and public

incitement thus constituted an elror of law,4l In addition, he raises a number of arguments

-(\o

3e3 Trial Judgomont, peras. 562, 739. The exact location of the Jaguar roadblock was pleaded in the lndictment and
follows from the evidsnce. See Trisl Judgemelt, paras. 536,538,539' 542'
3q Trial Judgemont" par8s. 565, 589, 739.
tet Trial Judgement , pan. 56f. See also Trial Judgement, paras 56l' 562
reu Trial Judgement, pan.589, See alsoTrial Judgement, para. 588.
"' Trlal JudsemarL paras. 587, 589
t$ Kalimariira Noiice of Appeal, paras. 50, 571 Kalimanzira Appoal Brief, paras. 382-386, 428-432. See also
Kalimanzira Reply Brief, paras. 3l-38, 41.
3ee Kalimanzira Appeal Bridf, paras. 383, 384. See also Kalimanzira Appea.l Brief, para. 429; Iklimanzira Reply Brief,
oaras.32-3E.
4m Kalimanzira AppEal Brief, para. 384, referring to Nahimana et ol. Apryal Judgsment, para. 862. See also
Kalimanzira Appoal Bief, paua. 432.
aor Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras, 385 ,428,430, 431. See ̂lso Kalimanzira Roply Brief, prras. 31, 34' 36, 38.
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oonceming the Trial chamber's assessment of the evidence underpinning his conviction for'these

events.402

153. The Prosecution responds that the Trial 'Chamber did.not err in convicting Kalimurzira

based sn his actionS .at the Jaguar and Kajyanama roadblocks'4o3 It asserts that Kalimanzira raises

for the fi$t time on appeal the question of what minimum audience size is required to satisfy the

public element of the crime of incitement to commit genocide, and contends that the Appeals

Chamber should summarily dismiss the argument on this basis'a0a ln the altsmative, the hosecution

contends that "the Appeals chamber should not make [sdc] any general principle of international

law which exempts those manning a roadbloclc from,qualifying as the 'public' for the crime of

direct and public incitement to comrnit genocide."ao5 It submits thirt the Tribunal's jurisprudence

provides no support for Kalimanzira's assertions, contending that Kalimanzira has misconstrued the

statement in the Nahimana et aL AppealJudgement and taken it out of context.a06 The Prosecution

adds that the iahimana et al. passage is obiter dictum nd should not be accorded weight in the

present case.m?

154. The Appeals chamber is'not convinced by the Prosecution's submission that Kalimanzira's

argument should be dismissed surnmarily because it was raised for the first time on appeal' To

summmily dismiss the arglment on procedural grounds could lead to a serious miscarriage of

jusrice. Notirig thal the Prosecution responded to Kalimanzira's arguments' the Appeals Charnber

finds it to be in the interests ofjustice to consider Kalimanzira's arguments on the merits.

155. The Appeals chamber recalls that a person may be found guilty of direct and public

incitement to commit genocide, pursuant to Article 2(3)(c) of the Statute, if he or she directly and

publicly incited the commission of genocide (actus reus) and had the intent to directly and publicly

incite others to comrut genocide (mens rea).q8 Applying these principles to Jean-Bosco

Barayagwiza's conviction in Ihe Nahimana el aL case for direct and public incitement to commit

genocide, the Appeals chamber determined that supervising a specific gtoup of individuals

manning a roadblock does not constitute public incitement to commit genocide, explaining that:

the supervision of roaclblocks cannot form the basis for the Appellant's conviction fol direct and

ouutic'in"itu.ent to commit genocidei while such supervision could be regarded as instigation to

{ \

ffi Kalimanzira Notice of Appeal, paras. 51.54, 58-60; Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, pons. 387 -424' 433477;

Kalimanzira Reply Brief, poras. 39' 40'
ffi Prosecution Response Bdef, paras, f42-189' 190-212'
.* iiorr"utio" nurponse Brief, iuas. 144,145. See atsohosecution Response Brief, paras. 192, 193.
* no.i"ution n"rponse Brief, para. 150. See also Prosecution Response Brief, para, 193.
* nor."utlon n"rponse Brief, paras, 147 -149. See also kosecution Response Brief, para, 193.
a0? hosecution Rasponse Brief, para. 148.
ao9 See Nahimana e, al. Appeal Judgemont, para 677'
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than

commit genocide, it.sannot constifule lublic incitement, since only lhe indi,viduals menning the

roadbloilq wauld have bqen the recipieits of the message ani not the Senersl public '-"-

156. Contrary to the Prosecution's suggestion, the approach adopted by the Appeals Chamber in

lhe Nahimana et aI. Iudgemeat is in accordance with relevant Tribunal juri sprudence ;and ofhsr

sources of interpretation, including World War II judgements and the travaux prdparatoires of the

Genocide Convention. More specifically, the Appeals Chamber obse,rves that, with the exception of

the .Kalimanzira Trial .Judgement, all convictions before the Tribunal for direct and public

incitement to cornmit genocide involve speeches made to large, fujlg public assemblies, messages

disseminafed by the media, and communications made through a public address system ovel a

b,road oublic area.410 ThesE convjctions involved audiences which were by definition much'broader

the groups of individuals manning the Jaguar and Kajyanama roadblocks, who formed

Kalimanzira's audience.

lS7. The Tribunal's. jurisprudence is consistent with that of the Intemational Militaqy Tribunal at

T'he latter csnbiitered incitement to, inter alia, mvdet and extermination, involving

nw Nahimana et al. Aweal Judgemont, para. 862 (emphasis added). The Appeals Chamber notes, for clarify, that the
yonio,o"" et dl Apletiis Judgeient was originally unitter, in French. The above-quoted €xse{pt, in-French, reads " En

poio"liur, les aciei .de supinision .d.es hatragei ne sauraiant fonder la condamrntion -de .J'Appelant 
pour incltatian

'directe 
et publhue d commettre i Clnocidel si cette supemision Pouvait Cffe considerle comtne une lncitation d

"*t 
*rr*'i .pii"ia",=ut;1"-n" pouriit pot eonstituer .une'incitation 'publique' puisg.ue seules les persQnner lenanl les

barrapgr^ auriient Ctd les destinstahes du message et non le public au sens large". Therefore, in order lo reflect more

faithfu"lly Artiole 2(3Xc) ofihe Statute, a more aoowate English translation ofthe excerpt should have tead: "while such

superv,ieion could be'reear&.d ss incitemerr, to commit g€nocide, it cannot consiitute public inciiement [...1."
ifA review of the juris-prudence is iltusfiative of what-acts have constituted public incitom€nt at theTribunal. In a first

rrouo of cases, incifung ipeochos at public me€jtings to "srowds" of people - ra4ging from "over 100-'10 uppoximatoly

i,ffi inOuiO*f. - wJre found to constitute public incitement. Tlte Akayesu Tri{ Chanber found that a speeih in a
public placo [o .,a cnowd of over 100 paople;' urging the population to eliminatd the "enemy" constituied dircct and
public incitement. See Akayesu fria fuO*ment, poas.672-674. The conviction was upheld on appeal See Akayesu

ipp"a fodg"."nr , pna. i38, p. 143. Thi Niyitegeka Trial Chamber detarmined, inter alia, that by holding a public

rne.eting attended by approximately 5,000 people at dhich he "urg[ed] attackors to work" - "working" serving as a

synony-m for killini fi,isls - Elidzer Niyitegeka incurred individual criminal responsibility for "inciting altadkers to

cause ihe death and serious bodily and mental harm of Tuisi refugeos [...] as provided in Article 2(3)(c)" of the Statute.

iee Niyitegekn Trial Judgement, paras. 257, 43"t. See aho Niyitegeka Trial Judgemont, pstzs. 412.'4]6_:. Nifltogoka's

convic'tion"was upheld oi appeal. Sae Niyitegeka Appcal Judgemont, para. 270. Tlp Kaie.liieli Tlial Chamber found

Juvdnal Kajelijeli guilty of direct and public incitemsnt bocause he had "incited the crowd" to exterminate the Tutsis

See faiet4iti iniJudgement, paras. 856.860. ]1e conviction was uphold on apFf.8J' See Kaieliieri Appeel Judgement'

p*r., iO5, 133, A seiond group of cases reflects that the dissemination of inciting messages via the media also

constitrrted public incitement. TheRrggil Trial Chamber held tbat "messagos [, ..] ,broadcast[ed] in a media forum and

to mEnberT df the general public!' consrituted public incitement. See Ruggiu T\ral Judgement, para. 17. No appeal was

filed. The Nahimaita et dr. Trial Chambo|dstormined tbat messages disseminatod via radio or the press constituted

oublic incitement. See Nahimana et at. Trial Judgement, paras. 1031-1034, 1036-.1038. Xhe findings were upheld in

relevant part on appeal. See Nahimana et al. A14ruil Judgemen! paras. 758, 775. Ftnally, the Srcit dr Trial Chamber
held Simon Bikinii responsible for direct and public lnoitement based on its detemination that he had rsed a public

addross systgm to disseminato mossagos iriciiing ths comrnission of genocide whon travelling on a plblic road to

address tho population. Bikindi'fial Judgemert, pstras. 422-424. These findings were upheld on appeal. See Bikindi
Appea.l Judgement, paras. 50, 86 C\\\
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closedwidely circulated speeches and articlss, rather than speeches to relatively small and

groups.al I

158. Moreover, the Appeals Charnber recalls that the languagc of drticle 2 of the itribunal's

Statute tracks the language of the Genocide Convention. A review of the travaux.prdparatoires of

the Genocide Convention confirms that public incitement to genocide pertains to mass

communications . The travaux prCparataires indicate that the Sixth Committee chose to specifically

revise the definition of genocide in ordor to remove private incitoment, understood as more subfle

forms of communication such as conversalions, private meetings, or -essages,412 from its ambit'al3

Instead. the.crime was.limited to "direct and public incitement to commit genocide," understood as

all JUDCMBtfi OF THE INTBRNATIONAL I{ILITARY TREUNAL FOR THE TRIAL OF CERMAN MAJOR WAR CRIMINALS

(1g46), reprinted iz THE TRTAL OF GBRMAN MAJOR WAR CRTMTNALS BY THE IiTTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRTBUNAL

irrlNb ni NUnsVBERc GERMAIIY, pp. 101, 102 (200D ("JUDaMEM oF rHE INTERNATIoNAL MTLITARY TRIBUNAI)

(finding Julius Strsicher guilty of crimes against humanity for "incitement lo murder and exFrmination" becauso "[i]n

il; ;d;h;r anO ortictef weik after wee( month after month, he infected the cerman mind with the virus of anti-

Semitism, and incited the German people to active persecution [...]. Twenty-ttuee difforent articles [. '.] were produced

in evidence, in which extermination 'root and b'ranch' was proached [.. ,]. Such was the poison Streicher injected into

the minds of thousands of Garmans which caused them to follow the Nalional Socialists policy of Jewish persecution

and extermination.")i JUDoMENT oF fiE INIERNATIoNAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL, p. 128 (describing incitement in the

context of.,originating or formulating Fopaganda campaigns" with respoct to Hans Fritzsche).
i- i rHe CBN5croe ior.rvBvnor, frie'liev,cux PnspnnerolREs, p. 986 (Htad Abtahi & Philippa Webb, eds. 2008)
("GENocrDE CowBNnoN").
4f 3 2'GENoooe coNvBI'{TIoN, pp' 1549,1552,
o'o I CeNocros CoNvavnor.r, p. 986. The Appeals Chamber notes that the definition adopted by the Sixth Committee

resembled that originally proposed by the Sesritariat of the United Nations (which was altered for some-tims to include
p"uuri in"it"^rnrio geiriciOi, until 

-this 
alteration was sEuok by the Sixth Committee). The Foposal of the S€crotariat

iiffirentiated acts suih as insEuctions frotn officidls to subordinates ot'heads of organizations to members from "direct
Dublic incitement." These act6 were considered as "peparatory acts" and covered by othor sections of the convention.

3€e 1 GBN(rcDE ColwENTIoN, P. 238.
Itt Nahimana et al, Trial Judgenent, paras .7L8,719, See also The Prosecutor v. Ferdinand Nahimana et al,, Case No.

ICTR-99-52-T, T.28 Augus;2001 pi. ?1-Z6i The Prosecutor v. Ferdinanl Nahimana et al,, Case No.ICTR-99-52-T,
T.29August200l  pp.33,43,44 

<\ \

incitement "in public speeches or in the press, through the radio, the'cinema or other ways of

reaching the public."ara

159. Having established that the relevant holding of

consistent with the Tri'truna{rs juriqpruelenee and othor

tums to consider whether the precedent set in the Nahimana et al' case is

Kalimanzirals convictions. A review of ,the former reveals that the underlying factual basis of

Barayagwiza's initial conviction.by Trial rChamber I of the Tribunal involved qpedking to

militiamen at roadblocks from his vehicle and telling them to kill Tutsis and others without certain

party membership cards.als ln addition, the key witness for this event gave evidence that

Barayagwiza supervised three roadblocks in the area and heard that Barayagwiza was responsible

for.ensuring .that Tutsis were bei4g kill€d.at them.al6 The facts underlying Kalimanzirg's

convictions are similar to those in the Nahimana et al. Appe1l Judgement. As was the case for

the Nahinana et al. AppaT Judgement is

relevant precedents, the 'Appeals 'Oharnber
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such as aBarayagwiza, Kalimanzira's actions did not involve any form of mass communication

public spoech. lnstead, the nature of his presence and exchaqges with those at the roadblocks are

more in line with .a ,,conversalion" which is coneistent with the definition of private incitement

found in the travaux priparatoires of the Genocide Convention. Thus it is cleal that the Nahinana

et aL Appeil Judgement is directly applicable to Kalimanzira's convictions with respect to the

Jaguar and KajYanama roadblocks.

160. According-ly, rhe Appeals charnber finds that the Trial chamber erred in law by not ftilly

considering and applying the Tribunal's jurisprudence with respect to direct and public incitement

to genocide. .In view .of this enor, the Appeals Chamber wjll considor the relevanl evidonce' to

determine whether Kalimarya1racan be held responsible for direct and public incitement to commit

genocide.alT

161. With respect to the Jaguar roadblook, the Trial Chamber found that Kalimanzira "handed a

rifle to Mafcel Ntirusetnnwa in the ?Iesence of several others who were a'lso rnanning t'tre

roadblock," that,he',told everyone pesent that the.gun was to be used to kill Tutsis," and that "the

gun and the insEuctions were disseminated to the group,"4l8 Based on these findings, it appears that

Kalirnanzira's instructions were intended only for those manning the roadblock, not the general

pub'lic.ale ,ln ,this ;espect, the Appeals Chamber notes that none of the Prosecution witnesses was

cenain of the number of persons who were present when Kalimanzira passed throUgh.the Jaguar

roadblook. There is no indication in the record that anyone other than those manning the roadblook

w.as pr€sent. Ihus, .the Prosecution did not demonstrate that Kalimanzira possessed the mens rea for

direct and public incitement to cornmit genocide at the Jaguar roadblock. The Appeals Chamber

therefore finds that Kalimanzira's conviction for direct and public incitement to commit genocide at

the Jaguar roadblock should be reversed.

162. With respect ro the Kajyanarna roadblock, the Trial chamber found that Kalimanzira

,,exhort[ed] those manning the [...] roadblock" and that "ltlhe incitement was disseminated in a

public place [...] to an indeterminate group of people - those present to man [the roadblock] and

anyone else watching or listening."a20 These findings are different from those at the Jaguar

roadblock in that the Trial Chamber expressly found that membets of lhe general public, other than

those manning the roadblock, were present and that Kalimanzira intended to incite them as well'

-Nq
at6 'Nahimnna et al, Trial Judgemenq para. 7 1 8
nl' see supra Dara, 8 .
al8 T.ial Judeiment, Daras. 560, 561.
.'t firl* *3-i"Ji-"iti*r ift.i -*ring a roadblock was a duty of malo Hutus in the area. See T, 26 June 2008 p. 9;

T. 19 November 2008 P 2.
a2o Trial Judgemont, para. 589.
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supports the163. The Appeals Chamber, however, is not satisfied that the evidence reasonably

Trial Chamber's findi4gs conceming Kalimanzira's intent to incite anyone other than thosg

manning the Kajyanama roadblock. First, in interpretrng the meaning of Kalimanzira's statements,

the Trial Chantber'gave particular weight to WitnesE BBB's testimony, as this witness was manning

the roadblock and was thus "among those whom Kdlimanzira was allegedly inciting."a2l Witness

BBB testified that "Kalimanzira instructed those manning {the roadblock] to prevent any Tutsis [.. ']

from passing rhough, and that they should be kj[ed,"422 The Appeals Chamber considers that this

evidence suggests that Kalimanzira's exhortations were addressed to individuals manning the

Kajyanama roadblock.

164, This conclusion is reinforced by the testimony of Witness BXH, a member of the general

public, who was present during the incident, and watched it from a short distance,a23 It is clear from

the context of Witness BXH's account of this event that he did not believe that he was included in

Kalimanzira's chastisement of individuals manning the roadblock, since he was not part of that

Etoup.4u Notably, other than Witness B)Gtr, who was not manning the .roadblock, there is no

indication as to the nu$iber of other..members of the general public who were present during.the

incident.a2s In this context, the Appeals Chamber finds that the hosecution did not prove that

Kalimanzira possessed lhe mens rea for drr:ect and public incitement to commit genocide at the

Kajyanama roadblock.

165. Accordingly, the Appeals chamber grants Kalimanzira's Eighth and Ninth Grounds of

Appeal and leve$es the oonvictions for direct and public inciternont based on the ev.ents .at the

Jaguar and Kajyanama roadblocks. The Appeals Chamber, therefore, need not discuss

Kalimanzira's remaining arguments concerning the Trial Chamber's assessment of the underlying

evidence relating to these grounds.

a2r Tria.l Judgement, para, 588. < \I
"" Trial Judgement, para. 588. \
"" 

't. 22 Mty ZCf8 pp. 41, 52.
aa See T. ZZMay 2ObA p. aS 1"n. [. . .] He spoke to tbe persons who wore standing at the roadblock, and he said, 'You,

who are at this roadblock and aro not armed, what will you do if the enemy comes? With what will you dofend
yourselves?"'). See alsoT.22May 2008 p. 42.
o2t Witness B)GI's evidsnce only expressly referred to the presence at the roadblock of persons who were manning iL
including the msn thdt Krilimanzfua forcibly took away, although this is not propcrly reflected in the Trial Judgem€nt.
Wttnoss BBB, howovcr, tsstified thet.th€ man grabbed by Kalimanzira was a passer-by and refcned to the prosence of
other persons who wore lookin€ from a distsnce. Ssr Triol Judgcment, para.571i T.22May 2ffi8 p.42 (Witnoss BXH)
(..A. [...] [H]e was in the company of the porsons who were manning the roadblock, and amongst those persons some
were arme.d and others were not. [...] [H]e managed to.grab ono of thoso porsons wh9 was not qmeq and [...] forced
him to e ,er the vehicle and left with him."); T.22May20A8 pp.48-51;T. 16 June 2008 p. 33; T. 16June2008p.35
(Witness BBB) (Q. t...1 Apafl from the people who were at the roadblock, those you have referrod to, did any other
persons come up to the roadblock? A. No, no one else came to the roadblock. Other porsons were looking from a
distance.");T. 16 June 2008 pp.7,8, 33-35; Trial Judgement, para. 568.
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166. The Trial Charnber convicted Kalimanzira of direct and public incilement to corunit
. 
.genooide based, in part, on .a speech he gave at the Nyabisagara football field in Kibay.i Cornmune'

Butaxe Prefectue, in late May or early June 1994.426 Inreaching this conclusion, the Trial Chariber

relied exclusively on the unconoborated testimony of Prosecution Witness BCZ.a2? Several

Defence witnesses attested to attending a similar meeting, involving Alphonse Nteziryayo and

Tharcisse Muwnyi, but noted that Kalimanzira was not present.*8 The Trial Chamber.concluded

thdt Wjtness BCZ and the Defence witnssses were referring to diffcrent meetings.a2e

16:. , Kalimanzira submlts that the Trial Chamber erred in.law and .in fact by convicting him of

direct and public incitement for this event:430 In this section, fie Appeals Chaniber considers

whether the Trial Chamber ened in its assessment of the evidence.

1,68, The Trial Chamler based Kalimanzira's conviction for his,role in'tt-rg rngeting 4 Qe

Nyabrsagara football -field on the testimony of a single eye-witness, Witness BCZ'431 The Trial

Chamber noted that Witness BCZ was an accomplce to Kalimanzira as, following the meeting, be

participatecl in the search for additiondl Tutsis to kill, and in the destruetion of homes'132 ,'It also

addressed a number of inconsistencies between Witness BCZ's testimony and prior statements to

Tribunal investigators ,and Rwandan investigators.a33 The Trial Chamber found, however, that he

was a credible.and reliable witness,a3a

169. Kalimanzira called five witne$ses to refute Witness BCZ's testirnony.a3s ,Each sf those

witnesses testified that Kalimanzira did not attend a meeting like .that described by Witness BCZ'a36

lnstead, the witnesses referred to a meeting attended by Alphonse Nteziryayo and Tharcisse

Muvunyi around 24 May 1994.a37 Witness BCZ also recalled this meeting, but indicaled that the

one involving Kalimanzira occurred around a week afterwardsJ3s In assossing the Defence

witnesses, the Trial Chamber concluded that in some cases their respective accounts "support[ed]

426 Trial Judgement, paras. 613, 614, 739.
a2t Trial Judgomont, paras. 592-595, 608-614.
428 Trial Judgement, para. 609.
l2e Trial Jutlssmenl para 610.
n30 Kalimanira Nolico of Appeat, paras 6l-66; Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras.478-531.
a3r Trial Judgement, paras. 592-595. 608-614.
432 Trial Judgement, para. 608.
433 Trial Jqdgement; para. 611.
134 Trial Judgomont, para. 612.
435 Trial Judgement. paras. 596-605.
436 Trial Judgement, paras. 597, 599, 601, 602, 604' 609' 610.
a3? Trial Judgement , pans. 591 , 599 , 600' 602' 609.
a$ Tria.l Judgement, para. 609.

<,v
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the inference that molg than one meeing aooK place. "-- Consequently' the Trial Chamber was

satisfied that the Prosecution .and Defence witnesses testified to different meetings and that "the

eiistence of one does not prpclude the otler."a0

170. Kalimanzira submits that rhe Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of Witness BCZ's

testimony.ar In particular, he contends thtat, given Witness BCZ's status as an accomplice, the Trial

chamber ened in not requiring :additional corroboration' especially given the witnessrs numerous

incentives to provide false testimony, the hemsay nalure of parfs of his statements and testimony,

his inaccurate description of Kalimanzira, and the contradictions among his testimony, prior

statements, ,a|rd Defence evidence,a2 .Kalimanzira also contends that the Trial Chamber ened in

finding that the exhortations he allegedly made at the Nyabisagara football fietd fit into a broader

pattem, as it cited the tesfimony of witnesses it had deemed non-credible a3

l7l. Kalimanzira 'further asserts .that the Trial Chamber ened in its assessment of the Defence

.evidence.4 :trn .particular, ,lae ,contends ,that, given the .forrral natuxe of, ,.the ,roeeti4g, - wlich involved

the local bourgmestre, and its location near the commune office, the Trial Charnber' fail-ed to

adequately explain why il rcjected the evidence of Defence witnesses KBF, BTH' AKK' and

lnnoce t Mukualinda, who testified that a meeting featuring Kalimanzira,did 'not take placej45 In

additi.on, :Kalimanzira argu'es that Defence witnesses' testimony shows thai'thdre was only one

public meeting in the area around the relevant time, and that this meeting featured Alphonse '

Nteziryayo and Tharoisse Muvunyi, but not Kalim anzira.46 He assorts that this'Defence evidence is

fully consistent with Witness BCZIs initial statements to the Trial Chamber, which refgqed to only

one.meeting and did not.implicate Kalimanzira, and suggests that Witness BCZ's final testimony,

which did implicate Kalimanzira, is unreliable.aaT Kalimanzira also points to several flaws in the

Trial Chamber's analysis of Defence evidence, and suggests that these erors underlie the Trial

Chamber's conclusion that Defence evidence was consistent with more than one public meeting

being held in the area.as Finally. Kalimanzira claims that the Trial Chamber improperly discounted

$\a3e Trial Judgomont. para. 610.
4 Triel Judgoment, para. 610.
#r Krilimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 485-514.
#' f:otmaozira aipeal.Brief, paras. 485'511. See also Kalimanzira Reply Brief, paras 43-45'
43 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 512-514.
4 Krilirranzira Appeal Brief, paras. 515-531.
15 Katimamira Appeal Brief, patas. 517' 520
&6 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 517' 518.
#t Kalimanzira Aipeat Brief, para. 518, referring to Defence Exhibit 33 (Statement of 19 October 1999), Defence

Exttlbit 34 (Statement of 2 Fsbruary 2000).
4 KalimaDzira App eal Bij€f, paras. 52U524.
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the testimony of Witness KXL, which conflicted with Witness BCZ's description of the violcnce

following the meeting.ae

l:t2, The Prosecution responds that Ka.limanzira merely repeats subnissions made at tria1.450 In

any event, the hosecution asserts that the Trial Chamber did not err in its assessment of Witness

BCZ's evidence.asr It contends that the Trial Chamber correctly considered Witness BCZ's status as

an accornplice and applied the necessary caution in assessing his credibiligy.as2 It further contends

that the Trial Chamber properly exercised its discretion in considering and weighing alleged

inconsistencies in Witness BCZ's evidence.as3 The Prosecution also maintains that Kalirnanzira's

Challenges regarding Witness tsCZ's ability to identify Kalimanzira ignore "the wealth of [...]

identification evidence" before the Trial Chamber.asa Finally, the ProsEcution asserts that the Trial

Chamber reasonably rejected Kalimanzira's argument that only one meeting occuned at the

Nyabisagara football field, and submits that Kalimanzira has not demonstrated "any basis upon

which the findings should be revisited."ass

173. The Appeals Chamber recalls that "accomplice witnesses may have motives or incentives to

implicate the accused person before the Tribunal" and that "a Chamber, when wei$hing the

probative value of suoh evi(lence, is bound to carefully consider the totality of the circumstancos in.

which it was tendered."4tu Ttre Trial Chamber noted the requirement to approach accomplice

witnesses with caution.asT It also examined the circumstances surrounding Witness BCZ's

testimony and his possible motives to falsely incriminate Kalim anzira'asE

174. With respect to this latter issue, the Trial Chamber noted that, although Witness BCZ had

beon released u, ,n. ,r." of his testimony, his evidence reflected statements that he gave while he

was imprisoned.ase It thus acknowledged the possibility that his evidence may have been influenced

by the desire to minimize his own responsibility.am However, the Trial Chamber decided, "after

careful consideration," that "no such motive can be demonstrated,"a6l It reasoned that, "[h]ad he

intonded to falsely accuse Kalimanzira, his testimony and allegations would likely have been more

a' Kolimanzira Appoal Brief, paras. 525-531.
450 Prosocution Response Brief, paras. 22, 235.
a5r Prosecution ResDonte Bricf, Daxas. 225-234.
n52 hosecution Res ponse Bnef , parw. 225-22i7 .
453 Prosocution Rssponse Brief, para6. 231-233.
454 Prosecution Resoonse Brief, para. 230.
a55 hosecution Resfonse Brief, paras. 236, 237.
456 See Mavurryi Appnal Judgement, para. 128.
457 Trial Judgement , paru.72.

1\\

a58ltial Judsomenl Daras. 608, 612.
nte Trial Judlement, bara. 608. It foltows ftom Witness BCZ's evidence tbat he was released at the ond of January 2008,
which is just approdmaiely five months prior to his tostimony in this case. ,ted T . 24 J\ne 2008 p. 52.
4fl Trial Judgemeflt, para. 608.
ou' Triat Judgement" para. 608.
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accusatory."462 It also siluated Witness BCZ's account of the contents of Kalimanzira's speech

within a ,,pattem of conduct" illustrated by the testimonies of other Prosecution witnesses who had

also.testified that "Kalimanzira called on people to destroy dead Tutsis' homes and plant trees and

grass in their place."a63

175. The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chaniber's reasoning regarding the pattem of

Kalimanzira's .conduct in purportetlly giving similar speeches on otler occasions is problematic.

The Trial Ohamber noted incitlents tlescribed by Witnesses Any'r, AZH, Md AZn,464 In othcr parts

of the Trial Judgement, however, the Trial Chamber either found that Kalimanzira lacked, nofice of

the underlying allegation (Witness AZM)46' or expressly concluded that the -evidenoe was

insufficiently reliable to sustain a conviction (Witnesses AZH and AZC).46 The Trial Chamber

should have more clearly explained why it found the testimony of these witnesses sufficiently

reliable to establish a pattem of conduct, but insufficient to accept in their own right. The Appeals

Chamber considers, however, that it is unclear how much weight the Trial Chamber accorded to this

evidonce in assessing Witness BCZrs testimony.a6T

Li6. The Appeals Chamber furtler notes that while Witness BCZ could have implicated

Kalimanzira in additional criminal activity or for directly participating in killings, his failure'to do

so does not permit any firm.conclusions regarding the reliability of the witness's lesti.mony.

Nonetheless, the Appeals Chamber considers that the assessment of witness credibility is primarily

a rnatter for the Trial Chiunber, The Trial Chamber fully considered Witness BCZ's possible

motives ,to lie, .and jn .the context bf the facts,b.efore it, .acted within its discretion in delermining that

he had no such motives.

177 , Tuming to the assessment of the Defence witresses, the Appeals Chtimber notes that the

Trial Chamber did not discount their credibility with regard to the Nyabisagara football field

meeting.a68 Instead, the Trial Chamber found that their evidence was consonant with more than one

public meeting taking place at the Nyabisagam football field.a6e The Trial Chamber explained that:

.1\\
ao Trial Judsoment , gua. 612.
nu, Trial Judlement.,para,6L2, citingT. 1? June 2008 p. 2l (Witness AZM), T. 25 June 2008 pp. 43, ,14 (Witness AZC),

T. 23 June 2008 DD. 11, 12 (Witness AZH).
n* Triat luqgcm"rir" para. 612, citingT.lT June 2008 p. 21 (Witness AZM), T. 25 June 2008 pp. 43, 44 (Witness AZC),

T. 23.June 2008 pp. 11, 12 (Mtness AZH).
16 Tiial Judsement, Dera, 2Zl.
f6u Trial Judiement, paras. 403-405, 408' 421,423,445'
6t The Apieals Chamber notes the Trial Chamber's formulation that tho converging testimony of othor witnesses

"misht sussest a pattem of conduct or mode of operation." Sa, Trial Judgoment' para. 612
out itre ef!"ats thamber notes, bowever, that the Trid Chamber did raise concerns about the credibility of Witnoss
Mukuralnda in conhe€tion with another incident. See Trial Judgemeng para. 289'
{@ Trial Judgement, para. 610 (iniernal ci*ltions omitted).
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the evidence of Defence witnesses supports the inforence that more than one moeting took place.

[Wimess] ,KBF admittod to the posslbility that thore may have been other meetings in Kibayi
comrnune, The Defence Pre-Trial Bdof indicated that fWitness] AKK ryas e{poctad to teslily to
two meetings al the Nyebisagan{ootball fietd; however, whsn Sivitg hu testimony on the $tand,
she insisted that she was only Jw4r€ of one meeling, [Wimsss] Mukuralindars statement that'he
was not aware of any other lseiurity' meeting in Ktb4yi commune was .amended under cross-
examination to include a.6econd one, but 'rsstricted'in nature. No questions were put Jo [Witnes6]
BTH on.the possibility of other meelings. Because [Witness] KXL was in hiding for most of A?rjl
and May 1994, the Chamber considers that his tostimony does not cast reasonable doubt on when
and how Bimonyimana and Hategokimana's homes were._destoyed. [..,] For these reasons, tho
Defence evidenci does littte to contradictBCZ's evidence.a?o

178. However, in reviewing the Trial Chamber's analysis of the evidence, the Appeals Chamber

considers that the Trial 'Chamber misconstrued the testimonies of Witnesses AKK, Mukuratinda,

and KXL, and failed to sufficiently explain why it did not consider it relevant that none of .the

Defenoe witnesses was informed of the second meeting involving Kalimanzira.

I79. Witness AKK, who lived in close proximity to the football field and could oversee large

portions of the field lrom her house, testified that she attended only one meeting and was firm in

assarting that no other.meetings could have taken place on the football field afterwards.ott Wt en

confronted with the fact that her will-sav statement. annexed to the Kalimanzira he-Trial Erief.a?z

indicated that she would testify on two meetings at the football field, Witness AKK denied .having

made such a statement.473 Nonetheless, the Trial Chamber relied on the will.say statement provided

by Kalimanzira to conclude that Witness AKK's testimony did not undermine the evidence

provided by Witness BCZ.aTa

,1.80., The dpnoals .Charnber rsca,lls that.Rule 90(A) of the 'Rules provides Jhat witnesses shall .be

heard by the trial chamber. Prior out-of-court witness statements are normally relevant

necessary for the trial chamber to assess credibility.aTs Witness statements used for this purpose

normally bear the witness's signature or some other indicator that their content reflects what the

witness said.a?6 A will-say statement, however, differs from a typical statement given by a witness.

In the practice of the Tribunal, will-say statements are prim:arily communications from one party to

another and the trial chamber conceming aspects of a witness's anticipated testimony that were not

---- r\A
nto Trial Judgement, para. 610. \ '
4?t T, 26 Noiomber i008 pp. 42, 43; T. 26 Novernbor 2008 pp. 52, 53, 56.
"'' The Appeals Chamber notes thal the summary of Witness AKK's anticipated testimony is containe.d on page 18 in
the annex to the Kdimanzim Prs-Trial Brief enuded "Summary of WiU-Say Statrmonts of Dsfence Witnesses for
CaIixtE Kalimanzira." This page is omitted from the version of the Kalinanzira ke-Trial Brief filed in the trial record.
Howgyer, lho relevant lortion of the EnJligh.translation of the will-say stalement was quoted by tho Pro8ocution during
the orors.examindtion of Witness AI(K. See T, .26 November 2008 p, 56. The original Frendh version of the
Kalimanzira Pre-Trial Efief conteins the ftrll text of the will-say statement. Sr€ The Prosecutor y, Callixte Kolinnnzira,
C-ase No. ICTR-05-88-1, Mdmoire pr€alable d la prdsentation des moyens de preuve d dlcharge, dnnexe, pp,8,9..
"" Sae T. 26 Novsmbor 2008 pp. 56-58.
a?a Sae Trial Judgomont, para. 610.
"l' Sizbc Appeal Judgoment, para. 103, quoting Akayesz Appoal Judgement, paras. 134, 135,
"'o For example, some sl.atements are transcriptions of inlerviews or are signed by a domestic judicial authority.
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generallymentioned in previously-disclosed witness statements."" will-say statements ale

cornmunicatecl by counsel upon leaming of new details during the preparation of a witness for

exami.nation,aTs and are not necessaxily .aoknowle{ged by the witness. Therefore, will-say

statements have no probative value except to the extent that the witness confirms thoir oontent' trn

the instant case, Witness AKK explicitly iepudiated the content of the unsigned will-say statement,

the contents of which were allegedly unknown to her.aTe Given the lack of any explanation for why

it was,nonetheles6 aoceptable to rely on the unsigned and repudiated will-say staternent, the Appeals

Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber ened in law in relying on the will.say statement to discredit

aspects of Witness AKK's testimony.

181. Witness Mukuralinda, who worked as an accountant in Kibqyi Commune in 1994, testified

that only one meeting took place in the commune, specifically onz|May lgg4.a80 Henoted that he

..[was] not aware of any other meeting that took .p1ace in Kibayi commune" and added that

,,personally, [he did] not believe that there were [,..] any other such meetings held in the Kibayi

commune."48l In considering the witness's testimony, rhe Trial Chamber emphasized his admission

under cross-examination that a second meeting - although "restricted" in nature - took place.a8z

However, a reyiew of Witness Mukuralinda's testimony shows that it cannot reasonably support the

proposition that another .large-scale public meeting occuned

intimated. ln particrilar, the witnoss stated that:

in the area, as the Trial Chaniber

there arc other meetings which we could [ . '] call "restricted". And these ar9 megtiqgs where you
have only a hand.fut of people wtn are working .in a commune who meet together to discuss
'6eourityrrnatt$s. I,t is Boseible .that,I:par,ticlpaled in'one suoh neetirlg. Bqt this waf a meeti4g thst
brought together cotxmurs - or workers uLd the bourgnnstre. Members of the population.are not
invitid to iuch meetings, This is an oficial meetinS. So I cannot deny that one such me€ting took
place. But what was important. for me was talking about meetings. to which the population was
invited. And one such meoting was the meeting of the 24'n of May."""

182. The Appeals Chamber recalls that Witness BCZ testified that several hundred members of

the local population attended the meeting in which Kalimanzira participated.a8a This stands in stark

contrast to Witness Mukuralinda's above-quoted description of other official meetings at the

commune office involving "a handful of people," who worked with the bougmestre. Accordingly,

the Appeals Chamber considers that no reasonable trial chamber could have concluded that Witness

Mukuralinda's admission of the existence of other restricted meetings supported the inference that

471 See, e,g,, The Prosecutor v. Atoys Simba, Case No. ICTR-01-76-T, Decision on the Admissibility of Evidence of
Wimess KDD, I Novomber 2004 ("Slnla Admissibility of Evidence Decision"), paras. 9- 11.

^ \ \

a?8 Simba,Admissibility of Bvidence Decision, para. 9.
a1e see T. 26 Novenber 2008 pp. 55-58.
nto Trial Judgement, para. 602.
aEr T, 3 December 2008 p. ?.
482 Trial Judsement, Dara, 610,
a83 T. 3 DecJmber 20b8 p, 26 (emphasis added).
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relevantmore than one large public meeting occurred at the Nyabisagara football field during the

1i111s;period.

lBA. Witness KXL gave evialence about the destruction of Vincent Bimenyimana's and,Charles

Hategekimana's hornes in April .1994.a85 Witness BCZ, however, stabd that the houses were

destroyed after Kalimaniira's speech at fhe football field in late May or early June 1994.a86 The

Trial Chamber tlid not aecept Witness KXL's testimony because the witness claimed to have been

in hiding -for most of April and May 1994.a87 Given the clear conhadiction belween the,ev,irdonce of

Witnesses KXL and BCZ coneeming the destruction of the homes in question, the Appeals

Chamber.is concerned by [he Trial Chamber's failure to address Witness KXL's explanation:,that he

witnessed the destruction even though he was in hiding because he could see the houses from his

piace of refirge,a88 This concem is heightened when the Appeals Chamber considers that Witness

KXL provided significartt detail as to how the houses were destroyed.a8e Under these oircurnstanoes,

the Trial Chaniber erred in not sufficiently explaining why it did not.acispt Witness KXL's

testimony regarding the desuuction of the homes.am

1'84. Finally, although a trial chamber need not always articulate its reasoning in detait,aer rhe

Ap,peals Chaniber, Judge Focar .dissenting, is not satisfied that the Trial Charnber sufficiently

addressed Kalimanzira's arguments conceming the mode of convocation for the various alleged

meetings at Nyabisagara football field.ae2 witnesses AKK, BTH, KBF, Mukuralinda, and KXL all

either attended the meeling in'late May 1994 in their official capacity .(Witness KBF)ae3 or had

learned of the meetiqg thou.gh official channels, either directly from Bpu{gmestle Kqiyallbere

(Witnesses Mukuralinda and BTH),aea from the conseiller of their respeitive sectors flilitness

AKK),4e5 o, irorn a policeman (Witness KXL).4e6 Witness BCZ testified that the meeting in which

ae Ttiril Judgement , pua. 595 . See also Triat Judgemant, para. 592
ott Trial Judgement, para. 605.
aE6 See Trial Judgement, paras. 592,595.
a8? Trial Judgement, para. 6lo.
aEE T. 24 November 2008 pp. 42, 43.
a8e T. 24 November .2008 pp , 42, 43 .
as Tho Appeals Chamber recalls thal a "Trial Chanrbor is bound to take into account inconsistoncios dnd dn,
expl.anations offered in respect ol tftez when woighing the gobative value of the evidence," Muhimona Appgf,
J-udgement, para. 135 (emphasis added).
""' Sirzba Appeal Judgement, para. 152.
"" See Kzlimuvira Final Trial Brief, para. 1074.
ae3 Trial Judgemcnt, para, 600.
aq Trial Judgement, paras. 599, 602; T. 25 Novembor 2008 p. 7 (Witness BTH).

"" Trial Judgement, para. 596.

.\\Y
an6 Trial Judgement pata. 604. The Appeals Chamber notes that this procedure of convocation is consistent with
e,vidence provided by Defence WitnEss AM122 concerning the mechanism by which public meatings vere usually

convenod. See T. 19 November 2008 p. 4l ("Q. [...] When a bourgmestre walted !o convene ot summon members of
tho population to a public meeting, how did he proceed? A. When he had to convene a mgoting he would send tbe
conieiilzrs of tha secte ru to talk to the responsables of the celluks, and the responsabla.r would, in tum refer, to the -

talk to the nyumbakumi, the people in chargo of ten houses - households, And, honc€, tlle population was informpd.
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Kalimanzira allegedly participated was also convened by Bourgmestre Kajyambere and that the

local population bad been invited.aeT

185. The Defence witnesses did not hear ribout any meoting involving Kalimanzira, ln many

ciicumstances such evidence is properly accorded minimal probative value.aes HoWevor, the

circumstances in this case are different because many of the Defenoe witnesses had close ties to the

local authorities or lived in close proximity to the site.aee Therefore, these witnesses would have

been well positioned xo know if such a meeting oocurred. The Trial Chaniber did not discount their

evidence on any bases other than those noted above. In this context, the Trial Chamber sned in not

explaining more fully why it 'believed the Defence witnesses would not have heari of ia seoond

meeting, and thus why their testimony did not cast reasonable doubt on Witness BCZ's evidence.

186. The Appeals Chamber underscores that trial chambers enjoy a broad discretion in assessing

evidence, to which deference is owed. However, in these specific circumstances, the Trial

'Chaniber's analysis of Defence evirlence rc$ed,on a rumber'of legal'errors and:assumptions whioh

had no reasonable basis in the record. The Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, finds that

considered.together, these legal.and factual enors render Kdlimanzira's conviction'for the events at

Nyabis4gara football .field unsafe. The i\ppeals chamber, .Judge Pocar dissenting, finds that no

reasonable Trial Chamber could have relied on Witness BCZ's accomplice evidence of

Katmanzira's participation in the meeting at the Nyabisagara footbdll field in light of the

competing Defence evidence, absent further corroborative evidonce or additional analysis

demonstrating that the Defence witnesses were not credible.

187. For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, gtants

Kalimanzira's Tenth Ground of Appeal. The Appeals Chamber accordingly reverses Kalimanzira's

conviction for direct and public incitement to commit genocide at the Nyabisagara football field.

The Appebls Chamber, therefore, need not discuss Kalimanzira's remaining arguments conceming

the Trial Chamber's assessment of notice relating to this ground.

a\Y\

Also - communiquds-coul<l also be issued at ths level of the commune office. Q. Could lhe bourgmestre coovone a

me€ting of th9 population without the canseillers of tbe secteur or the responsables of cellule tf-ng informed? A. That
was no'i oosslbie becsuec in crder to convene a meeting IltE bourymcstre had to go through his assistants ond aidcs,

those heiping him in his duty. Namely, tlc conseillers of secteur and responsable of cellule. Thal woy the entire
oooulation will bp in-tormed and aware")
itt'Triul Judr"rrunt, para. 592.
ael See, e.s,,-Muhimaza Appeal Judgemenq Paras. 19,211 Nchamihigo Appeal Judgemont' para. 373
ae See T, 26 November 2008 pp. 42, 43 (Wirness AKK); T 26 November 2008 pp. 52' 53 (Wimess AKK); Trial
Judgement, para. 602 (Witness Mukuralinda); T. 17 November 2008 pp. 12, 13 (Witnoss KBF); T. 25 November 2008
pp. 3. 7 (Witness BTH).
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188, The Trial Chamber convicted Kalimanzira for direct and public incitement to commit

genocide based, in .part, on his actions during a meeting at the Gisagara markeqiace at the end of

May 1994,500 In particulm, the Trial Chamber found that Kalimanzjra criticized members of the

crowd for being.unarmed and rewarded a man who was carrying a w"apon.5ot It also found that he

told those present that 'they had .not completely defeated the enemy" and "to kill young Tutsi girls

who had been forced,into marriages because they could cause problerns."so2 Based on these

statements, the Trial Chamber concluded that Kalimanzira intended to incite the crowd to carry

weapons in order to kill Tutsi civilians.sO3 The Trial Chamber based its findings on the

unconoborated evidence of Prosecution Witness BDK 5('a

189. Kalimanzira submits that the Trial Chamber ened in law and in fact in convicting him for

direct and public incitement to commit genocide based on tfiis incident.so5 In this section, the

Appeals Chaniber csnsiders whether.the Trial Charnber's findings are supported by crediblc

evidence.

190. Wjtness BDK was the sole Prosecution witness to give evidence on the meeting at the
'Gisagara marketplace at lhe end of May 1994.506 The Trial Chamber found her evidence concemmg

this event "reliable and credible."50? In reaching this finding, it recalled that it had not accepted her

evidence about Kalimanzira's par.ticipation in an earlier meeting in April 1994 at the home of Fiddle

rJwizeye related to the attaok at Kabuye hil1.s08 However, the Trial Chamber considered that its

doubts about the witness's testimony regarding the earlier meeting did not "reflect upon [Witness]

BDK's general credibility."5oe The Trial Chamber also considered vmious alleged inconsistencies in.

Witness BDK's evidence and concluded that they were explained by the passage of time or were

not in fact inconsistencies.5lo

191. Kalimanzira asserts that the Trial Chamber ened in failing to address Wimess BDK's ability

to identify him.srr He maintains that Witness AX8S rebutted Witness BDK's testimony regarding

the first occasion on which the latter claimed to have seen Kalimanzira prior to his speech at the

5m Trial Judgement, ptr8f- 728. 729, 7 39.
'u' Trial Judsemont, DaIa.728.tf t iut luo!"ment ,,pxa.728.'u' Trial Judsoment, pats,729.
t* Trial Judlemsnt. owas. 7 l9-7 22, 7'24-7 29.
505 Kalimaniira Notice of Appeal, paras. 6?-71; Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras, 532-568.
s06 Trial Judeoment . oarus. 719-722.
'ot Trial Judiemenr .ian.721 .
]fl rriat ruolemenr., paru. 727 , re rrinS ,o Trial Judgement, paras. 388-391,
'i Trial Judgement, paru.'127.
"'" Trial Judgement, pras. '124-726.

-\$
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Gisagara marketplace,slz He further notes that the Trial Chamber declineil to relv on Witness

BDK's testimony regartli4g the second of these prior sightings,5l3 and failed to account for her

difficulties in identifying Kalimanzira in the oourtroom.sl4 He eoncludes that the Trial Chamber

should have lrcated Witness BDK's testimony as if she had nwer met Kalimanzira prior to the

events in question.st5 Kalimanzira also contends that as Witness BDK anived at the 'Gisagara

marketplace after he allqgedly began speaking, she did not hear him being infodirced, and thus was

not in a position to identify him.516

lg2. Kalimanzira further asserts that as the Trial Chaniber found Witness BDK less than fu1ly

credible in its analysis.of the events leading up to the massacre .at Kabuye hill, it should not 'have

accepted her tesfimony regarding. events at Gisagara maxketplace withqut conoboration.si?

Kalimanzira also maintains that the Trial Chamber ened in not considering more fully the

contradictions within Wi.tness BDK's testimony, Why she attended the meeting and when she left,

and her role as a frequent witness in Gacaca trials.sls More broadly, Kalimanzira suggests ttnt the

Trial Chamber should have explained more fu1ly why it acceptbd Witness EDKIs extire testimony,

given its unlikely nature.5le

1g3. The P.rosecution responds that the Trial Chamber correctly assessed Witness BDK's

identification evidence conceming Kalimanzira and the alleged inconsistencies in her evidence.5m

ln particular, the Prosecution submits that Kalimanzira already raised these issues at trial and dhould

not.be pennitted .to merely repeat them on appeal.s2l The Prosecution recalls that.a trial ohaniber is

not rcquired to .ref,er to everJ piece of evidence in its judgement.522 The Ptosecution 'further

contends that the Triat Chamber's acceptance of Witness BDK's evidence was reasonable since it

found her'credible, she had seen Kalimanzira at least three times at close range, her identification of

Kalimanzira at the Gisagara marketplace was not made under difficult conditions, and she provided

a physical description of him and identified him in court.s23 The Prosecution argues that the Trial

Chamber only declined to rely on Witness BDK in relation to the meeting in April 1994 at FidBle

5f l Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras.538-549. See also Kalinanzira Reply Brief' paras.47' 48.
512 Kalimanzira Appoal Brief, paras. 542, 543.
513 Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, para, 544.
5ra Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, paras. 54?, 548; Kalimanzira Reply Brief' paras. 47, 48.
5't Kalimanzira Appeal Brief, p4r4s.541,545.
516 Kalimanzira Aplral Brief, para. 546.
sl? Katimanzira dppeal Brief, paras. 550-557.
''t Kaliuranzira Appeal Bdef, p&r48. 559-567
5re Kalimanzira Ap.pealBriel paras. 559-561.
520 hosecution Rosponse Brief, paras. 247-263.
52r hosecution Re.sponse Briof, paras. 249,250,258'261.
s22 Proeecution Response Brief, para. 251
523 Proseculion Response Brief, paras. 252-255.
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Prosecution'sUwiyeze's home because it was directly contradicted by Witness AX88's24 In the

view, the same concems do not exist with respect to the incident at the Gisagara marketplace.525

lg4. The Prosecution further'submits that it was within the Trial Chamber's discretion to accept

part of witness BDK',s evidence even though it questioned other parts of it.s26 Finally, the

prosecution contends that the Trial Chamber fully considered Kalimanzira's arguments related to

various alleged inconsistencies at trial and conectly determined that they did not impact Witness

BDK's credibility.527

lg5. The Trial chamber did not discuss the basis on which it accepted witness BDK's

identification of Kalimanzira during the meeting at the Gisagara marketplace. Thus, it failed to

analyze Witness BDK's testimony regarding her prior encounters with Kalimanzira, or the

competing evidence from Witness AX88, who testified that the two occasions on which Witness

BDK claimed to have seen Kalimanzira prior to the Gisagara marketplace meeting never took

place.sz8 The Appetils Charriberrecalls that, though a trial chariber has the obligation to provide a

reasoned opinion, it is not required to articulate its reasoning in detail.52e Additionally, the fact that

certain evidence has not been referred to in the Trial Judgement does not mean that it was not taken

into.account in the Trial Chamber's assessment.53O The Appeals Chamber considers that '[!]here is

a presumption that a Trial Chamber has evaluated all the evidence presented to it, aS long as there is

no indication that the Trial Charnber completely disregarded any particular piece of evidence."s3l

However, this presumption may be rebutted "when evidence which is clearly relevant to the

findings is not.addressed by the Trial Chamber's reasoning."s32

196. A review of Witness BDK's evidence reveals that her basis for identifyihg Kalimanzira at

the Gisagara marketplace was of limited probative value and relied on hearsay evidence. According

to her testimony, she saw him for the first time at the home of Fidble Uwizeye in the early 1990s

"long before the genocide."s3' At th" time, the witness did not know Kalimanzira so her husband

identified Kalimanzira to her,53a The witness provided no significant details about this brief

t2a Prosecution Rosponse Briof, paras. 254, 257.
525 hosecution Response Brief, para. 257.
526 Prosecution Response Bridf, para. 260.
s2? hosocution Response Brief, paras. 262, 263.
526 T. 19 Novenber 2C(J8 p.22,
ttn simba Appeal lldgement, para. 152.
5s Srnba Appeal Judgsment, para. 152.
stt Halilovi? Apwal Judgement, para. 121, See also Kvockn et ar. Appeal Judgement, para. 23
532 KvoCka et al. Appoal Judgement, para. 23 .
533 T. 20 May 2008 p . 47 . See also T , 2! May 2008 pp 9, 10.
53 T. 20 May 2008 p. 46 ("A, When I knew him for the fi$t time, I had met him at [Fiddle Uwizeye's] house, and it
was one afternoon. Since I did not know him at the time, I asksd who he was, and I was told that it was a certain
Callixte Kalimanzira who lived in Kigali and he had come to visit Fjdlle, Q. Who told you that he was a cs ain Csllixte

-<\\
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encountor,s3s and she knew nothing else about him othel than that her husband said that

Kalimanzira worked in Kigali.536

1,g7 . Witness BDK saw Kalimanzira a second time at Uwizeye's 'home at the end of April

1994.53?.She recognized Kalimanzira primarily based on her prior encounter with him'as well aE hor

husband's confirmation of Kalimanzira's identiry.53s The Trial Chamber observed that Witness

BDK's testimony rqgardiqg this.occasion was directly oontradicted by Defence Witness AX88,53e

In assessing the two witnesses' evidence, the Trial Chaniber obsorved, inter alia, that 'itheir

testimonies diverge so drastically on this point [...] that one of them must be lying, if not both."510

The Trial Chamber ooncluded that Witness BDK's unconoborated evidence concerning her second

sighting of Kalim anzfua ^t the .end of April 1994 was "insufficiently reliable to prove the allegations

[,.. ] beyond reasonable doubt."sar

19S. Other than these two prior incidents, there appearsto be no other basis in Witness BDK's

testimbny to s-upport her conten'tion that the person She saw at the e was {nfad
',Kalimanzira.5a2 ln .particular, theie is no indication fiom her testimony about the moeting that

Krjlimanzira was introduced or referred to himself by name or that she confirmed his identity with

any other person.

lgg. The Appeals Chamber recalls that caution is warranted before basing convictions on hearsay

evidence.sa3 It is unclear from the Trial Judgement to what extent such caution was applied.

Kaiimanzira that livod in Kigali? 
'Who gavo you thet information? A. It was my husband."), See also T, 21 May 2008

D, IU.
lrt T. 2l Muy 2008 p. 10 ("Q. When he came to Fidlle Uwizeye's house, wore you prosent in Fidlle Uwizeye's house?

A. When Igot to Fi6de Uwizeyo's house, I found Mr, Callixte Kalimanziia tbere. Q. Was there anlbody accompanying
him on thaiday? A. No, there was no one accompanying him. Q, Did you find hirn sitting in the liviqg room, and did
you ioin the grbup? How did it go? A. I got into the living toom, I greeted him as a visitor. I did not stsy in the living
i*ti. t rpof" o Fiddt" Uwizey!'s wifs. I wantsd somothing from that famlly. She told me where I could get what I
wanled. Sie showed mo the spot and I went and got what I wanted. Q. And was youl husband presont in the living room
on that day? A, Yes, he was there with him.").
516 T. Z0 May 20cl8 p, 47 ("Q. What else did you know about Kalimanzira other than he worked in Kigali? A. I knew

nothins else about Mr. Kalimanzira.")
s" T. i0 May 2OA8 pp. 47 ,49-531T. 21 May 2008 pp. 10, 14. See alsoTial Judgement, para. 332. r. I53t T. 20 May 2008 pp. 52.53r T.2l May 2008 p 14 <{ Y\53e Trial Judgement, para.388. I

"o Ttial Judgement, para. 389.
5ar Trial Judgoment, para. 391.
s2 tne lppiats Ctrarnber notes Kalimanzira's submission that Witnoss BDK could not initially idedtify Kalimanzira in

cou wh;; asked to do so by the hosecutor, but only reaognized him shortly after the close of her examination'in"chief

when the .presiding Judge stated thal she would be cross-cxamined by Kalimanzira's co-connsel. .At thst point, the

wimess conectly l-Oenriiied Kalimanzira as sealod next to'his co-coun8el. See Kalimonzira Appeal Brief, Para. 547;

T. 20 May 2003 pp. 59, 60. The Prosecution responds that Witness BDK gave a reasonable explanation of her initial

failure to identif!-Kalimanzir4 claiming thai his face had been hidden from her. See Prosecution Rssponse Brief,

para. 255. The Appeals Chamber recdlls that in-court identifications carry very limited probativo vahe, See Kamuhanda

ADDeal Judqemont, PaIa, 243.
tnl'i", ,uiro Secti-on III,E.2 (Alleged Enors in the Trial Chamber's consideration of witnessss' Credibility and

Provision of ldentification Evidence).
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Moreover, the Appeals Chamber notes the Trial Chamber's uncertainty as to Wilness BDK's

veraclty with respect to one of two occasions where she claimed to iave identifled Kalimanzira'

Under these circumstanoes, the Appeals Charnbor, Judge Pocar dissenting, considers that the Trial

Chamber should hav.e providled a ilearer explanation of its reasons for accepting portions Of

Witness BDK's testimony addressing identification. The Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocm dissenting,

finds that its failure to do so constituted an error of law.

200. In view ofthe Trial Chamber's legal enor, the Appeals Chamber, Juilge Pocar tlissenting,,

will consider the relevant evidence to determine whether Kalimanzira can be held responsible for

direct and public incitement based on Witness BDK's testimony.saa Taking into account all lelevant

factual findings ofthe Trial Chamber as well as the trial record, the Appeals Chamber is especially

eoncemed by the finding.that Witness BDK.may have been lying about one of .the occasions when

she claims to have .seen Kalimanzira prior to the May meeting in the Gisagara marketplace. The

ubt as to the reliability of Witness BDK's testimony with regard to the

other occasion dhere she i4entified Kalimanzira,sa5 which involved very similar circumstances'546

Given the uncertainty regarding the reliability of Witness BDK's identification evidence, the

Appeals Chamber considers that Witness BDK's identification of Kalimanzira has not been

established'beyond a reasonable doubt.

2Ol. In sum, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar disSenting, considers that given Witness BDK's

reliance on hearsay evidence to identify Kalimanzir4 the Trial ,Chamber erred in law by not

providing arlditional explanation before relying on hor uncorroborated testimony' Assessing the

relevant factual findings on their face, the Appeals Chamber, Juclge Pocar dissenting, is not

convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that Wifi:ess BDK was in a position to identify Kalimanzira,

and thus holds that his conviction with respect to the May meeting at the Gisagara marketplace is

unsafe.

2O2. For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, grants

Kalimanzira's Eleventh Ground of Appeal and reverses his conviction for direct and public

incitement to commit genocide based on the meeting at the Gjsagara marketplace. As a result, the

Appeals Chamber does not address any of Kalimanzira's remaining arguments under this ground of

(sappeal.

genorally applicable concerns).

Case No. ICIR-05-88-A

w See supra para,8.
s5 T. 19 November 2@8 p.72.
5a6 Cy, Muvunyi Appeal iudgement, paras. 130, 131 (findiqg_ that the Trial Chamber orlod in not applying a similar
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IV. APPEAI,,OF TIIEPROSDCI]TION

,{,, Alleeed Errors Relatins .to,the form of Oriilintil Responiibili8 (Grcund l)

203, The Trial'Chamber convicted Kalimanzira for instigating and aiding and abetting genoaide

based on his participation in the killings at the Butare-Gisagara roadblock on or around

22 Ap;;l 1994 and for aiding and abeuing the crime of genocide based on his participation in the

ma6sacres of Tutsi refugees on Kabuye hill on 23 Api,l L994.sai The Prosecution submits that the

Trial Charnber.ened by not ooncluding, .based on the evidence it accepted, that with respect to both

events, Kalimanzira ordered and committed the crime of genocide.sa8 The Prosecution requests that

the Appedls Chamber enter a conviction on this basis and increase Kalimanzira's sentence to life

imprisonment.sae Kalimanzira responds that the Prosecution's appeal should be dismissed 5s0

204. ln oonngction with Kalimanzira's Seventh Ground of Appeal, the Appeals Chamber, Judge

Pocar dissenting, reversed his conviction based on the events at lhe B.utaxe-Gisagara roadblock,ssl

Conseguently, .the Appeals Chamber,need not address this aspect of the Prosecution's appeal. In

this section, the Appeals Chamber considers two principal questions relating to Kalimanzira's

convichon based on events at Kabuye hill: (1) whether the Trial Chamber failed to .assess

Kafimanzira's conduct based on ordering and committing; and (2) whether the Trial Chaniber.ened

by not convicting Kalimanzira on the basis of these forms of responsibility with respect io his

actions at Kabuye hill.

1. Alleged Failuie to Malie Findings on Modes of Liability Othei Than Aiding and Abitfing

205. The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber "ignored" ordering or committing in

making its findings on Kalimanzira's responsibility even though these forms of responsibility were

clearly pleaded under Count 1 (genocide) in the Indictment.ss2

206. A review of the Trial Judgement reflects that the Trial Chamber was expressly aware that

Count 1 (genocide). pleaded all modes of participation under Article 6(1) of the Statute, including

ordering and committing.st3 The Trial Chamber also highlighted the specific allegation that

Kalimanzira used his position of authority to incite and order persons under his authority to commit

.\\A
547 Trial Judgement, paras. 392, 393,4'74,739,
5aE Prosecuiion Notice of Appeal, paras. 1-1li Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras. 4, 28-73
ne hosecution'Notice of Appeal, paras. 12-14; hosecution Appeal Brief, paras. 74-76
550 Kalimanzba's Response Erief, paias. 8, 10, 1 1, 16
s5r See saprc Sgction IILF (Ground 7: Alleged Enors Relating to the Butaro'Oissgara Roadblock).
s52 hosecution Appeal Brief, paras. 30, 37. See also hosecudon Appesl Brief, Paras 38; 58.
5tt Triat Judgement, para. 160.
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responsibility in detai1.555
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Chamber explained the legal .elements of each form of

207. Bearing fiis in mind, the Appeals 'Charnber is satisfied tha, in detemining Kalimanzira's

form of responsibility, the Trial Chamber implicitly considered all forms of liability pleaded in the

lndiciment. The Appeals Chamber can identifo no error in the Trial Chamber's decision to only

explicitly discuss the form of responsibility it concluded wa8 :most appropriate' Accordingly, the

Prosecution has not shown that the Trial Chamber erred in this respect.

2. Alleged Erro$ Relatins to KaIi

Kabuye Hill

208. In relation to Kalimanzira's conviction for aiding and abetting genocide at Kabuye hill,556

the Trial Chamber found that, on 23 April 1994, he was present at the Gisagara marketplace when

Subfrefect Dominiqw N.fawukulilyqyo instructed Tutsis there to seek refuge at Kabuye. hi11.557

Accordi.ng to the Trial Charrrber, fiis offered tacit approval of and gave credence to .the sub-

prefect's false assurances of safety.ss8 That same day, Kalimanzira was found to have told Tutsis on

the Kabuye-Gisagara road to go,to Kabuye hill, prornising them safety.5se The Trial Charnber also

found'that Kalimanzira then travelled to Kabuye hill along with armed soldiers and policemen who,

using their firearms, participated in the killing of a large number of Tutsis.5m The Trial Chamber

concluded that "Kalimanzira's role in luring Tutsis to Kabuye hill and his subsequent assistance in

providing arnred reinforcernents substantially contributed to the overall attack."56l

2Og. The Prosecution does not dispute the Trial Chamber's assessment of the evidence.562

lnstead, it argues that, on the basis of these findings, the Trial Chamber ened in failing to conclude

that Kalimanzira ordered and comrnitted genocide in relation to the attack.563 The Prosecution

argues that "[c]onsidering,[Kalimanzira's] direct involvement and active participation in the

targeting and killings of members of the Tutsi ethnic group, his specific intent to destroy the Tutsi

ethnic group as such, his position of authority, and the overall genocidal context within which he

il T;$ ilff:nn:#l l3?:"''" "dictment' 
par.s 2' 6 

{ \A
t'u Ttiol Judi"menl iatu, 392, 393,'t39 \
15? TYial Judiement..ia$s. 367, 3gz.
rtt ltial Jtrdionrent DEt^,392.
tte Trial Judielent, paras. 3? I , 392. In connection with Kalimanzira's Ttrird and Sixth Crounds of Appeal, the Appeals
Ch6mbor ovonurned this finding. See supra Sections III.E.2, IILE.4 (Grounds 3 and 6: Allegod Errors Relaling to
Kabuve Hi[).
t* Trial Judgement, para. 393.
"o' Trial Judgement, ptra. 393
s62 See Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 3l,48,68.
56r Prosecution Appcal Briof, paras, 28-32,47 -52,68-76
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acted, no reasonable trier of fact could have held otherwise [than] that his acl6 and conduct more

appropriatoly amount.,ed to participation tbrough ordering and committing [" ].''tuo

ZlO. The Appeals Chamber considers, in tum, wheftrer the Trial Chamber ened in not finding

that Kalimanzira eithel ordered or committed the crime of genocide in relation to the events at

Kabuye hill.

(a) Ordering

Zl1. The Prosecution contends that the Trial Charnber erred in failing to find that "the acts.and

utterances of [Kalimanzira], the resulting killings[,] and the overall context of the events"

demonstrated that ,he ordered genocide ,at Kdbuye hitl.565 'ln lhis respect, the Proseoution submits

that, based on the Triat Chamber's findings, Kalimanzira had authority over the attackers and was

perceived by the attackers as an authority.5u6 It also underscores jl*, *::: on the evidence

?resented at ,tri.al, il(elimanzila was ,the;higheslsuthodty prcsent atjhe Kabqy.E hi[.nAssase.567

ZlZ. ln addition, the Prosecution points to an event recounted by Prosecution Witness BWO,

namely, the killing of a .group of refugees by civilians allegedly acting on Kdlimanzira's

instr.r,rctions.568 The Prosecution siates that,.according to Witness BWO, Kalimanzira promised a

leader of a group of Tutsi refugees protection, but then told a group of assailants that they should

kill the:refugees.56e The Prosecution submits that this "order was immediately obeyed.'r?o In sum,

.the.Prosecution submits that "[b]y telting the attackers to kill the Tutsi refugees immediately and by

bfinging as reinforcements persons under his authoriiy, directetl to prirticip6fe-in the ati6c1cs,

[Katrimanzira] therefore gave direct orders and completed lhe actus reus of ordering genocide

t. . .1.'" "

Zl3. The Appeals Chamber recalls that ordering requires that a person in a position of authority

insffuct another.person to commit an offence.s?2 It is clear that the Trial Chamber found that

Kalimanzira was in a position of authority.s73 The Trial Chamber, however, made no findings that

he instructed anyone at Kabuye hill to commit a erime. Instead, it follows from the Trial Judgment

that Kalimanzira's role during his time at Kabuye hill involved "providing armed

--_t_ \ \ .

5e hosecution Aonea.l Brief. pafa. 29 (emphasis in original) (inl€rnal citations omitted). \ \-'\
565 prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 4? (intemal citations omitted). See alsa Prosecution APpedl Brief' p&ms. 48-52
566 Prosocution Appeal Briet paras.48-51.
567 hosecution Appeal Brief, para. 50
56E Prosecution Aopeal Brief, pua. 49.
5s Prosecution A'oDoal Brief, para. 49
5?0 Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 49.
s7r hosecution Appeal Brief, para.5l.
s72 Semanza Appeal Judgement, paras 36l. 363
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reinforcements."sTa While it is possible that an order to attack could have been iLnfened from the

surrounding circumstances, the Appeals ,Chamber is not satisfied that the Prosebution has

demonstrated that this.is the only teasonable inference from the evidence.

214. The P.rosecution's ,argument relies heavily on Witness BWO's account of Kalimanzira

telling a group of assailants at Kabuye hill to kill a group of Tutsi refugees. The Trial Chamber

found the witness credible and accepted his evidence about this incident even though it was

"substafitially uncorroborated."sTs In reviewing Witness BWO's evidence, however, the APpeats

Chaniber is satisfied that it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber not to convict Kalimanzira for

ordering based on Witness tsWO's testirnony,

215. More specifically, it follows from Witness BWO's evidence that the group of assailants

arrived at the hill after Kalimanzfta.sll6 ,Alfiough the leader of a group of Tutsi refugees recoglized

Ka]imanzira,sll it is not clear from the evidence that the civilian assailants did so as wel1, or that

they knew thdt he was an authority. More significanfly, it is not entirely clear from'the witness'ls

testimony whether the .civilian assailants attacked the group of refugees immediately after

Kalimanzira spoke to them,5?8 or attacked the refugees only upon the anival of soldiers some time

after his departure.5Te Given these rimbiguities, the Trial Chamber acted within its discretion in

ttt Trial Judgemont, paras. 97-99.
t?n Trial Judiement. para. 393.
ttt Trial Judlemont, iara. 383.
"'" T.5 May2008pp. 30, 31; T. 19 May 2008 p. 8.
"" Trial Judsement, Dara. 317.
stE See T. 5 

-May 
20dS p. 30 ("When ho was talking to the people who arrived and who were behind him - I can try to

repeat what.he said. AftEr Boniface spdke to him, Callixte tumed to the newcornors and said, 'You should ldll them
immediately because the others have.alrea{y finished.' And that was when we flod.and we joined the other refugees.
But, Kalimanzira had already uttued those words, and some of the refugees were killod on the spot."); T. 19May 2008
p. 9 ("Q. And this group of persons, who included the two individuals whose names you mentioned, that group was
only composed of civilians, or were thsre also soldiers in the group? A, Thoy were civilisns and InErahdmwe, Wben
they started attacking us, I parsonally esoapod. I left the scone. But let me Point out that thole were many Of thom. There
werc Interahsmwe, civilians, and l6t€r on soldiers also arrived at lhe scene, And tho attack lasted the entire day, So let
me point out that thore were alsb soldiers. Q. At the time you fled, Mr. Witness, there was only that group of civilians.
Do you agree with me? A. Yes, there was that group of poople who had come almost at the same time as Kalimanzira,
and i1 \\'as a1 about 11. Eetwesn 1 p,m. and 2 p,m. soldiers carne to the scene and startod firing at the refugees and
kitling them."). Howover, the App€als Chamber observos thaL if Wtness BWO fled wben the civilifi assailants
anacked shortly after Kalimanzira left, it is not clear how he would have been in a position to obsgrve the arrival of the
soldiers two hours later.
s1e See T.5 May 2008 pp. 31, 32 ("Q, What happoned following Kalimanzira speaking to those civilians from Dahwe?
A. Soldiors and Inle rahamwe arivbd, [.. .] Q. After Kalimanzira got into his vehicle and left, what did you and the other
refugees do? A. We stsyed where we worei there was nothing else we could do. And it was during that time that the
Interahamwe and the soldiers arivsd, [.,J Q. How did the soldiors srrd the Interahamw€ gst to where they were to
attack you? A. They arivod and they storted shooting immediatsly. When we heard the gunshots, we were hopeless and
we ran helter-skeher. The otber attaokers started attacking us with mach8tes and bladed wsapons. Q. Do you know how
the soldiers and Interahamwe reached where you were, by foot or in a vshiclo? A. The vehicle dropped the soldiers a1
Oisagara, and they joined the Interuhamwe and came to the place where we were on foot. Q. You told us that
Kalimanzira spoke to some civilians from Dahwe. Did you see those civilians again efter that incident? A, Yes, the
civilians would come along with the attackers. They were part of the groups of attacksrs. I was able to see them."). ,See
also.T.19Meya008pp,8-10. .\\\
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concluding that.aiding and abetting rather than ordering was the most appropriate mode by which to

characterize Kalimanzira's conduct.

(b) Committine

216. The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber ened in failing to quabfy Kalimanzira's

actions in relation to Kabuye hill as "committing" genocide.s8o In particular, the Prosecution argues

that the Trial Chamber ened in law in formulating the legal test for committing by adopting an

incornplete definition for this form of responsibitty and limiting its consideration to the question of

whether Kaliman zira had killed anyone with his own hands.58l To illustrate the Trial Chamber's

alleged enor, the Prosecution points to .the Gacumbitsi and Seromba Appeal Judgements, which

helil that committing genocide can encompass acts beyond physical kil1ing.582

2l'1. The Prosecution contends that, had the test for committing been properly applied, a

reasonable trier of fact would have concluded that Kalimanzira committed genocide at Kabuye

hill.583 Specifically, the Prosecution underscores Kalimanzira's efforts to gather Tutsi refugees at

Kabuye,hill, his provision of anned reinforcement for the attacks, and his genocidal intent, which

illustrate his integral role in organizing and supervising the subsequent killings.ssa .In the

Prosecution's view, Kalimanzira's conduct is comparable to that found to constitute committing in

the Gacumbitsi and Serotnba 
"ar"s.t*t

218. In discussing the forrns of responsibility under Article 6(1) of the Statute, the Trial Chamber

statetl that "'[c]ommitting' irirplies, primarily, ptrysically perpetra'[ing a cdme."586 The Appeals

Chaniber can identify no error in this definition. The formulation is similar to the one articulated in

the Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement.587 Indeed, the Trial Chamber's use of the term "primarily"

to qualiff its definition of committing as physical perpetration illustrates that it did not limit the

scope of its inquiry.588 This stands in contrast to the definition used by the trial chamber in the

5ro Prosocudon Notice of Appeal, paras. 5, 6; Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras. 53.57 ' 68-73'
sEr Prosecution Notice of Appeal, paras. 5, 6; Prosecution Appeal Brief, puas. 53-57
tt, hosecution Appeal Brief, pal3 53, citing Gacumbi*i Appeal Judgement, para. 60, Seromba Appeal Judgement,
oara, 161.
583 Prosecut.ion Appeal Brief, paras. 54, 68-73.
5s hoseculion Apperil Brief, paras. 69-71,'13

]15 hosccurion Appeal Brtef, para. 72.
'"" Trial Judscment, para. 161.
s8' Nahimoi et al. Appeal Judgemenr. para. 478 ("The Appeals Chamber recalls that commission covers, primarily, the
physical perpetration of a crine (with criminal intent) or a culpable omission of an act that i.s mandat€d by a rule of
criminal law, but also participation in a ioinl criminal enterprise ");d,?;;jid;;;F;.;1.-- {\
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Seromba case, which the Appeals Chamber found too restrictive.s8e The facf that the Trial
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Chamber

did not explicitly recall the additional clarification of this well-settled principle provided by the

Gacumbitsi and Seromba.Appeal Judgements does not mean that these clarifications were not

considered.

219, It follows from the Gacurnbitsi and Seromba Appeal Judgements that physical perpetration

need not only .mean plysical killing and that other acts can constitute direct participation in the

actus reus of the crime.sm The question is whether an accused's conduct "was as much an integral

part of the genocide as were the killings which it enablett,"sel Bearing :this in mind, the Appeals

Chamber is not convinced that the Trial'Chamber's conclusion that Kalimanzira's conduct was est

characterized as aiding and abetting was unreasonable. The Trial Chamber did not find that he

supervised or directed the attack at Kabuye hill. Instead, it concluded that he lured Tutsis to Kabuye

hill and brought armed reinforcements.sez

220. ln other cases, trial chiuribers have qualinod bringing.assailants'to a killing site as aiiliqg and

abetting.se3 In the circumstances of this case, the Appeals Chamber is not convinced that

Kalimanzira's.tacit approval of Subfrefect Ntawukulilyayo's call for Tutsis to go to Kabuye hiU,

and his leading .assailants to Kabuye hill,sea are sufficient to require that the legal qualification of

his overall conduct be elevated to ':comfiiitting". Furt}lermore, the fact that the Trial Chamber found

that Kalimanzim possessed genocidal intent,ses rather than simply knowledge of the principal

perpetrators' *"n, ,ra.ttu does not in itself compel the conclusion that the Trial Chamber ened in

finding that aiding and abetting most accurately described Kalimanzira's conduct. The Appeals

Chamber recalls that it is not unusual for a trial chamber to find that an individual convicted only of

aiding and abetting possesses genocidal intent.5eT

22L, Consequently, the Prosecution has not identified any enor in the Trial Chamber's decision

not to hold Kalimanzira responsible for committing genocide at Kabuye hill.

58e See Seromba Appeal Judgemen! para. 155 ("'committing' moans [...] dhect physical or personal perpetration"),

quoting Seromba Trial Judgsmenl para. 302, See also Seromba.Appal Judgement, para. 161 ("[T]he'Trial Chamber
ened in law by holding thaf 'committing' roquircs dirsct and physicsl perpetration of tho crirne by the offender."),
seo Gacumbi*i Lf},ealJu4gcment, para. 60; Serottiba ApFf.al Judgement, para. 161'
set Gacumbitci Aepoal Judgoment, para. ffi, See also Seromba Appeal Juclgement, para. 161.
'' i.iJ iuoii.,i'i,p*u. i9l. .-<-\\I5e3 See, e.g., Seman3a Trial Judgement, paras. 431'433; NtakirutimanaTial Judgement, paras.827-831 \t 

t
5% See Trial Judgoment, peras. 392, 393.
5e5 Trial Judgemsnt, para. 393.
se6 See BlagojeviC and Joki( Appeal Jttdgement, pra' 127
5e See NtakirutimaLra Trial Judgement, paras. 827-831. Cf. SemanzaTial Judgement, paras. 431-433
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Accordingly, the Appedls Chaniber dismisses lhe Prosecutionls First Ground of Appeal'

.\\\
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B, Alleeeal Errons Rdlatine to the Sentence (Ground 2)

223. The Trial Chamber sentenced Kalimanzira to a single sentence of 30 yeaxs of

imprisonment.se8 The Prosecution submits that the Trial Charnber erred in imposing this sentence

and requests that the Appeals Chamber increase Kalimanzira's sentence to imprisonment for the

remainder of his life.see Kalimanzira responds that the Trial Chamber "wrongly convicled [him] of

all the eounts on which he was found guilty," and that he Should accordingly be acquitted'6m

224. In addressing this glound of appeal, the Appeals Chamber bears in mind that trial charnbers

are vested with broad discretion in determining an appropriate sentence due to their obligation to

individualize penalties to fit the circumstances of the accused and the gravity of the crime.or As a

rule, the Appeals Chamber will revise a sentence only if the appealing party demonstrates that the

trial chamber committed a discemible error in exercising its sentencing discretion or that it failed to

follow the applicable law.6o2

225. In this section the Appeals Chamber considers three principal questions: (1) whether the

Trial Chamber failed to give sufficient weight to the gravity of Kalimanzira's crirnes; (2) whether it

gave undue weight to irrelevant considerations; and (3) whether it failed to follow the applicable

law.

1. Alleged Enor in Assessing.the Gravity of the Crimes

n6. The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of the .gravi(y of

Kalimanzira's crimes by failing to give proper weight to: the form and degree of his participation in

their commission, their scale and brutality, the vulnerability of the victims, and the timing of his

offences.603 The Prosecution contends that Kalimanzira's crimes were of the "utmost gravity and

amount to conduct so egregious and inhumane as to warrant the highest possible penalty."6fr In this

respect, the Prosecution recalls that the specific aspects of Kalimanzira's crimes suggest the brutal

treatment of innocent victims, and observes that in each instance he exhibited genocidal intent and

played a leadership role.605 The Prosecution also emphasizes that Kalimanzira perpefated multiple

--- I nai Judsement. Dara. /)b.
5e hosecuti-on Notici of Appeal, paras. l5-25; Prosecution Appoal Brief, paras.4,77-128.
* Kalimanzira Response Brief. para. 14.
nt See Karera nppiat .luOgemeni, pzta.385; Nahimana et al. Ap4al l;udgement, para. 10371Simba Appeal Judgement,
p-ara. 306; Nragerura et al. Appoal Judgement, pare. 429.
*' See Bikindi Appeal Judgem€nt, para. 141; Nchamihigo Alpeal Judgement, para, 384; Karera Appeal Judgemcnt,
para. 385; Nahimana et al. Apryrual Judgement, para. 1037; Simba Appeal Judgemont, para. 306; BlagojeviC and Jokic
Appeal Judgement, paras. 137, 321l' Ntagerura et al, Apryal Judgement, poJ€.429', Semanza A!4f.al Judgemenl, para.
312, Blalkic Appeal Judgernent. para. 680.
or hosecution Appeal Brief, paras. 85- I 10.
* hosecution Appeal Brief, para. 92.
*' hosecution Appeal Brief, paras.92-106,
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crimes within a narrow time-frame, that his actions were immediately proximate to killings' and

that his actions "served to re-ignite krllings after they had slowed or ceased"'606

ZZ7. The Triat Chamber briefly recalled the factual and legal basis of each of Kalimanzira's

crimes and provided a cross-reference to the relevant section of the Trial Judgernent, where the

incidents were discussed in greater detail.607 The Trial Chamber also "[took] due notice of the

intrjnsic gravity of Kalimanzira's crimes."608 Furthermore, it considered that genocide "shocks the

conscience of humanity" and that direct and public incitement to commit genocide was of a similar

gravity,60e Therefore, the Trial Chamber was manifestly aware of all the factual and legal

circumstances sunouncling the offences referred to by the Prosecution in its submissions.

Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber is not convinced that the Trial Chamber erred in its

consideration of the gravity of Kalimanzira's offences,

228. The:hosecution submits that the Trial Chantber ened in its assessment of the sentence by

giving weight to two irrelevant considerations.6lO First, the hosecution refers to the Trial

,Chamber's statement that the crimes occurred in Kalimanzira's own prefecture and not at the

national level.6tl The Prosecution argues that this conclusion has no relevance and does not

diminish the gravity of rthe offences so as to justify a lesser sentence.6l2 Second, the Prosecution.

argues that the Trial Chamber's consideration that Kalirnanzira's crimes were essentially unrelated

to his official.duties and powers at.the national level is erroneous and irrelevant.6l3 Acoording to the

Prosecution, there is no evidence to suppo such an inferenCe.6l4 ln addition' the hosecution

contends that the Trial Chamber expressly found that Kalimanzira's authority derived from both his

local influence and national authority.6l5

22g. The Appeals Chaniber agrees that the crimes' commission in Kalimanzira's own prefecture

and not at the national level is not a relevant fact for the purpose of assessing their gravity. The

genocide that was committed in Rwanda between 6 April 1994 and l7 July 1994, which resulted in

the killings of hundreds of thousands of Tutsis, is indivisible.6r6 The Appeals Chamber, however, is

ffi hosecution Appeal Brief, para' l08 See aLro hosecution Appeal Briel paras' 107' 109' 110.
tt Trial Judgement , patas. 1 45 , 7 46.
*o Trial Judsemont, Doxa.746.
* T.inl Judle.en! pan,746.
6ro Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras. ll l-115.
6rf hosecution Appeal Brief, para. 172, citingTnal Judgemfnt, pala.747 .
512 Prosecudon Appeal Briol para. 112.
613 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras. L14,115, citingTial Judgement' para. 747.
6ra Prosecudon Appeal Brief, para. 114.
615 Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. I15, cirin6 Trial Judgement, paras. 95-99.
6to See Ndind.abahizi Appeal Judgement, para. 138.
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.not convinced that this error.invatdated the sentence since it is not clear how much weight.the Ttial

Chamber attributed to this consideration. As explained above, the Trial Chamber conectly noted the

serious gravity of Kalimanzira's crimes,

230. As for the Prosecution's contention that the Trial Chamber ened in finding that

Kalimanzira's crimes were "essentially unrelated to [Kaiimanzira's] official duties and powers at

the national 1evel,"6r? the Ap.peals Charnber agrees that this appears inconsistent with many of the

findings in the lfrial .Juclgement, lndeed, the Trial Chamber found that Kalimanzira attendEd many

meetings, such as the inauguration of Elie Ndayambaje, in his capacily as an official of the Ministry

of Interior.6l8 Kalimanzirals position was also a tey consideration in assessing the impact of his

presence on the commission of crimes.6le

231. Nonetheless, affer noting that the crimes were "essentially unrelated" to Kalirnanzira's

duties, the Trial Charnber .elpressly considered that his position as directeur de cabinet af ttn

Ministry of Intdrior 
'"lent fiim the ,creilftiility anil influence requireal for some of his criminal

acts.'620 It also took the'abuse of this influence into account.as an qggravating circumstanoe,62l

Consequently, it is clear that the Trial Chamber took his position into account in sentencing.

Therefore, the Appeals Chamber cannot identify any error on the part of the Trial Chamber in this

respect that would invalidate the sentence.

3. ,Alleged Enor in "Reservine" Life ImpJisonment for' a Ceftain Class of Offenders

232. The'Frosecution submits that the Trial 'Chamber ened in law'by resei$ing life imprisonmeit

to a certain class of offenders.622 To illustrate this claim, the Prosecution quotes the following

excerpt from the Trial Judgement:

At this Tribunal, a sentsnce of life imprisonment is generally reserved [for] those who plenned or
ordered atrocities and those who participate in the crimss with particular zeal or sadism. Offenders
receiving the most sevore sentences tend to be senior authorities."'

233. For the Prosecution, this analysis demonstrates that the Trial Chamber incorrectly reserved

the imposition of a sentence of life imprisonment for only a certain category of offenders or mode

of participation, thereby failing to follow the Tribunal's jurisprudence and wrongly limiting its own

<\6'7 Trial Judgement , pars.'14'1 .
"'" See, e.9,, Tria.l Judgement, para.291.
6te See, e. g.,'Iial ludgsmenl. paras. 362, 392.
620 Trial Judgement, pan."141.
62r Trial Judgemont, para, 750.
622 Prosecution Appoal Brief, paras. I l6-125.
623 Trial Judgement, para. ?zl4 (imemal citations omitted).
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discretion.62a The Prosecution submits that a correct readhg of the Musema Appeal Judgement, to

which the Trial Chamber refers,62s indicates that a sentence of .life imprisonment is not necessarily

limited to.any particular gxoup of offenders or mode of partioipation.626

234, Moreover, the Prosecution argues that, by correctly focusing on the circumstances

surrounding the case and not on a categorization of offenders, the Appeals Chamber in the

Gacumbitsi case held that where a person convicted of genocide is a primary actor or leader, life

imprisonmerrt is the appropriate sentence in the absence of significant mitigating circumstances.62T

Finally, the Prosecution emphasizes that Kalimanzira, as one of the most influential persons in

Butare .Prefecture, played a critical role in the crimes committed by influencing others to commit

crimes, distributing arms, transporting attackers to massacres sites, and inciting Hutus to commit

the most heinous crimes, and further contends that Kalimanzira's involvement as a leader and

principal player was continuous between April and June 1994.628

235. The Trial Chamber correctly noted that, pursdant to Article 23 of tte statute rantl Ru1e.1'01

of the Rules, in determining the sentence, consideration must be given, among other factors, to the

gravity of the of.fences or totality of the conduct.6'e As a result, the Appeals Chantber is not

persuaded that the Prosecution's selective quotation of the Trial Judgement demonstrates that the

Trial Chamber inappropriately imposed a legal ttueshold on the imposition of a sentence of life

imprisonment.

2g:6. The portion of the Trial Judgement quoted by the Prosecution is no more than a

reformulation of the well.established principle of gradation in sentencing, which holds that leaders

and planners should bear heavier criminal responsibility than those furttrer down the scale. This

general principle is, of course, subject to the proviso that the gravity of the offence is the primary

consideration fsr a trial chamber in imposing a sentence. The Trial Chamber, referring to the

Musema Appeal Judgement, expressly acknowledged both of these propositions.630

237. ln addition, as the Prosecution concedes, the Trial Chamber correctly noted that life

sentences have also been imposed on lower level officials and individuals who did not hold

govemment positions.63r Further, nothing in the language used by the Trial Chamber prevented in a

per se fashion the imposition of a sentence of tfe imprisonment; instead, the Trial Chamber's

62a hosecution Appeal Brief, paras 121, 125.
625 Trial Judsemenl. pelj,.744, n.776.
626 Prosecuti-on Appeal Brief, paras l l 9- l 2 l
62t Prosacution Appeal Brief, para. 122, citing Gacumbitrl Appeal Judgement, paras. 204-206.
628 Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 124
u2' Trial Judgement, para.74l.
o'o Trial Judgement, pata,744, n 776.
6rr Trial Judgement, para.7 44, n.777, See hosecution Appeal Brief, para 118.

<\\
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4pproach tbcused on a caso-specific examinaticjn of the facts and cirgumstances surounding

Kalimanzira's convictions.

238. Finally, the Appeals'Chambsr is not porsuaded by ,the Prosecution's reading of 'the

Gacurnbitsi Appeal Judgement and its relevance to this case. Just as there is 'no category of cases

within the jur-isdiction of the Tribunal where the imposition of a sentence of life imprisonment is

per se baned, there is also no category of cases where it is per se mandated. Each case remains to

be exanrined on ils owa indivicludl facts.632

23g. With respect to the Prosecution's submission emphasizing the specific role played by

Kalimanzira in relation to the crimes committed, the Trial Chamber clearly considered his

prominence and influence in Butare society. lt addressed this prominence in the body of the Trial

Judgement as well as in the sentencing soction,633 where it found that the influence he derived.from

hiE stature made it likely that others would -follow his example and that this was an aggravating

factor.63a

Z4O. For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Prosecution has not identified

any eror of law on the part o'f the Trial Chamber in this respect.

4. Conclusion

241. Accordingly, the Appeatrs Chamber dismisses the Prosecutionls Second Ground of Appeal.

632 Cacumbitsi Trial Judgement, pfias.224,325. The Trial Chamber found that Gacumbitsi had exhibited particular

sadism and that there wire no significant mitigaring oircumstances. He was founil to be a "primary player" and "a
learler in the courmune who used his power to commit the brutal massacre and rape of thousands." See Gacumbi*i
Appeal Judgement, pafe,.2n4. The Appeals Chamber not€d that, although not every individual convicted of genocide or
eiGrmination ha6 been sentenced to lile imprisonment, Gecurnbibi's case was not comparable to the casos where a
fixed torm of imr:risonment has bsen imposed. See Gacumbitsi Appeal Judgement, paras,204,205, n. 446, . \ n63r Trial Judgemont, paras. 99. 750. a\ \- 

'
@" Trial Judgement, paras.747,750 \
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V. IMPACT,OF TIIE A'P,PDALS,CIIAMSTRjS FIN:DINGS'OFl

KA'LIIVIANZIR,A,S SDNtrENCE

242. The Appeals Charnber recalls that it has revelsed, Ju{ge Pocar {issenting, Kalimanzira's

conviction for.aiding and abetting genocide in relation to his presence at the inauguration of Efie

Ndayambaje and for instigating and aiding and abetting gonocide in relation to killings at the

Butare-Gisagma,roadblock. In addition, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting in part, rhas

reversed Kalimanzira's conviction for direct and public incitement, The Appeals Chamber

considers that the reversal of almost all Kalimanzira's convictions represents a significant reduction

in his culpability and calls for a revision of his sentence. The Appeals Chamber notes. however, that

it has affirmed Kalimanzirals conviction for aiding and abetting the gonocide of Tutsis at Kabuye

hill. Thus, he remains convicted of an extremely serious crime. In the circumstances of this case,

the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, reduces Kalimanira's sentence of 30 years of

inprisonment to 25 years of irnprisomnent.

-<\\
l
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VN. DTSFOSIT.ION

243. For the foregoing reasons, . I{D APPEALS CHAIvIBER'

PURSUANT to Article 24 of rhe Statute and Rule 118 of the Rules;

NOTING the written submissions of the parties and their oral arguments presented'at the heaxiqg

on 14 June 2010r

SITTING in open session;

GRANTS, Judge Pocar dissenting, Kalimanzira's Fifth Ground of Appeal and ITEVER.SDS his

conviction for aitling and abetting genocide in relation to his presence at the inaugwation of Elie

Ndayambaje;

GR.AN1I.$, J.udge Focar d,issenti,rag, Kalimanzira's Seventh Ground of Appeal ,and ni]Etr[ERSAS tlis

conviction for instigating and aiding and abetting genocide in relation to killings at the Butare-

Gisagara roadblock;

GRANTS Kalimanzira's Eighth and Ninth Grounds of Appeal and RDVERSES his conviction:for

direct and public :incitement to commit genocide ,im relation to the events at the .Jaguar and

Kajyanama roadblocks;

'GRANil$, ,Ludge .Focar dissentiog, Kalirnanzira',s T.enth and Elevonttr Grounds of Appeal and

REVERSES his conviction for direct and public inciternent to commit genocide in relation to the

events at the Nyabisagara football field and the Gisagara marketplace;

DISilASSES Kalimanzira's Appeal in all other rcspects;

DISMISSES the hosecution's Appeal in all respects;

ArFIRMS Kalimanzira's conviction for aiding and abetting genocide in relation to the massacre at

Kabuye hill:

REDUCES, Judge Pocar dissenting, the sentence of 30 years of imprisonment imposed on

Kalimanzira by the Trial Chamber to 25 years of imprisonment to run as of this day, subject to

credit being given under Rules 101(C) and 107 of the Rules for the period he has already spent in

detention since his alrest on 8 November 2005: -\ 
V
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R;UI]ES.that this Judgement shall be enforced immediately lpursuant.to Rule 119 of the Rules; and

ORDERS that, in accordance with Rule 103(C) and Rule 107 of the Rules, Kalimanzira is Jo

remain in the custody of the Tribunal pending the finalization of arrangements for his transfor to the

State where his sentence will be served.

Done in English and French, the English.text being authoritative.

Thoodor lVleron

hesiding Judge

Andr6sia Vaz

Judge

Mehrnet Giiney

Judge

Fausto Pocar

Judge

Carmel Agius

Judge

Juilge Pocar appenAs parriaUy Aissenting and separate opinions.

Done this 20th day of October 2010 at Arusha, Tanzania.

[Seal of the Tribunal]

.'r
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YII. PARTNALLY DISSENTING AND SEPAR.ATD.OFtrNIONS OT' JU,DGE

POCAR

A. Farfiallv Dissenline Opfuiion

1. In this Judgement, the Appeals Chamber allows Kalimanzira's appeal, in part, with regard to

the Trial Chamber's findings in rolation to the events at the Kabuye,Gisagara road (Kalimanzira's

th.ird and sixth grounds of appeal in part).r The Appeals Chamber also allows Kalimanzira's fifth,

seventh, tenth and eleventh grounds of appeal, reversing the Appellant's conviction for: (i) genocide

for aiding and abetting the killings of Tutsis based on his presence at the inauguration of Elie

Ndayambaje as bourgmestre of Muganza Commune on or about 22 June 1994;2 (ii) genocide for

insiigating and aiding and abetting the killings of Tutsis at a roadblock on the Butare,Gisagara road

on or around 22 Apil 1994;3 (iii) direct and public incitement to cornmit genocide based on his

speech at the Nyabisagara football field in Kibayi Corirmune, Butare Prefecture, in late May or

early June 1994;a and (iv) direct and public incitement to commit genocide based on his aotions

during a meeting at the Gisagara marketplace at the end of May 1994.s To my regret, for the

detailed reasons expressed below, I respectfully disagree with both the reasoning and the

conclusions of the Majority and the consequent reversal of Kalimanzira's convictions for these

events.

2. As a preliminary matter, the applicable standard of appellate review. wanants careful

consideration.-"trts appltcati'on'by the Majority'in this case is of considerable concem,.In particular,,I

note that the Majority has systemadcally reviewed evidence, effectively conducting.a tial d.e novo,

rather than according deference to the Trial Chamber's assessmelt of witness' evidence. In this

respect, I believe the Appeals Chamber exceeds its jurisdiction and undermines the strict standard

of appellate review.

3. Pursuant to Article 24.of the Statute, the Appeals Chamber shall only review errors of law

which invalidate the decision of the Trial Chamber and errors of fact which have occasioned a

misoarriage of justice.6 However, in allowing most of the above-mentioned grounds of appeal and

overturning Kalimanzira's convictions for the relevant crimes, the Majority proceeds to reconsider

' Appeaf Judgement, paras. l0l, 114, 126. See also Appeal Judgoment, paras. 94-96, 99- 101, I l0- l 14.
' $;;;i ild;;;i, i**. zs. b0, 243. see atso Appeal Judgement, paras.72-80. ( \*3 nipeat fu4lement, baras. 150, 243. see al.ro Applal Juilgcirent, paras. 127-150. \
" Appeal Judgcmcnt, paras. 187, 243, See also Appeal Judgement" paras. 166187.
' Appeal Judgemont, paras. 202, 243. See also Appeal Judgemenl pams, 188-202.
6 Nchamlhigo Apqal Judgemant, para. 7; Bikindi Appeal Judgement, para. 9; Zigiranyirazo Appeal Judgement, para. 8.
See also Bolkoski and TarCulovski Appeal Judgement, para. 9.
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the evidence itself absent a demonstrated error of law, fact, or abuse of discretion. Such an approach

contradicts consistent case law, which states that appeals from judgement are not tiafs de novo.1

4. Without having heard a single witness. the Majority re-evaluates the evidence purely "on

paper", based entirely on the transcript of the witnesses' teslimony. In my view, this is an imprudent

and even dangerous way of proceeding, which effectively results in the Appeals Chamber

substituting its own judgement for that of the Trial Chamber. ln assessing the appropriate weight

and credibility to be accorded to the testimony of a witness, a Trial Chamber will consider 'televant

factors on a case-by-case basis, including the witness's demeanour in coutt; his role in the events in

question; the plausibility ancl clarity of his testimony; whether there are contradictions or

inconsistencies in his successive statements or between his testimony and other evidence; any prior

examples of false testimony; any motivation to lie; and the witness's responses during cross-

examination."8 Crucially, "the trial Judges are in the best position to assess the credibility of a

witness and the reliability of the evidence adduced"e and, consequently, 'fa Trial Chamber has full

discretion to assess the appropriate weight and credibility to be accorded to the testimony of a

witness."lo

5. The approach adopted by the Majority is, in my view, illustrative of a problematic trend in

the Appedls Chamber, which calls into question the distinction belween trial and appellate

functions. When the Appeals Chamber acts as a second, more remote, Trial Chamber, as .I

respectfully submit it has in this case, the 'relationship between the two functions is gravoly

comprornised, Jeaving-little"or no discretion to the Trial Charnberrs assessment.of the evjdenoe.

6. In the interest of completeness, I explain below the specific reasons for my dissent under the

relevant grounds of appeal.

1. Alleged Enors Relatins to the lnauguration of Ilhe Ndaydmbajye

7. Kalimanzira's conviction for aiding and abetting genocide for the killings of Tutsis based on

his presence at the inauguration of Elie Ndayambaje as bourgmestre of Muganza Commune on or

about 22 June 1994 was based by the Trial Chamber on the evidence of Witnesses BBB and BCA.

According to the Majority, these witnesses "refer to no particular incident, provide no approximate

time-frame for the killings, and do not give any identifying information concerning the assailants or

1 See, e,g,, Mrkiit and SljivanCanin Appeal Judgemsnt, para.352', Had1ihasanovi| and Kubura appoat Judgemenq -$
p^rf..302i Linwj et dl. Appsol Judgement, parc. 127 .
" Nchamlhigo Appeal Judgemertt, para, 47 . See also Nahimana el al. Apwal l\dgement, para. 194.
" Nahimana et al, Appeal Judgement, pffa. 949; Rutaganda Appeal Judgement, para. 188; Akayesu Apponl Judgement,
pzta. 132 Furundiija Appeal Judgemcnt, pua.37; Aleksovski Appeal Judgement, para. 63; Tadii Appeal Judgoment,
pua. 64.
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victims."rr The Majority then concludes that "[n]o reasonable trier of fact could have

that Tutsi were killed as a result of the ceremony'.12

8. I respectfully disagree with the Majority in affirming that the witnesses provided:no

approximate time-frame for the killings. Witness BBB explained that the killings happened "after

the speech"r3 given at the inauguration of EUe Ndayambaje as a new bourgmestre. Similarly, I also

disagree that the witnesses provided no identifying information conceming the assailants or the

victims. Witness.BBB identified the assailants as the people present at the meeting - between 200

and 300 Hutus - and the victims as being "Tutsi grandchildren" and "Tutsi women".to Witness

BCA identified'the victims who were killed as "Tutsis and'Hutus who opposed the govemment".l5

9. In addition, I recall our well-established jurisprudence that "[w]here the Prosecution alleges

that an accused personally committed the criminal acts in question, it must, so far as possible, plead

the identity of the victim,.the place and approximate.date of the alleged criminal acts, and the means

by which they were committed 'with the $eatest precision."'16 However, "[w]here it is alleged that

the accused [...] aided and abened the alleged crimes, the Prosecution is [only] required to identify

the 'particular acts' or 'the particular course of conduct' on the part of the accused which forms the

basis for the charges in question."l? Kalimanzira was charged and convicted for aiding and abening

genocide in offering moral support.to Elie Ndayambaje's call to kill Tutsis during the ceremony.

Therefore, contrary to the Majoriry's statement in paragraph 77 of the Appeal Judgement, it was not

necessary to give idontifying information with respect to the victims.

10. In the present case, after "[h]aving carefully considered [the] evidence" of Witnesses BBB

and BCA, the Trial Chamber found them reliable.rs In addition, the Trial Chamber also believed

Witnesses BBB and BCA's evidence that Tutsis were killed following the inauguration ceremony

t.o Nchamihigo Appeal Judgemcnt, para . 4'7 i Nahimana et 4l Appeal Judgement, para. 194
'l Appeal Judgemenl, patv.7'7.
'' ADDoAI Judsoment, DaJa.79.
'' r. io:un. iOos p. jo. ctt ttlul luog"ment- para. 283. .-,( \-l\14 T. 16 June 2008 pp. 19, 20. Cl Trial Judgement, paras. 282, 283. \
15 T. 18 June 2008 pp. 50, 51. Cl Trial Judgement, para. 281.
t6 Naletili1 snd Ma inovi( Aryell Judgement, para. U, citing Prosecutor v, TadiC, Case No. IT-94-1-T, Decision on
the Defence Motion on the Form of the Intliotmont, 14 November 1995, paras. 11-13. See also BlalkiC Appeal
Judgement, para. 2l3i Prosecutor v, Milorad Krnojelac, Case No. IT-97-25"PT, Decision on heliminary Motion on
Form of Amended Indictment, 11 February 200Q ("Krnojelac 11 February 2000 Desision"), pan. 181 KuprelkiC et al.
Appeal Judg€monr, para. 89. The Appoals Chsnber in /ftakirutimana pointed out that "the inabitty to identify victims
is reconcilable with the iight of the accused to 'know tho material facts of the charges against him because, in such
circumstances, the accusedls ability to prepare ah effective dsfonce to the charges doe6 not dopond on knowing.the
idontity of every single alleged victim," See Ntakirutimana Appedl Judgement, P[as.'13,74t1 Btalki1 Appeal Judgemont, para. 213. See also Prosecutor v. Milorod Krnofefac, Case No. IT-97-25-PT, Decision on
tho Defence Preliminary Motion on the Form of the Indictment, 24 February 1999, para. 13; Krnojelac 11 February
2000 Docision, para, 181' Prosecutor v. Radoslov Brtlanin snd Momir TaliC, Case No, IT-99-36-PT, Dpcision on

Qbjections by Momir TaliC lo the Form of the Amended Indictment, 20 February 2001, pera. 20.
'" Triat Judgement, para. 291,

7'65(W
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of Ehe Ndayambaje.as a new bougmestre.re Accordingly, the Trial Chamber found Kalimanzira

guilty of aiding and abetting.genocide by his presence at the inauguration of Elie Ndayambaje on or

around 22 June 1994;m 1 find no orror in this approach.

11. In its assessment of the evidence, the Majority equates the present case with the Muvunyi

case. It stresses that "[i]n lhe Muvunyi case, the Appeals Charnber reversed a conviction for

genocide because the evidence of fie killings which underpinned the finding of guilt were based on

second- or third-hand testimony that 'contain[ed] no detail on any specific incident or the frequency

of the attacks."'21 I respectfutly cannot discem any similariry with the Muvunyi case, in which the

testimony from one of the two witnesses confirmed that his knowledge was second-hand and the

Appeals Chamber specifically found that neither witness personally observed the events.22 3y

contrast, in the present case, the evidence of witnesses BBB and BCA was not hearsay. As recalled,

Witnesses BBB and BCA - who both attended the inauguration of Illie Ndayambaje as a new

bourgonestre - testified that kiliqgs followed the inauguration. Thus, paragraph 78 of the .A.ppeal

Judgement places undue emphasis on the role of hearsay in the present case. Furthermore, the

Majority fails to identiff any material distinction between the quality of the evidence in the

Muuunyi case and that provided by Witnesses BBB and BCA with respect to the occunence of the

killings. In my view, the Muvunyi case simply cannot be equated to the present case.

12. Thus, I consider that Kalimanzira has not demonstrated that a reasonable Trial Chamber

could not have concluded beyond reasonable doubt that killings followed the inauguration of Elie

Ndayarnbaje as a new bourgmeste. I{aving found no error in the Tiia'l Chamber's dpproach tiritl in

its assessment of the evidence of Witnesses BBB and BCA, I am convinced that killings of Ttrtsis

occurred following E[e Ndayambaje's inauguation ceremony as a new bourgmestre. Given our

deferential standard of review on appeal, I find the Majority unreasonable in concluding that "[n]o

reasonable trier of fact could have concluded that Tutsis were killed as a result of the ceremony".z3

2. Allesed Enors Relating to the Events at the Gisagara-Kabuye Road

13. In the present case, the Majority finds that the extent to which Kalimanzira was identified by

Witness BWK is "unclear" and, therefore, that "the Trial Chamber should have explicitly explained

why it accepted Wihess BWK's identification evidence".2a As a result the Majority concludes that

'n Trial Judgement, Dara. 291, -z \\n
'o rtiJ luoiement, pon.293. 1\ \- '

'' Appeal Judgement, pua.78, citing Muvunyi Appeal Judgement, para. 69.

" Moreover, I balieve it is not clear that the reference in the first sentence of paragraph 78 of the Appeal Judgement to
the presence of third-hand hearsay evidence iL the Muvunyi casc is substantiatod.
" Appeal Judgement, pala.79.
'" Appeal Judgement, para. 99.
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itself.Tthe Trial Chamber committed an elror of law and proceeds to re.consider the evidence

Further to expressing its.concems on the uncertainty .as to whethex and'to what-extent Kalimanzira

was identified by name prior to the meeting on the Gisagara.Kabuye road, the Majority considers

that "reliance on Witness BWK's uncorroborated identification evidence is unsafe" and that "there

is no indication as to the credibility of either individual who identified Kalimanzira to Witness

BWK on the record."26 The Majority, therefore, grants Kalimanzira's appeal, in part, insofar ab it

relates to the.events at the K€ibuye-Gisagara Road.2?

14. I respectfully disagree with both the reasoning and the conclusion of the Majority with

respect to the events at the Kabuye-Gisagara Road.

15. I recall that the Trial Chamber has the discretion to assess the appropriate weight and

credibility to be accorded to the testimony of a witness.28 Furthermore, a Trial Chamber also has the

discretion to rely on unconoborated, but otherwise credible witness testimony, provided it assesses

such testimony with caution. In the Trial Judgement, the Trial'Chaniber conectly stateal that:

The Appoa.ls Chamber has consistenuy hold that a Trial Chamber is in tho bosl position to bvaluate
the probative value of evidence and that it may, depending on its assossmoRt, aely on a single
witness's testimony for proof of a material fact. Accordingly, the Chamber does 'not necessarily
require evidance to'be corroborated in order to mdke a finding.of fact on it' Though a Trial
Chamber may profsr that a witness' testimony bo corroborated, il is not a requirement or an

obligation in the practice of this Tribunal."'

It further stressed that:

While direct evidence is preferred, hearsay evidence is not per se inadmissible before the Tlial
Chamber. The Trial Chamber has the discretion to beat such hearsay evidence with caution,
dopanding on the circumstances of the case. In certsin ctcumstmce$, hearsay evidence may
require other credible or reliable evidence adduced by the Prosocution in order to support a finding
ol fact beyond reasonable doubt,""

It is in light of these standards that the Trial Chamber's assessment of the evidence has to be

considered.

16, In the present case, the Trial Chamber exarnined Witness BWK very cautiously, I recall that

the Trial Chamber gave careful consideration to Kalimanzira's argument that Witness BWK's

25 Appeal Judgemont, paras. 99, 100.

]iefireat tualemenr bara. roo. .'." .,, ,". 
-\Y

" ADDeal Judgement, paras. l0l, 113, I14, 126.

" Nlhinana it al. Appeat Judgemont, pua. 194; Ntageruraer dL Appoa.l Judgemonl, para. 388.
ze Tria.l Judgement, para.71, refefting to Karera Appeal Judgement, pars.45t Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement" para. 92;
Rutaganda Appeal Judgrrent, para.29i Musema Appeal Judgmonr, paras. 36-38; Ntakirutimana Appeal Judgemsnt,
pxa. 132 Kayishema and Ruzindana Appeal Judgement, paras. 154, 187,320, 322i DelaliC et al, Appoal Judgment,
para, 506; Alel<sovski Appeal Judgment, paras. 62-63; TadiC Appeal Judgment, para. 65; Kuprelki| et al. Apwal
J-udgement, para. 33.
" Trjal Judgemenl, pata. 75, referring to Rukando Trial Judgomont, pera. 39; Muvunyi Trial Judgement para. 13;
Runganda Appoal Judgament, para. 34; Rule 89 of the Rulos.
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testimony contained lhree inconsistencies with her Etatement glven to ICTR investigators eight

months before.3l I note that the Trial Chamber considered this evidence, provided thoqghtfltl

reasoning, and found that it.does not cast reasonable doubts on Witness BWK's testimony.32 It is

correct that thd Trial Chamber did not discuss identification evidence with regard,to Witness

BWK'6 testimony. However, it acted within its discretion in not specifically discussing the

identification ovidence of certain witnesses. I find no enor in this approach. Thus, I consider that

Kalimanzira has .not demonstrated thdt the Trial Chamber committed an error of law. In these

circumstances, defbrence must be accorded to the Trial Chamber's assessment of Witness BWK's

testimony. Moreover, I consider that Kalimanzira is attempting to relitigate a matter that was raised

at tdal.

17. In paragraph 100 of the Appeal Judgement, the Majority "proceed to consider the relevant

evidence" itself and, in a few lines, arrives at the conclusion that "reliance on Witness BWK's

unconoborated identification evidence is unsafe." A Trial Chamber, as the primary trier of fact, is

better placed than the Appeals 'Chamber to evaluate the probative value of witness' ,testimony, In

my view, the Appeals Chamber should not overtum or reassess a Trial Chamber's findings

regarding witness' testimony unless the Trial Chamber fails to treat such evidence with caution. [n

the present case, the Trial Chamber duly exercised caution in relying on Witness BWK's evidence

and, therefore, correctly applied the legal standard. By contrast, the Majority .conducts .a de novo

assessment of Witness B\\IK's testimony without having heard her testirnony and partly bases its

reasoning on small discrepancies in Witness BWK's testimony. This is an unwananted intrusion in

the assessment conectly mad" by the Trial Chamber and is in violition of the appellate standard of

review. I am convinced that we cannot conclude that the Trial Chamber acted unreasonably in

assessing Witness BWK's testimony.

3. Alleged Errors Relating to the Butare-Gisagara Roadblock

18. With respect to Kalimanzira's conviction for instigating and aiding and abetting genocide

based on his participation in the killings of Tutsis at a roadblock on.the Butare-Gisagara road on or

around 22 April 1994, the Majority finds that paragraph 15 of the Indictment, which was found

defective by the Trial Chamber, was not cured by subsequent timely, clear or consistent notice and

resulted in prejudice to Kalimanzira. The Majority finds the Trial Chamber committed an enor of

law in this respect and, therefore, ovenums Kalimanzira's conviction.33

{ \ \

'' Trial Judqement- para. 369.
t' Trial Jud-gement, para. 369. See also Tial Judgemont, para. 371 where the Trial Chamber "believes BWK beyoncl
reesonable doubt and finds her evidence to be roliable".
33 Appeal Judgement, paras. 149, 150. See also Appeal Judgement, paras. 137-150.
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I note19. I respectfully disa.gree with both the reasoning and the conclusion of the Majority.

that the Trial Chamber found that the Indictment was vague with regard to the Butare-Gisagara

roadblook.sa l{owever, it was satisfied that Kalimanzira received adequate notice in a timely, clear,

and oonsistent manner.through the summary of Witness BXK's anticipated testimony annexed to

the Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief, Witness BXK's prior statement, and the Prosecution's opening

statement.35

20. The Appeals Chamber has previously held that a summary of an.anticipated testimony in.an

annex to the Prosecution's pre.trial brief can, in certain circumstances, cure a defect in an

indictment.36 I'recall"that the Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief was filed in English on 16 April 2008,

several weeks before Witness BXK testified about this incident on 9 May 2008. The Frsnch

translation of the Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief was filed only on 5 May 2008. Nonetheless,

Kalimanzira's Lead Counsel is bilingual and would have been able to communicate this infonnation

to him.37 Although.it is true that he was absent during the first trial session and was hospitalized on

21 April .2008, the record reflects that he was in contact with the rest of his team.38 I further recall

that Kalimanzira's Co-Counsel stated that she did not- want to delay the trial simply because of the

delay in the delivery of the translation.t' Giu"n the importance of a Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief, the

laik of objection by Kalimanzira to this delay strongly indicates, in my view, that he was already

aware of the factual allegations against him.

21. In addition to the Prosecution Pre-Trial tsriei I note that this incident was clearly rnentioned

.during the ,P.rosecution's o.penin€ - staternent .and .identified .as .oocurfiog on ,ttre Butare".Gisa€ara

road.4 Notably, again, Kalimanzira did not object or seek clarification. Therefore, I consider that

this would have eliminated any latent ambiguity arising from the description of the location in the

sunrmary of Witness BXK's ariticipated testimony. Similarly, I find no nierit in Kalimanzira's

suggestion that he was prejudiced because he assumed that Witness BXK was testifying about the

Jaguar roadblock, which was located nearby. The sunmary of Witness BXK's testimony does not

3{ Trial Judgeme nt, para.429. -f \4
" Trial Judgement, pans. 432,434,435. \ ' I

"' .Cacumbltsi Appeal Judgement, paras. 57, 58. This approach is consistent with jurisprudence of the ICTY. ,See
Naletili( and ManinoviC Appeal Judgement, para. 45.
"' See Docision on Callixte Kalimanzira's Motion for an Extension of Time for the Filing of Notica of Appeal, 20 July
2O09, paras. 3, 6.
'" T. 20 May 2008 p.59. See also Appeal Judgement para.33.

" T. 30 April 2008 p. 9 ("Yos, .Mr, .hssident, I do not intend to delay the procsedings, espocially with regard to the
pre-tri&l brief, I told you what I hatl to say on this matt6r. We have a way of proceeding in the Defence team in that we
put Mr. Kalimanzira, who is the Accused psrson, at the heart of his dsfence. He is sntitled to all the facts of lsw and of
this case in order to have all ,the nesessary clarifications with rcgard to the ctrategy we are going to adopt, and that is the
reason for vhich I gave the indications I g8ve regarding the time necessary to look into the pre-trial brief with you. But,
of course, all this is a matter that is loft to your discretion, Mr. Prosident.").
40 T, 5 May 2008 p. 4 ("[Kalimanzira] also spuned on the killing of Tutsi at the roadblock situated on the
Butare-Ois&gara road inNdora cotnmune in connection with the Kabuye hill massacres.")
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refer to paragraph 27 .of .the ,Indictxnent, which contains this allegation.ar Furthermore, the

.hosecution's opening statemeflt clearly distiqguished between these two incidents.42 Therefore, any

possible confrrsion on the ptrt of the Defence was not feasonable. Consequently, I am safisfied that,

in these :partioular circumstances, the defect in paragraph X5 of the Inclictment was curod, as

conectly ,noted by the Trial 'Chamber, and 'that Kalimanzira did not suffer prejudice in the

prepiuation o[ his defence.

n. In paragraphs 146'and subsequent of the Appeal Judgement, the Majority proceeds to :re-

examine the facts in order to justify Kalimanzira's confusion rather.than to identiff any conorote

error.made by the Triril'Chamber, which would indicate that the Trial Chaniber abused ito'discretion

when it determined thar the confusion was dispelled by Kalimanzira's recognition in his Final Trial

rlocka3 andBrief that the Butare,Gisagara roadblock was at a different location to the Jaguar roadt

by the fact that the,Opening Statemenl distinguished between the two roadblocks. The Majority

stranselv concludes that Kalimanzira's "confusion is a strong indication that Kalimanzira was

prejudiced by the lack of clarity concerning the charges against him, and that he did not receive

clear.and consistent.notice."{ I believe this conclusion is illustratii,e of the Appeals'Chamber's new

trend .to engage in a f'ial d.e noyo by reassessing the evidence in a situation where it is unnecessary

.and jnappropriate torthe requisite and strict standard of review on appeal. In paragraph 149 of .the

Appeal Judgernent, the Nlajorify finds that "the Trial Chamber erred in iaw by finding that this

defect was cured and.accordingly in judging Kalimanzira guilty on the basis of his actions at the

Butare-Gisagara roadblock." This terminology exemplifies this point particularly well, as it fails to

identify how the Trial Chamber applied an incorrect standard in deciding, within the parameters of

its disoretion, that the defect in the Indictrnent was cured, Indeed, the Majority seems to sugge$t that

no reasonable Trial Chamber could have found that the defect was cured, but, in my view, this is

distinct from an error of law as the Trial Chamber did apply the correct legal standard.

23. Finally, Kalimanzira is attempling to relitigate a matter that was raised at trial. Indeed,

Kalimanzira already mgued at trial that there were inconsistencies between Witness BXK's

rcsdmony and his prior statement. However, the Trial Chamber examined these inconsistencies

carefully,as and found Witness BXK to be credible.a6 I find no error in this approach. Thus, I

-x- \-tr
ar Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief, Annsx ,{, p. 21. \ ' l
42 T. 5 May 2ffi8 p. 4 (l'The Accused Kalimanzira also distributed weapons to peode manning the roadblocks to enable
them.to kilt 'lult;$, Ane.examplc is.the so-cdlled 'Jaguar' roatlblook in,Gisagara, Ndoru commune where he gave.a
fiream to 'the leader.of those mannin-g the roadblock with the specific instruction thst it was going to be used to kill
T'utsi. He 4ko sprmed on the kiling of Tutsi at the roarlblook situateil on the Butare-Gisagara road'in Ndors comtnune
in connection with the Kabuye hill massacres, Once again, the AcctJsBil Kalimanzira insFucied the people manning the
roadblock to.klll Tutsi and distributed a firearm lo facilitate such killings,') (emphasis added).
ar Trial Judgement, para. 465.
a- Appeal Judgamant, pala. 147 .
"' Trial Judgement, pares. 466-469.
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consider that Kalimanzira has not demonstxated that the Trial Chamber committed an error or that it

abused its discretion. In these circumsfances, delbrence must be accorded to the Trial'Chambor.

4, .Alleged Brrols Relating to the Nvabisasara Football Field

24. ln the present case, the Majoriry finds that "the Trial Chamber ened in not explaining more

fully why it believed the Defence witnesses would not have heard of a second meeting, and thus

why their testimony dicl no1 cast reasonable doubt on Witness BCZ's evidence."aT In reaching this

conclusion, the Majo.rity states:

Tbe Defence witnesses did not hoar about any meeting involving Kalimanzira. In many
' 

circumstances such gvidence is proporly accordod minimal :probative value. However, the
oircumstances :in rthis case,are dif,forent bssause many of the.Dgfence witj Esses .had.close.iies Jo
the local authorities or lived in close proximity to the site. Thsrefore, these witnesses'wofld have
been well positioned to know if such a meeting occurred. The Trial Chamber did not discount ther
evidence on any bases other than those noted above.'"

Jt frr;hor.finds that 'ino xeasonable Trial Chaurber could have relied on Witness BCZ's accorplice

evidence of Kalimanzira's participation in the meeting at the Nyabisagma football .field in light of

the cornpeting Defence evidence, absent further conoborative evidence or additional analysis

demonstrating that the Defence witnesses were not credible."4e

25. I find the reasoning and the conclusion of the Majority problematic for various reasons'

First, from a strictiy legal point of view, the Trial Chamber carefully assessed Witness BCZ's

testimony and found him to be credible and reliable.sO I find no error in this approach.sr I recall that

the Trial Chamber'has the discretion to assess and accord the appropriate weight and credibility to

a6 Trial Judgement, para. 4?0.
"' Appeal Judgemont, para. 185.
"o Appeal Judgement, para. 185 (intemal ciaations omitted).
"' Appeal Judgement, para. 186.
to I 1ind unpJrsuasive Kalimanzira's assertion that the Trial Cbamber ened in assessing Witness BCZ's credibility.
Nothing in ihe Statute or the Rules protdbits a Trial Chamber from relying upon the tostimony of unconoborated
accomplice witnesses, provided appropriate caution is applied, See Nchamihigo Apryal Judgement, para. 48. In the
present case, the Trial Chamber was cleady aware that Witness BCZ was an accomplice witness 8nd thet ho may have 

'

had a motive to falsely incriminate Kalimanziro. See Trial Judgemen! paras, 608, 612.In my view, tho Trial Chamber
disptayod the necessary caution in assessing Witness BC?s tostimony. Kalimanzira has thus nof established that the
Trial Chamber ened in this regard. Kalimanzira has also not established any enor in the Tfial Chamber's approach to
alleged contradictions in Witness BCZ's lestimony. Indeed, I am not convinced that the Trial Chamb€r displayod bias in

holding thar "[i]t is likely thar [WiUFss] BCZ omitted to mention Kalimanzira before his October 2001 stalement to
ISIR investigrtors because they,did not spe,cificelly ask him dbout Kalimanzira before that lime" and that "[i]t is also
liksly thar BCZ omitr€d to mention this [sooonal] moeting before,Ociober 2001 because its contsfi and effect (no
killings iollowed because no Tutsis could be found) might have seemed less important. to him compared to the evonts he
did mention." Ttial Judgement, pala. 611. It wqs certainly o.pen to the Tddt Charnb€r to assess Witnoss BCZ'8'
testimony in this way and'Kalimanzira has not rebutted the presumption of impartiality. See also Semanw Appeal
Judgerneni, para. 13, The Trial Chantber sufficiently analyzod lhe alleged contradictions and reasonably accepted the
explanations for them offeted by the witness.
"' Trial Judgement, para. 612,
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the testimony of witnesses.s2 lndeed, rhe call for additional analysis challenges the Trial

firmly .established dirc.retionary power to assess the appropriate weight and.credibilitJ to be

accorded to wj'fircqs ;testimoqy, to which ileference is.owed.53 Furthor.more' I leoall that, accoqtli4g

to our well-Eoublished juriqpnrdenoe, " it is primmily for the Trjal Chamber to determine whether a

witness is credible and to deeide which witness' testimony to prefer, without .necessarily

articulating every step of the reasoning in reaching a decision on these points."5a

26, Second, I note that the Defence witnesses were not aware of any meeting involving

Kalimanzira. [n my view, this does not mean than other meetings involving Ka]imanzira did not

take place. ,Flortever, ,after reassessiqg the evidence, the Majority comes to a speculative oonclusion

that "[the Defence] wifnesses would have been wellpositioned to know if such meeting occurred."ss

In my view, the Majority is exceeding its jurisdiction here.

27. Third, I believe the Majority misses an important point when it concludes that "[t]he Trial

Chamber did not ,discount '[the Defence witness] evidence on any bases other 'than tlose noted

above. In this contexr, the Trial Chamber ened in not explaining more fully why it believed the

Defence .witnesses wouli .not lhave heard of a second meeting, and thus why lhoir testimony did not

oast reasonable doubt on Witness BCZ's evidence."56 I recall, as noted by the Trial Chanlber, rthat.

some of the Defence witnesses testified that they did not see - or were not aware of - Kalimanzira

between April and July 1994.s? As correctly noted by the Trial Chamber, this contradicts

Kalimazira's own testimony that "he stopped by Hatagekimana's house in the end of the first week

of June on his way to see his family in Kiiaiarnbogo[, which] lends adclitional support to is.pieionce

in Kibayi cornrnune around the time of this alleged meeting."ss I recall that the Appeals Chamber

previously held that:

If the Delence adduced the evidence of several otber witnesses, who wele unable lo make any
meaningful contribution to the facts of the case, even if tbe conviction of the accused rested on lhe

52 Nchamihigo Appsel Judgement, para. 285; Nahimana et al. Appe8d Judgemenl, para. 194; Ntagerura et al Appeal
Judsemenl para. 388.
t3 i"" ,.8. 

'Nahimana 
et al. Appeal Judgomont, para. 194 ("tTlhe Trial Chamber has full discretionmy power in

assossing the appropriate woight and credibility to be accorded lo the testimony of a witness"); rYtagerura et al. Appeal
Judgement, parri. 388 (lhe decision to aalmit lwitnoss tostimony] does not in any way prejudice the. wcighl and
sredibility that the Trial Chaniber will, iir its own discrotionary assessment accord to the evidence"); Simba Appoal
Judgement, para 211 ('![T]ho Appsals Chariber recalls that it is primarily for the Tiial Chamber to det€rmine wh€ther a
witness is credible and to docitle which witlBss lestimony to prefer"); Rutagarida A.ppoal Judgemont, para. 253 ('1t
therefore falls to the Trial Chamber to assess thg conFedictions pointed out and determine whether the wifiisss - in liSht
of his,entire tssiinony - was relirible, antl his testimony cledible,").
5!. Bagilishena Apgeat Judgomenq para. 72, aiting .Kupretrki( et dl. .Appeal Judgemenl, par&. 32, .-:- N,rt
"'Appeal Judgement, para. 185 (emphasis added). \ \ '

" Anoeal Judeement. Dara. I85.
tt T. )s Nove'^u"r zd0a pp. ?-9 (Witnoss BTH); T. 17 Novembor 2008 pp. 14-15 (Witness KBF); T. 24 November
2008 pp,29-30 (Witress KXL.1. See al,ro Trial Judgement, paras. 599, 601, 604,
s8 Trial Judgement, para. 612. See sbo 'It',al Judgement, para, 654; T. 10 February 2009 pp. 50-51 (Callixte
Kalimanzin).

7s8i{{
Chamberrs
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testimony of only one witness, ihe Trial Chamber is not required lo state that it found the.evidenca
of each b6fenoc witnoss irxelevant. On the contrary, lt is to be presumcd thal the Trial Chambar
took notics of this evidence and duly disrogardod it because ofits irrelevance."

Accordiqgly, it was within the Trial Chamber's discretion to find that "the Defence evidence.doog

Iittle to contradict BCZ'| evidence."60 Consequenfly, contrary to the Majofity's finding, the Trial

Chamber did not abuse its discretion in finding that two meetings took place, that the Defence

witnesses testified to different meetings, and that the existence of one cloes not preclude the other.

28. Thus, I do not believe that the Trial Chamber has abused its discretion in reaching its

conclusion in the present case. ln this circumstances, deference must be accorded to the Trial

Chamber's assessment of witnesses' testimony.

5. Alleged Enors Relating to the Gisagara Marketolace (Mav Event)

29. With respect to the events at Gisagara market place at the end of May 1994, I agree with the

Mdjority that the Trial Chamber dicl not cliscuss the basis on which it accepted Witness tsDK's

idontificatidn of Katimanzira.6r Although it would have been preferable for the Trial Chaniber to

discuss the issue of Witness 3DK's identification of Kalimanzira, I disagree with the Majority that

the Trial Chamber erred in not doing so.62 According to Witness BDK's testimony, she met

Kalimanzira for the first time at the home of Fidble Uwizeye in the early 1990s.63 At the time,

Witness BDK did not know Kalimanzira so her husband identified him to her.# Beyond describing

this ,evidence as hearsay, the Majority has not demonstrated why it would 'be unreasonable for the

TrialGhamber,to.accept ttr,is ,as .a basis 'of identifioation'

30. Similarly, I am not persuaded that the Trial Chamber ened in accepting Witness BDK's

evidence even though her first sighting of Kalimanzira was contradicted by the testimony of

Witness AX88. Although the Trial Chamber did not expressly assess this contradiction between

their testimonies on this point, it carefully weighed their respective accounts in discussing Witness

BDK's testimony on Kalimanzira's presence at Uwizeye's home in April 1994.6s Thus, it was

clearly mindful of their conflicting versions of the relevant events. In its consideration of the

evidence, the Trial Chamber found portions of Witness AX88's testimony "not at all convinc[ing]",

and described it as "convoluted and often contradictory."6 This clearly suggests that the Trial

{Yte- KvoCka el al. Appal Judgement, para. 24.
* Trial Judgemont, para, 6 1 0.
6r See Appeal Judgement, para. 195.
"' Appeal Judgement, pera. 199.
"'T. 20 May 2008 pp. 46, 4?.
* T. 20 May 2008 p. 46. See alsoT.2l May2008P. 14.
6t Trial Judgement, paras. 388-39t.
* Trial Judgement, para. 390.
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Chambor had significant conoems with Witness AX88. However, the Majority is misleadinlly

silent on this point when reassessing the evidence and only mentions that "[t]he Trial Chamber

observed that Witness BDK's testimony regarding this occasion wa6 directly contradicted by

Defense Witness i{X88."67 ,Consequently, in my view, it has not demonstrated that no reasonable

Trial Chamber could have relied on Witness BDK's identification of Kalimanzira in light of

Witness AX88's evidence.

31. . While the Trial Chamber also raised concems with respect to Witness BDK's evidence

about the meeting at Uwizeye' s home in 1994, it considered significant the fact that Witness BDK's

testimony on that point was'hearsay and stated that this did not impact'her overall credibr'1ity.68 I

recall that "it is not unreasonable for a trier of fact to accept some, but roject other parts of a

witness's testimony."6e Futhermore, "[a] Trial Chamber is entitled to rely on any evidence it deems

to have probative value and it may accept a witness's testimony orily in part if it considers, other

,parts of .his or her evidence not reliable or credible."70 In the present case, the Trial Chamber

reasonably explained that its prior rejection of Witness BDK's evidence did not "reflect upon [her]

general credib-ility."7l It has not been demonstrated that this assessment was outside the bounds of

the Trial Chamber's discretion.

32. I am not satisfied that the Trial Chamber should have rejected Witness BDK's evidence

because of various alleged internal inconsistencies. I reiterate our well-established jurisprudence

that "it falls to the.trier of fact to assess the inconsistencies highlighled in testimon/ and determine

whefher 'ftiey inlpugn the entire 't€stftnciny.'72 'ln the present case, the Tridl Chambet erQles$ly

considered inconsistencies within Witness BDK's evidence and reasonably determined that they

were either immaterial or nonexistent.T' I find no error in this approach. In addition, contrary to

Kalimanzira's arguments, I consider that Witness BDK's testimony in various Gacaca proceedings

did not render the Trial Chamber's reliance on her testimony unreasonable. Kalimanzira has not

substantiated his assertion that the participation in such proceedings, albeit frequent, undermines the

witnesB's credibility.

33. Finally, I find unpersuasive the contention that the Trial Chamber failed to explain why it

accepted Witness BDK's testimony even though that testimony was in Kalimanzira's view

6] Appeal Judgemenl, para. 19?.
"l Trial Judgement, paIas.391,727 .
* Muvunyi Appaal ludgement, para. 128.
1! Kaleliieli Appa Judgement, para. 167.
" Trial Judgement, para. 727.
" Rutagonda Appeal Judgement, Para. M3.
'' Trial Judgement, perts.724-726.
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'lunlikety."Ta The Trial Chamber addressed Kalimanzira's assertion * though not in detail - and

found thai the witness convincingly explained her behavior, in particular why she attended the

meeting and wben she left.75 It is necessary to reiterate that the Tdal Chamber has full discretion in

Chamber to accept Witness BDK's explanations of her behavior. For the foregoing reasons, the

Trial Chamber did not err in its assessment of Witness BDK's testimony.

34. The Majority's reasoning, on the other hand, is problematic for numerous reasons. First, the

Majority states:77

The Appeals Chamber considers rhat "[t]hore is a presumption that a Trial Chamber has eva.luated
a.ll the evidence presented Lo it,.as long as there.is^no indication that the Trial Chamber comPletely
disregarded.any particular piece of evidence."'" However, this presumption may be rebutted
"when evidencs which is clearly relevant to the findings is not addressed by the Trial Chambor's
reasoning."Te

35. However, the Majorily omits lhe remainder of the quoted reference to Kvoika et al. Appeal

Judgement, which states:

It is to be presumed that the Trial Chamber.e'valuat€d.all the evidence presenred to it, as long as
there ii no indication lhat the Trial'Chanrber completely disregarded any particular piece of
.evidence. There maylbs anjndica$on,of disr.qgald when evidence rwhichris clearly rolevant to the
findings is not,adclressed by tho Tridl Chambei's:reasoning, but not-every inoonsistoncy which the
Trial :Chambor ,fail6il to disiuss renders its opinion defective. Considering the fact that minor
inconsistencies commonly occur in witness testimony without rendering.it unreliable, it is within
the discretion of,thi Trial,Chamber to,evaluaie it and to con.sidor whgtber the evidence as a whole
is crodible, without exilaining its decision in every detail. If the Trial'Chamber did not refer to the
evidence given by a witness, even if it is ,in contradiciion to the Trial Charnbsr's findiqg, it is {o be
,pxosumed:that,the T{ial'Chamber assessed and weighed the evidehce, but found thal the evidence
did not prevont it from arriving at its actual findings."'

In my view, without this addition, the quotation is an inaccurate r€presentation of the legal

reasoning established in Kvoika et al. Appeal Judgement. The Majority thus rnisrepresents the

standard established.

36. Second, in the third sentence of pam$aph 197 of the Appeal Judgement, the Majority

misrepresents reality by stating that "[t]he Trial Chamber observed that Witness BDK's testimony

the assessment of a witness's credibility,'o h my view, it wastherefere reasonable for the Trial

7a Trial Judgemont, pan. 724 reads as follows: "Tho Defonce coniends thal BDK'8 testimony was ftaught with
inconsistcncios. It suggests that her'descriptions of the.titning.of her depadure from the meeting was inconsislenq that it
was unlikely that her brother-in-law would have forced her, a Tutsi, to altend the meetingi.that if she had been forcod to
attend, lt was unlikely that she would lcave and draw attention to herself, especially when she had been married before
the war and was not among the group who was tt[oaFncd. None of the Defonce's arguments were persuasive. The
passage of time sinco 1994 would explain difliculty in recalling time exactly; further, BDK gave convincing
explanations for her bohaviour." (intemal citation omitted).

]] 3ee Trial Judgem ert, pa:a.724.
- see Nahinnna et cl, Appeal Judgement, para. 194.
" Appeal Judgement, para. 195.
'' Halilovi( Appeal Judgement, para. 12I. See also KvoCka e, al. Appeal Judgement, pam. 23.
'" KvoCkq et cl. Appeal Judgement. para. 23.
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regarding this occasion was.directly contradicted by Defence Witness AX88."t' In rny view, this

sentence is incomplete and misleading because it submits that the testimony of Witness AX88

contradicts that of Witness BDK without mentioning the fact that the Trial Chamber found Bortions

of Witness AX88's testimony 'lnot at all convinc[ing]" and described it as "convoluted and often

contradictory",o' as already mentioned above.

37. Third, the Majority "notes the Trial Chamber's uncertainty as to Witness BDK's veraciry

with respect to one of two occasions where she claimed to have identified Kalimanzira. Under these

circumstances, the Appeals'Chamber [...] considers that the Trial Chamber should have provided a

clearer explanation of its reasons for accepting portions of Witness BDK's testimony addressing

identification."83 Here again, the focus of the Majority on the Trial Chamber's uncertainty is highly

misleading, as it fails to note that the Tridl Chamber explicitly explained that its reasons for not

relying on Witness BDK's evidence in the prior occasion "do not apply to her evidence here, nor do

they.rcflect upon,fWitness] SDKls €eneral.credibility."s4

38. Fourth, in finding an "error of law" based on the faot that 'Tilt is unclear fiom the Trial

Jr.rdgement .lhow much)caution was applied"8s in its assessment of Witness BDK's evidence, the

Majority simply .employs a loose criterion .to an already nondescript,standard o'f caution. To.suggest

that this is the appropriate appeltate standard of review with respect to caution appears particularly

questionable. Finally. having found an error of law, the Majority also neglects to articulate the

correct legal standard with respect to the degree of caution which in its view is necessary in the

context of identification evidence before reviewing the relevant findings of the Trial Chamber

accordingly as required by our strict standard of appellate review.

6, Conclusion

39. For the foregoing reasons, I disagree with the reasons and conclusions of the Majority with

respect to the relevant portions of Kalimanzira's third, fifth, sixth, seventh, tenth and eleventh

grounds of appeal.

40. In light of the above, I also dissent on the reduction in the sentence decided by the Appeals

Chamber. I would leave the sentence imposed by the Trial Chamber undisturbed,

E-0. Kvotka et al. Appeal Judgsment, para. 23.
]l Appea.l Judgement, para. 197, reJerring to Trial Judgement, para. 388.
"' Trial Judgemcnt, para. 390.
"' Appeal Judgement, para. 199.
I Trial Judgemont, para. 727,
o" Appeal Judgement, para. 199.
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8. Separate.Opinion

47. While I am in general agreernent with the Appeal Judgement with respect to Kalimanzira's

conviction for clirect..and Briblic incitement td commit genocide based on his.oonaluct at rfhe {aguar

roadblock and trre Kajyanarna .roadblock, in particular its conclusion, I feel compelled to write

separately in order to clarify a number of points of the Appeals Chamber's reasoning with which I

feel uncomfortable.

42. First, in paragmphs 156 to 158 of ,the Appeal Ju{gement, the Appeals Chamber relies rnostly

on the.travaux priBorqbires of the Genocide Convention to interpret the definition and scOpe of the. . . - . :

crime of direct and public incitement to commit genocide. I am slighrly uncomfortable with this

approach, as I believe the travaux priparatoires of the Genocide convention provide little guictance

,as to the scope of ,the wortls "direct and public",86 which are at the core of the present.issue. 'In my

opinion, one must look to other sources for a comprehensive definition and scope of the term

"pribtic", .sueh 'as the work'of 'the "hrternational Law Commission-or tlt e Alayesu Tri'al Judgement.

43. Second, the Appeals Chamber limits itself to the application o[ the Nahimana et at. Appeal

Judgement,to .Kalimanzirals convictions, but does not break down the crime into its elements, nor

does il reveal how the term 'pdblic" is defined.

44. In settinB out the elements of the offence, the Akayesu Trial Chamber elaborated on the

requirement of "public incitement" as follows:

[t]he public olement of incitement to commit genocide may be .beffer app'rociated in light of two
fActor6: the place lvher"e the jncitement occurreil and whethgr or not assistarce was selective or
limited. A line of authority oomrnonly followEd in Civil law [sic] sJstems would regard words as
being public whore they were.spoken aloud in a .place tha( were [src] ptlblic by definition.
According to,the Intomational Law Commission, public incltcmont is shaxacterizsd by a ca.ll for
criminal.action to a number of individuals in a publilc place br to menbeis of the general public at
large by such means as tb€ mass media, for example, radio or telovision. It should be noted in this
respect that at the time [the] ConvEntion on Genocide was adopted, the delogates specifically
agreed to rule out the possibility of including privato incitement to commit genocide as a crime,
thereby underscoring (heir commitment to set Bside for punishment only the truly public forms of
incitemenr.o'

The Kajelijeli Trial Chamber emphasized that *[t]he'public' element of incitement to commit

genocide is appreciated by looking at the circumstances of the incitement-such as where the

incitement occurred and whether or not ttle audience was select or limited."88 -t\
86 This point has been recognized by legal expens on the issue. See, e.g., Schabas, WiIIiam A. Genocide
Internalional.Loi: the Crime of Crimes, CBmbri4ge University Press, Cambridge, 2009 (2"" edition), p. 329.
11 Akayesu Tnal Judgament, para. 556 (internal citations omitted).
'" Ka.ieliieli'fi.d Jtsdgemenl para. 85 l.
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Chamber4,5, However, in paragraphs 156 of the Appeal Judgement for example,se the Appeals

emihasizes, and make comparison with other oases, on the size of the audience required to satisfy

the public element of the crime of incitement to commit genocide. Indeed, the Appeals Chamber for

example states that "[t]hese convictions involved audiences which were by definition much braatler

than the groups of individuals manning the Jaguar and Kajyanama roadblocks, who formed

Kalimanzira's audience."eo In my view, this establishes a dangerous and inconect precedent lirikecl

with the question of what minimum audience size is required to satisfu the "public" element of the

crime of direct and public incitement to commit genocide. I believe, no threshold exists and none

should be established. There is no clear indication in the jurisprudence of the Tribunal.that a speech

must be made to a large group of people in order to qualify as public incitement. For the purpose of

the law, it suffices thdt the speech was directed at a number of individuals at .a public place or at

members of the general public, as the Intemational Law Commission confirmed.el ln its report, the

Intemational Law Commission added that "[t]his public appeal for criminal action increases the

likelihooil that at least one individual will respontl to the appeal and, moreover, encourages the kin(l

of 'mob violence' in which a number of individuals engage in criminal conduct."e2

1\Y
8^e^ See also Appea! Iudgemenl foofiote 410.
- Appeal Judgement" para. 156 (emphasis added).
'' Sce Article.2(3X0 df the Draft'Code of Crimes Against the Peace and Security of Mankind, ia Rsport of the
Intemational Law Commission to.lhe General Assembly, UN doc. A,/51/.10 (1996), p..26: "The equaUy indispensable
aloment of pubhc incilomrnt requires communicating the coll for crininel action to a number.of individuals in a public
place or to metribers df the.genoral public st large. Thus, an individual may cotrununicate the call for crirrinal action in
porson in a public place or by technical msans of mass communication, such as by radio or television."
o' See Artrcle 2(3XD of the tbaft Code of Crimes Against the Peace and Security of Mankind, in Report of the
Intomational Law Commission to the General Assembly, UN doc. AJ51/10 (1996), p. 27.
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Done in English and French, the English'text being authoritative

Done this 20'r day of Octob er 2070,

At Arusha,

Tanzania.

Judse Fausto Pocar

['Seal of the Tribundl]
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VIII. ANNEXA - PROCEDURAL HISTORY

The rnain aspects of the appeal proceedings are summarized below.

A. Notices of i\rpea1 ,and griefs

Trial Chamber III rendered the judgement in this case on ?2 llur:,Le 2009.

1 . Kalimanzira's Aopeal

3. On 20 laly 2009, the Pre-Appeal Judge denied Kalimanzira's request for an extension of

tirne to file ,his notice of appeal ftorn the translation of the Trial Judgement into French.r

Kalimanzira filed his Notice of Appeal on 2l July 2009.2 On31 August 2009, the Pre-Appeal Judge

granted Kalirnanzira's request for a 75 day extension of time for the filing of his Appellant's brief

from the filing of the French translation of the Trial Judgement.' He fiIed .his Appellant's brief on 1
^ ^ "  ^ , 4reDruary zuru.

4. On.5 March 2010, the Appeals Charnber granted Kalinranzira's request to file.an Amended

Notice of Appeal .and granted the .Prosecution a 15'day extension of tirne to file its Responderit's

brief.i Kalimanzira filed'his r4mended Notice of Appeal on 8 lvlarch 2010.6 The hosecution filed

its Respondent's brief on 29 Mwch 2010.' On 6 April 2010, the Pre-Appeal Judge .denied

Ka:limanzira's request for an.extension of time to file his Reply,brief following the translation of,the

2. Proseeution's Aqpeal

5. The Prosecution filed its Notice of Appeal on 22 July 2009r0.and its Appellant's brief on

5 October 2009.trOn 26 October 2009. the Pre-Appeal Judge granled Kalimanzira's request for a

I Decision on Callixt€ Kalimanzira's Motion for an Extonsion of Time for the Filing of Notice of Appeal, 20 July 2009.
2 Notice of Appeal, 21 l|ly 2009 ,
3 Decision on Callixte Krilimanzira's Motion for Leave to File an Amendod Notice of Appeal and for an Extension of
Time for the Filing of his Appellant'e Briof, 31 August 2009. In this sarne decision, the he-Appeal Judge denied
Kalimanzira's request to file an arnondid notice of afipoal wirhin 30 days of the filing of the French translation of the
Trial Judgement.
" Callixo Kolimanzira's Appeal Briof, l.February 2010. Kalimanzira filed his brief confidentially. On 5 March 2010,
the he-Appeal Jutlge glanted the Prosecudon 'request to order him to flle a public version. See Decision on the
horccutionrs lvlolion Roquesti4g a?rtblic Filing of Callixte Kalimanzira's .dppdllant's Brief, 5 March 2010. The public
version was filed on 30 Maroh 2010,
5 Decision,on.Callixte Kalimanziratr Motion for LEave to Amend His Notice of Appeal, 5 March 2010,
6 Amended Notice of Appeal, 8 March 2010. i \Vt Prosecutor's Respondent Brief,29 March 2010. | \ |
8 Decision on Callixto Kalimanzlra's Motisn for an Bxtension of Time for the Filing of His Reply Brief, 6 April 2010.
e CallixteKalimanzira's Brisf in Repry, 13 April 2010.
f0 Prosecutor's Notice of Appeal,22 Jlly 20CE.
Ir hosecutor's Appetlant's Bde{ 5 October 2009.
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40-day extension of time for the fiiing of his Respondent's brief from the fiiing of the French

translations of the Prosecutionls Appellant's Brief and the Trjal Judgement.l2 On 19 January.2010,

Kalimanzira filed his Responddnt'.s brjef.r3 The Prosecution filed its Reply brief on 25 January

2010.14

B. Assisnment of ,Iualges

6. On 10 July 2009, rhe Presiding Judge of the Appeals Charnber .assigned the following

Judges to'hear the appeal: Judge Patriok Robinson, presiding, Judge Mehmet Ciiney, Judge Fausto

Pocar, Judge Andr6sia Vaz, and Judge Carmel Agius.rs On 20 July 2009, the Presiding Judge

designated Judge Vaz as the he-Appeal Judge.r6 On 5 February 2010, the Prcsiding Judge of the

Appeals Charnber replaced himself with Juclge Ttreodor Meron.tT The Bench then elected Judge

Meron as the Presiding Judge in this case.r8 On 4 March 2010, Judge Meron designated himself as

the Pre-Appeal Judge.re

.7. On 12 March 2010, Kalimanzira filed,a motion for the admission of additional evidence.2o

The Prosecution iesponded on 12 April 2010.2r Kalimanzira did not file a reply. On 11 June 2010,

the Pre r'ppeal Judge, after consulting with the Bench, decided to defer consideration of the rnotion

until after the appeal hearing.22 On 21 September 2010, the Appeals Chamber denied Kalimanzirars

motion in a confidential decision,23

12 Decision on Callixte Kalirnanzira's Motion for an Extonsion of Time for ihe Filing of His Respondent's Brief, 26
October 2009.
13 Observations on the hosecutot's Appollant's Brief Dated 5 Octobor 2009, 19 January 2010. The hosecution
challenged this submission bscause it was frled ono day late and allegedly did not correspond to the requiromonts for a
Rospondont's brief. It also soufht sanctions, The Appeals Chamber acoepted the filing of the submission and considered
i[ as tho Respondent's bdef, It denied the request for s&nctions. See Decision on the Prosecution's Rsquests Made in
Relation to Kalimanzira's "Observations on the Prosecutor'6 Appeuant's Brief Daled 5 October 2009", 5 March 2010.
la ThO Prosocutor's Response to Respondgnt Callixte Kelimanzira's "Observations on the Prosocutor's Appellant's
Brief Dated 5 Octobar 20W',25 Jaruuy 2010.
rs Ordor Assigning Judges'to a Case Bsfore the Appeals Chamber, 10 July 2009,
16 Order Designadng a Pro-Appeal Judge. 20 July 2009.

Order Raplacing a Judge in a CaseBefore the Appedls Chamber, 5 February 2010.
rE Ordor-Designating a he-Appeal Jutlge, 4 March 2010.
re Order Dosignating a ho-Appeal Judge, 4 March 2010.
20 Motion to Adrnit Addirional.Evidence, l2 March 2010 ("Motion").
2t hosecutor's Response to "Motion to Admit Additional Evidence", 12 April 2010 ("Response").
22 Decision Dsferring Consideration of Kalimanzira's Motion for the Admission of Additional Evidence on Appeal, I I
June 2Q1O.
23 Decision on Kalimanzira's Molion for the Admission of Additional Evidence on Appeal, 21 Septomber 2010.

'5 \Y
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D. trIearine of the Appeals

8. On.2 June 2010,.the Pre-Appeal Judge denied Kalimanzira's motion to pospone the,hearing

in ligbt of the ar,rest of a counsel for appellant in another case before the Tribunal by Rwandan

authorities.z On 11.June 2010, the Pre-Appeal Judge denied a.second motion to postpone the

hearing on the same basis.25 On 14 June 2010, the parties presented their oral arguments at a

heming held in Arusha, Tanzania, in accordance with the Scheduling Order of 20 May 2010.26

Tv

2a Decision on Kalimanzira's Requesl to Postpono the Appeal Hearing, 2 June 2010.
25 Deo.ision on Kalimanzira's Second Request to Postpone the Appeal Hearing, 1l June 2010.
26 Scheduling Order,20May 2010,
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IX. ANNDX B - CITED MATERJAI.,S AND DEFINED TDRMS

A. Jurispr:udence

1. ICTR

AKAYNSIJ

The Piosecutor v, ,Jean-Paul Akayesu, 'Case No. XCTR-964-T, Judgoment, 2 September 1998
(" Akayesu Trial Judgement").

The Frosecutor v. Iean-Paul Akayesu, Case No. ICTR'96-4-A, Judgement, 1 June 2001 ("Akayesu
Appeal Judgement"),

BA.Gtr-,ISIMMA
The Prosecutor v. Igrnce Bagiliihema, Case No. ICTR-95-1A-A, Judgement (Reasons), 3 July
2002 (" Baeilishema Appeal Judgement").

BIKII\$DI

The Frosecutor v. Simon Bikindl, Case No. ICTR-01-72-T, Judgement, 2 December 2008 ("Bikindi
Trial Judgement").

Simon Bikind.i v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-01-72-A, Judgement, 18 March 2010 ("Bikindi
Appeal Judgement"),

Sylvestre Gacumbitsi u. The :Prasecutor, Case No, ICTR-2001-64-A, Judgernent, 7 July 2006
(' tG ac umbits i .Appeal Jud gernent")

KA.IELI.JtrLI

The Prosecutor v. JuvCnal Kajeliieli, Case No.
1 December 2003 (" Kajelijeli Tial Judgement").

Juvinal Kajelijeli v. Tie Prosecutor, Case No.
(" Kaj elij e li Appeal Judgement").

ICTR-98-44A-T, Judgement and Sentence,

ICTR-98-44A-A, Judgement, 23 May 2005

KAMUHANDA

Jean de Dieu Kamuhanda v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-99-54A'A, Judgement,
19 September 2005 ("Katnuhanda Appeal Judgement").

KARERA

Frangois Karera v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-01-74-A, Judgement, 2 February 2009
(" K ar e r a Appeal Judgemenf ').

a\{
KAYISI{EMA and RIIZAnDANA

The Prosecutor v. ClCment Kayishema and Obed Ruzind.ana, Case No. ICTR-95-1-A, Judgement
(Reasons), 1 June 2001 ("Kayishema and Ruzind.ana Appeal Judgement").
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MUIIIMANA

Mikaeli Muhinana v. The Prosecutor,
(" M uhirnana . Appeal .Judgement").

7461W

Case No. ICTR-95-18-A, Judgement, 21 May 2dn7

No. ICTR-96-13-A, Judgement, 6 November 2001Case

MUSEMA

Al,tred Musema v. The Prose.cutor,
(" M us erna Appeal Judgement").

MU\IUNYI

The Prosecutor v. Tharcisse Muwmy,i, Case No. ICTR-2000-55A-T, Judgement and Sentence,
12 September 2006 (" Muvunyi Tial Ju{gement").

Tharcisse Muvuny.i v. The Prosecutor, Case No, ICTR-2000-55A-A, Judgement, 29 August 2008
(" M uv unli Appeal.Judgement" ).

NAHIMANA, et al.

Ferdinand.Nahimana, Jean.Bosco Barayagwizn and Hassan N geze v. The Prosecutor,
{C.TR.99-5!A, fi;rdgernent,28 N.sver ber2007 ("Nahitnana,et al. Appeal.J,udgernent");

Case No.

NCHAIVIIHIGO

SimCon Nchamihigo v. The Frosecutor., Case.No. ICTR-2001-63-A, Judgement, 18 March 2010
(" N chamihigo dppeal Judgement'r).

NDINDABA.IIZI

Emmanue:LN.dinctabahizi v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-01-71-A, Judgement, 16 January 2007
(" N d inilab ahi zi Appeal Judgement").

NIYITEGEKA

The Prosecutor v. Eliizer Niyitegel<a, Case No. ICTR-96-14-T,
16 May 2003 ("Niyitegeka Trial Judgement").

Eli1zer Niyitegela v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-96-14-A,
(" N iyit e g eka Appeal Judgement").

NTAGERURA et al.

The Prosecutor v. An"d.ri Ntagerura, Emmanuel Bagambiki and Samuel Imanishimwe, Case No.
ICTR-99-46-A, Judgement, 7 luly 2006 ("Ntagerura et aL. Appeal Judgement").

NTAKTRUTIMANA

The Prosecutor v. Elizaphan Ntakirutimano and Girard Ntakirutimana, Case Nos. ICTR-96-10-T
and ICTR-96-17-T, Judgement and Sentence, 21 February 2003 ("Ntakirutimana TiaJ
Judgement").

The Prosecutor v. Elizaphan Ntakirutimana and Gdrard Ntakirutimaru, Case Nos; ICIR-96-10-A
and ICTR-96-17-A, Judgement, 13 December 2004 ("Ntakirutimnna Appeal Judgoment")..<\4
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RUGGru
The Prosecutor v. Georges Raggia, Case No. ICTR-97-32-I, Judgement and Sentence, 1 June 2000
(" Ru g g iu Trjal I ud gement'l).

RUKUNDO

The Prosecutor v. Emmanuel Rukundo, Case No. ICTR-2001-70-T, Judgement, 27 February 2009

l" Rukundo Tnal Judgement").

RUTAGANDA

Georges Anderson Nderubumwe Rulaganda v. The Prosecutor, Case No' ICTR-96-3-A, Judgement,
26May 2003 ("Rutagand.a Appeal Judgement"),

SEMANZA

The Prosecutor v. Iaurent Semanza, Case No. ICTR-97-20-T, Judgement and Sentence,
15 May 2003 ("Semanza Trial Judgemeni").

Iaurent'semanza v. The .Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-9?-20-A, Judgement, 20 May 2005 ("setnanza
Appeal Judgement").

SEROMBA

The Prosecutor v. Athanase Seromba, Case No. ICTR-2001-66-A, Judgement, 12 March 2008
(" 5 eromiba Appeal Judgement').

SIIVBA

Atoys Simba v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR'01-76-A, Judgement, 27 November 2007 ("Simba
Appeal Judgement").

ZIGIRANYIRAZO

Protais Zigiranyirazo v. The Prosector, Case No. ICTR-01-73-A, Judgement, 16 November 2009
(" Zi giranyirazo Appeal Judgement").

2. ICTY

ALEKSOVSKI

Prosecutor v. Zatko Alelcsovski, Case No. IT-95-14/1-A, Judgement, 24 March 2000
(" Alel<sovski Appeal Judgement ").

BLAGOJEVIC

Prosecutor v. Vidoje Blagojevii and Dragan Joki1, Case No. IT-02-06-4, Judgement, 9 May 2007
("Blagojevif and. JokiC Appeal Judgement ").

-r \4
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BLASKId
Prosecutor v. Tihomir Btaikic, case No. IT-95-14-A, Judgement, 29 July 2004 ("Blaikic Aweal
Judgement").

BOSKOSKI

Prosecutor v. Qube Bolkoski and Johan Tariulovski, Case No. rc-04-82-A, Judgement,
19 Nlay 201O ("Boikoski and Tariulovski Appeal Judgement"),

BRDAN,IN

Prosecutor v. Radosl.av Brd.anin, CaseNo. IT-99-36-A, Judgement, 3 April 2007 ("Brttanin Appeal
Judgement"),

DELALI( etal

Prosecutor v. fojnil DelaliC, Hravko MuciC (aka "Patto"), Hazim DeliC and Esad,Iandio (ala,
"Zenga"), Case No. n-96-21-A', Judgement, 20 Fetruary ?-0Al (Dela'liC t al. Appeal
Judgement").

T.URUNDZIJA
.Prosecutor v. Anto Furund.iija, Case No. IT-95- l7ll -A, Judgemenl,
Appeal Judgement'1).

IIADZIHASAN.O\'/NC AN'I KUBU.R,A

Prosecutor v. Enver HadiihasanoviC and Amir Kubura, Caie No' IT-0147-A, Judgement,
22 Apil 20OB ("Hadiihasanovii and Kubrra Appeal Juclgement").

2l July 2000 ("Furundlija

HALILOVIC

Prosecutor v. Sefer HatiloviC, iase No. II-01-48-A, Judgement, 16 October 2007 ("Halilovii
Appeal Judgement").

KORDIC and CERKDZ

P.rosecutor v. Dario KordiC and Mario Cerkez, Case No. fi'95-I412-A, Judgement, 17 December
2004 ("Kordii and Cerkez Appeal Judgement").

KRSTIi

Prosecutor v. Radislav Krstii, Case No. IT-98-33-A, Judgement, 19 April 2004 ("Krstii Appeal
Judgement").

KI.]PRESKI'C et aI.

Prosecutor v. Zoran KuprelkiC, Mirjan KupreikiC, Vlatko KuprelkiC, Drago JosipoviC and Vladimir
Santii, Case No. IT-95-16-4, Appeal Judgement, 23 October 2001 ("Kupreiki( et al. Appeal
Judgement").
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KVoeKA et,at.
Prosecutor v. Miroslav Kvo6ka, Mlad.o Radii, hran zigii and Dragoliuib Prcac, case No. IT'98-
30/1-4, Judgement, 28-February .2AA5 (*Kvoika et aL Appeal Judgement")'

LIMAJ et al.

Prosecutor v. Fatmir Limai, Haradin Bala and lsak Musliu, Case No' IT-03-66-A, Judgement,
27 September 2007 ("L'imaj ,et aL Appeal Judgement").

MRKSTC ano SUwnNCnnn{
Prosecutor v. Mile Mikiid and Veselin Sfivanianin, Case No. IT-95-13/1-A, Judgement,
5 May 2009 ("Mrtiii and Sljivanianin Appeal Judgement").

NALETILIC an.t MARTINOVId

Prosecutor v. Mladen Natetitii, a.k.a. "Tuta" and Vinko Martinovii, a.k.a' ".Steta" ' Case No. IT-
98-34-A, Judgement, 3May 2006 ("Naletilii and Martinovii Appeal ludgement")'

BLAGOJE SIMIE

Prosecutor v. Blagoje SinriC, Case No. IT-95-9-A, Judgement, 28 November 2006 ("Blagoje SimiC
Appeal Judgement").

TADIE
Prosecutor v. Duiko Tadii,
Judgement").

Case No. IT-94-1-d, Judgement, 15 July 1999 ("TadiC Appeal
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'8, Dr!fined Terms and Abbreviations

Defence

Callixte Kalimanzira or his defence team, as appropriate

Genocide Convention

Convention for the .Prevenlion and Punishment of the 'Crime of Genocide, ad'optod

9 December 1948, 78 U.N.TrS.277 (enterc'd into force 12 January 1951)

ICTR

Intemational Criminal Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Genocide and Other

Serious Violations of Intemational Humanitarian Law Committed in tie Territory. of Rwanda and

Rw-andan,Citizens Res;pnsible for'Genocjde and Other Such Victlalsnq Commilted in t}le Tenitory

of Neighbouring States, between I lanuary 7994,and 31 Decernber 1994

ICTY

:lntemational Tribundl for the hosecution of Persons Responsible for S.erious Violations of

Intemational Humanitarian Law Commined in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991

Kalimanzira Appeal Brief

Callixte Kalimanzira's Appellant's Bridf, I February 2010

Kalimanzira Final Trial Brief

The Prosecutor v. Callixte Kalinwnzira, Case No. ICTR-05-88-T, Closing Brief, 2 Apil 2009

Indicfinent

The Prosecutor v. Callixe .Kalimanzira,

2005,21July 2005

Kalimanzira Notice of Appeal

Amended Notice of Appeal, 8 March 2010

Case No. ICTR-2005.88-I, lndictment Filed on 2l July

-1 \j
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Kalimanzira Pre-Trial B'rief

ilhe Prosecutor v. Calli*e Kalimanzira, Case No. ICTR-05-88-T, Defence Pre-Trial Brief,

17 September 2008

Kalimanzira Rqply Brief .

'Callixte Kalimanzira's Brief in R.eply, 13 April 2010

Kalirnanzira Response Brief

Obiervations on the Prosecutor's Appellant's Brief Dated 5 October 2009, 19 January 2010

MRND

Mouyement.Rivol,utionnaire National pour la Dimocratie et k Det)eloppement

n. (nn.)

footnote (footnotes)

p.(ppJ

page (pages)

para. (paras.)

paragraph (paragraphs)

Prosecution Appeal Brief

Prosecutor's Appellant's Brief, 5 October 2009

Prosecution Notice of Appeal

Prosecutor's Notice of Appeal, 22 luly 2009

Prosecution Pre-Trial Srief
-\V

The Prosecutor v. Callixte Kalimanzira, Case No. ICTR-2005-88-PT, Prosecutor's he-Trial Briel

16 Aoril 2008
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"Observationson the

lnternational Crirninal Tribunal for Rwandaestablished by SecurityCouncil

Callixte Kalimanzira, Case No. ICTR-05-88-T, Judgement, 22 lune 2009

-]
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